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Abstl'act

The purpose ofthe research rvas to understand the role that cloth s\vatch testing and

electronic nose analyses could play in environmental testing for ag¡icultu¡al malodo¡s.

Environmental malodors are a problem rvhenever large-scale production and residential areas lie

near each other. Current sampling methods for these malodors can be cumbersome and

expensive. This thesis describes a series offive studies related to stabilization of environmental

malodors on cloth srvatches and sensory and electronic nose measurement rvith an Alpha MOS

Fox 3000 system, ofthe presence and intensity ofthe odors adsorbed onto fab¡ics.

In the first study, a I-butanol reference scale, commonly used in envirorulental testing

for magnitude natching, rvas evaluated using ts'o sensory ratio scaling methods, magnitude

estimation and the Iabelled rnagnitude scale. Calculated values ofthe exponent (n) ofStevens'

Larv, 0.59 for magnitude estimation and 0.46 for the Iabelled magnitude scale, rvere found to be

statistically different atp<0.001, although ri'ell withilì the range ofvalues reported in the

literature.

In the second study, l3 fabrics (cotton flannel, cotton broadcloth, cotton T-shirt knit,

cotton terry cloth, cotton trvill, s,orsted rvool flannel, rvool challis, silk habutaè, linen sr"riting,

spun viscose challis (ra1,on), Dacron type 54, spun pol¡,propylene, activated carbon cloth) rvere

evaluated for their ability to adsorb malodors u4ren exposed to srvine odor simulant under

controlled conditions. Trvo sensory scales (difference-frorn control for linear data and labelled

magnitude scale for ratio data) and electronic nose analysis rvere used to compare fabrics both

rvithin and betrveen sample sets. All fabrics adsorbed odor to some degree and both sensory

panels and the electronic nose were able to detect tlìe changes. Groupings of fabrics for most and

least effectiveness could be identified; ho*'ever, fab¡ics that received sensory scores in the mid-

range were not distinguishable. When phl,sical attributes ofall tested fabrics rvere related to the

sensory sco¡es, those rvith lorver fabric rveight and density arrd higher air pemreability tvere

identified as being most useful, and s4ren tested rvithin cottons, important factors rvere lorver



fabric u'eight and higher air permeability. Substantivity of odo¡s rvas shorvn for the short term in

the second study by evaluation ofthe successful re-use of sensor¡, samples up to four times.

ln the third study, the available GC/l4S rvas unsuccessful in providing the headspace

composition ofthe sensory and electronic nose samples ofthe srvine odor simulant-exposed

fabrics. Data rnanipulation the electronic nose sensor signals allorved removal ofthe cloth signal

from the exposed cloth siglìal. When conipared to the signals for the srvine odor simulant

components, the spun polylrropylene mapped most closely with tlìe largest group ofcomponents.

In the fourth study, fleld testing involved selected cloth suatches being exposed to

malodors simultaneously rvith the collection of sensory data during an odor dispersion study.

rvl¡hen electronic nose analysis rvas compared to sensory results for actual field conditions,

activated carbon cloth rvas found to be the most appropriate ofthe cloth sources tested.

In the final study, the effect ofsurface chemistry on the adsorption of odors tvas

evaluated tlrrough changing a hydrophilic fabric (cotton flannel) and a h)¡drophobic fabric (spun

polypropylene) through He/O2 and He/ C3F6 exposure in a radio frequency glorv discharge plasma

polymerization unit. Surface changes in fabrics rvere validated through contact angle

measurements and ESCA analysis. Cotton flannel shorved no change in odor uptake as a result of

treatnent; horvever, both treatments iuc¡eased odor uptake for spun polypropylene. It rvas also

found that long-term substantivity for samples, stored in the laboratory and evaluated using the

electronic nose, did not extend bel,ond one day for most ofthe samples rvithout changes

beginning to occur in the test results. The exception rvas spun polypropylelìe treated rvith plasma

polyrnerization, where both treatments appeared to be stable up to four da¡,5. Þoth spun

pollpropylene and activated carbon cloth shorved the most pronise as suitable cloth substrates

for laboratory and field sarnpling respectively.
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ChaPter 1

Introduction

1.1 Perception ând Measurement olOdor

Odor perception in humans is one ofthe most anci€nt sens€s and one tlut historically rvas

usefut in identification and protection. The process includes the signal being first received in the

limbic system ofthe brain, that is, the area in rvhich emotional fesponses occur and rvhich is

associated both rvith memory and rvith physiological responses that are independent ofconscious

decisions. From there it passes to the neocortex for labelling, etc. The basic pathrvay is well

understood, but current research is clari$ing the nature interaction at the receptor site and the

mechanism ofperception. The malodo¡s of srvine production facilities are those of waste products

and as such have a strong emotional response associated rvith thern. The root ofthe problem of

the hedonic response to malodors from large-scale hog rearing operations lies deeper than a

simple like/dislike response on a sensory ballot. It is connected with the basic emotion of

"disgust" that has been studied and discussed in depth, especially by Paul Rozin and his co'

rvorkers (Rozin et a]..,1994, Flaidt et al., 1994, Rozin, 1996, Rozin et al., 1997, Rozin et al.,

1999). The association ofodo¡s rvith body rvastes - human or anitnal - falls into the realm of

disgust.

1.2 Background on Environmental Malodors from Agricultural Sources

The intensive productio¡r oflivestock, such as hogs, creates environmental problerns for

residents in the vicinity ofthese operations through the odors created by the large amounts of

livestock rvaste products and the diffrculties ofeffectively neutralizing these products. The

livestock industry in Manitoba has seen a large gro$th in hog production over the last 15 years,

rvith the numbers of animals expected to rise to 8 million hogs by the year 2005. The figures for

2003 shorv that the number ofhogs is alreadl'at 7.3 nrillion (Manitoba Department of

Agriculture, 2004). This gro*th is due to several factors including the grorving rvorld demand for



high quality Canadian meat products and the effect the end ofthe Western Grain Transportation

Act has had in enlrancing the production economics for greater rvestem livestock production

(Manitoba Department ofAgriculture, 1997). This increase in hog production brings rvith it

inherent odor problems and the need to ameliorate them for the sake of local residents and to

ensure the viability ofoperations at locations convenient to transportation and further processing.

The effects ofthese odors are more than aesthetic in nature (Srveeten & Miner, 1993).

Malodors from intensive hog production operations have been shorvn in the literature (Schiftnan

et al., I995) to negatively affect the moods oflocal residents resulting in more tension,

depression, anger, fatigue, and confüsion and tess vþor than control subjects. The concerns of

residents extend also to anticipated problerns in resale values of real estate. Examples are given

in trvo nervspaper articles. The first lvas f¡om October 24, 1997 Saskatoon StarPhoenix in a story

regarding a proposed 1200-animal hog-rearìng facility in R.M. ofHanover (southern Manitoba),

n4rich quotes a resident on adjacent property as concemed regarding the majoi problens from the

facility and the resulting decrease in property values. A further fear quoted was that the Hanover

council rvould ignore residents' concerns and quietly approve the bam. The odors (and potential

odors) from hog rearing facilities are also the subject oflegal proceedings. A second rvas from an

October 25, 1997 ârticle in the same netvspaper, describing a court injunction being sought in

Saskatchewan to halt a l2-million dollar project near Kelvington, Saskatchervan, rvhich consists

ofhvo facilities, each capable ofraising 8000 hogs. The injunction rvas being sought by one

provincial deparhnent, Environment and Resource Management, as a result of conmunity action,

against a company that has the support of another provincial department, Agriculture. These

examples are given to shorv the far-reaching effects ofthese operations and the level of

investrnent injust one facility. The problenrs associated rvith these operations are mauy, rvith

odor being a very significant component and often the first identified as a concern. Sillce this

time, there has been publicity of varying sorts including television docurnentaries such as the

CBC Television "The Nature ofThings - FactoÐ' Farming" in January 2004, "The Fifth Estate -



The Sty's The Limit" on October 13, 1998 and CBC Radio "This Moming - Factory Farming" on

February 9, 2001. The control of odor problens that are inherent rvith the increase in hog

production is essential to ensure the viability of operations at locations convenient to

transportation and further processing.

Odor has also been discussed as a source ofhealth complaints. Schiffman et al. (2000)

summarized the results ofa rvorkshop on the current knorvledge regarding the.health effects of

odors. They outlined three situations or paradigms; s1'rnptoms rvhich rvere related to odorants at

levels that caused irritation or other toxicological effects, symptoms rvhich rvere related to

odo¡ant levels rvhich did not cause irritation, and symptoms rvhich rvere caused by the presence

ofa co-pollutant. Each ofthese situations could be operating in the case of agricultural malodors

and the odor served as the "exposure marker" for each of them.

Environmental regulators rvere also concemed rvith the appropriate levels ofodorant in

terms ofsetting standards for agricultural production facilities, These levels must take into

account the local implications ofproduction on residents rvho are impacted by odors carried by

the rvind and horv this odor spreads and dissipates. The level at source and at speciftc distances

to rvhich the regulations are set depends on the human response to these odors - and odor

measurement is part ofthis process.

1.3 The Effects of Odor and Malodor on Humans

The effects ofodors and the memories and emotions produced by odors have been

studied from different vierv-points and all feed into the same conclusion - that odor and emotion

are corurected and that humans respond to emotions in a manner tvhich is physiological and can

be traumatic. The trauma arises from the implications ofthe malodors that can induce stress.

Schiffinan et al. (1995) examined the psychological effects oflivestock malodors on near-by

residents using a psychological profiling method ("Profile of Mood States" questionnaire)

throúgh rvhich ratings on tensior/anxiety, depression/dejection, anger/hostility, vigor/activit¡
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fatigue/inertia, ald confusion/bervilderment were measured. All ofthe indicato¡s increased on

exposure to malodors except for vigor, rvhich decreased. The possible factors cited in mood

changes rvere (a) unpleasantness ofodors, (b) intermittent nature of stimulus, (c) leamed

aversions to odor, (d) potential neural stimulation of immune responses, (e) direct physical effects

- nasal and respiratory irritation, (f) possible chemosensory disorders, and (g) unpleasant thoughts

associated rvith odor (e.g. loss ofproperty value).

In considering malodors, some aspects ofcurrent research shed light on human responses

to pleasant and unpleasant odors and on the effects ofconcentration on odor annoyance.

Different parts ofthe brain respond to pleasant and unpleasani odors (Schiffnran, 2004, Royet et

al.,200\). Sobel et al. (2003) extensively revierved and summarized netv neurôimaging

techniques as applied to odor perception. Teclniques such as positron emission tomography and

functional magnetic resonance imaging have been used to study the areas ofthe brain activated

by odors. Studies show that all odo¡ants activate areas ofthe anterior olfactory nucleus and the

olfactory tubercule, rvhile only unpleasant odors activated the amygdala and neighboring areas.

They also shorved rvork in rvhich odorant-induced activation rvas greater in tvomen than in men

and that the degree ofactivation in the cerebellum was concentration-dependent for propionic

acid.

Bensafr et al. (2002) compared electrophysiological and psychological responses to

pleasant (cineole, menthol, or isoamylacetate) and unpleasant (thiophenol, isovaleric acid, or

pyridine) odo¡s. The test subjects either sniffed the odor rvith no judgement required, sniffed the

odor and assessed pleasantness (affective judgement), or sniffed the odor and assessed farniliarity

(cognitive judgement). Unpleasant odors resulted in an increase in heart rate rvhen pleasantness

rvas assessed but not tvhen familiarity rvas assessed, Their results indicated that differing

pathrvays rvere involved rvhen affective judgements but not when cognitive judgenents and that

emotional response to odors resulted in an involuntary categorization based on pleasantness.
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Studies ofbehavioral responses to odor shorv some ofthe responses in the form of

pleasanlunpleasant categories - and these shorv consistencies across cultures. Schleidt et al.

(i988) used interviervs s,ith Germans (166 subjects) and Japanese (88 subjecti) and asked for

pleasant and unpleasant odors from memory and their associations about them. They used open-

ended questions and participants rvere asked to name as many odors as they rvished and in any

sequence. They were further asked, "rvhy the odor rvas pleasant or unpleasant", "rvas it

connected to a special situation", and "rvhat else they tvished to say about the odor". They

collected 2040 different odor responses and categorized them. Categories that occurred in both

cultures and the odors associated rvith them accounted for 2/3 ofthe responses and are identified

in Table l. I . The most unpleasant odors rvere "decomposed" and "fecal". Odors that rve¡e

different culturally rvere mainly those associated u'ith fragrances and soaps (intensity, especially)

and some specifrc food items. Given this agreement on the nature ofpleasant and unpleasant, it is

possible to consider a nleasurement scale for this odor attribute.

1.4 Project Objectives

This rvork explores various aspects ofa test method that has the potential for rvide range

application in environmental testing of air-bome odorants not only from agricultural malodor

sources, but also in the assessment ofother sources of air-bome contamination. Thereis limited

Table LI Cross-cultural responses to odor quality (Schleidt et aI,., I988)

"uniformlv pleasant" odors "uniformlv unoleasant" odors
¡ civilization (intimate situation at home - bed,

hcth ¡lnthccl
civilization ( smell of exhaust fumes and

. food and drink (grilled and roasted protein
food, fruit and spices, pastries and coffee/tea),

. food and drink (odor ofbumt and deteriorated
food, especially protein and odor ofonion and

sarlic)
¡ nature (smells ofstreams, lakes, sea, air/earth,

plants),
nature and "man" (odor ofexcrements of
animals and man as rvell as body odor and
srveat, mainly of strange people in a crorvded
situation e.e. in a subwav)

. "man" (odor ofspecific individuals, e.g
husband. friend. child).

o Other (smell ofrubbish and deteriorated things)



information in the textiles research literature on the adsorption and desorption of odors relative to

textile substrates. There is a need to understand holv the structural characteristics ofa textile, its

surface area and topography, the nature of its fibre composition as rvell as its surface chemistry

might influence such phenomena. This knorvledge can ofuse in other textile applications, such

as protective clothing, rvhere the adsorption of odors is considered either desirable or,

alternatively, undesi¡able. There is also a need in the sensory literature to clarify the roles that

different forms of sensory analysis contribute to the characterization ofthe nature of

environmental off-odors and their intensity measurement.

The purposes ofthe various components ofthis work all relate to the assessment ofthe

usefulness ofcloth suatch sampling as a field sampling system for the study ofenvironmental

malodors. This is accompanied by rvork rvith a nerv methodology that has been applied to

rnalodor assesslnents to a lirnited degree, the sensor-based systern knorvrr as the electronic nose.

Environmental malodors are important, both to the industries that produce them and the

people rvho are resident in areas that are impacted by these odors. There are several rvays in

rvhich the presence and./or intensity ofthese odors have been measured including sensory panel

measurenìents in the field, various types oflaboratory measurements using humans including

olfactometer measurements ofair sarnples taken in the freld, and gas chromatography ofthe

components ofair samples from malodor sites.

The purpose ofthis project is to look at the development ofa new method for sampling

airbome malodors. The rvork combines methodologies from several domains including sensory

science for the objective methodologies for sensory analysis oftaints and rnalodors, textile

science for physical and chemical cha¡acteristics offrbres and fabrics affecting odor uptake, and

bio-systems engineering for systenìs to reduce and eliminate sources ofair and rvater pollution

that provide the sources oftest situations and the technology of air sampling.
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In considering the approach to this rvork, a series of questions rvere developed to be

investigated in a series ofstudies. These rvere identifred as the rvork progressed and relate to the

assessment systems used to measure odor uptake.

l. Horv do different scaling systems perform for sensory measurement of malodors? Humans

perceive most sensory stimuli on a log scale and most studies relating sensory perception of

intensity to physical measurements rely on this fact. A nerv measurement method has been

developed by Green and co-rvorke¡s (1993, 1996) based on the rvork of Georg that allorvs the

collection of sensory intensity data that is ratio scaled but using a pen and paper sysiem. It

has performed tvell in other systems, and rve rvill evaluate it here compared to standard

magnitude estimation methods.

2. Horv do different types ofcloth perform for the uptake ofodors? Is there a fibre that is better

for this and are there any physical properties ofthe cloth, rvhich rvill help, predict this

performance?

3. .A.re there differences in the odorants that different frbres or cloth types rvill adsorb? Which

components are most easily adsorbed and ¡eleased into the system and horv can this be

assessed?

4. Horv rvell does this laboratory methodology carry fonvard into actual field-testing? Can cloth

types identified under laboratory conditions be successfully utilized an actual odor dispersion

test forrnat?

5. Can cloth surfaces be made to adsorb odors more effrciently for this rvork?

6. which measurement systems rvill allorv odors to be evaluated? Nerv technology in the form

of senso¡-based electronic nose technology is available, Horv rvell does this compare to the

use ofhunran assessors for the presence and intensity of malodors sampled from the

env.ironlnent?

The specific objectives include the development ofthe components for a method of

standardized odor sampling ofair-borne malodo¡s using a ralge ofappropriate standardized



fabrics as cloth srvatches and testing it through analytical sensory analysis and the application of

electronic nose technology. The method includes stabilizing srvine odor on cloth srvatches by

exposure to controlled amounts ofodorous air so that the odor ca'be removed from the sampling

area and taken to a sensory facility for evaluation.

1.5 Overall Experimental Design

The study rvill provide information from rvhich protocols for sensory evaluation ofair-

bome malodors can be established. It rvill also provide another application by rvhich to evaluate

the role ofthe emerging electronic nose technology for monitoring malodors. The use ofthe

electronic nose in this rvork rvill allorv the systems to be evaluated in a different *av and to be

cornpared to the results from the sensory panel.

The rvo¡k is divided into the follorving sections:

study #l: Evaluation ofrrvo Ratio scaling Methods using a standard l-Butanol Scale and the

Electronic Nose (in chapter 3), This study compared the use of trvo ratio scaling metrrods fora

scale based on l-buta'ol concentrations, a co'ipound that is commonly used as a reference

chemical in environmental testing. The hypothesis rvas that the data from the labelled magnitude

scale rvould provide the same result for the calculation of the exponent of Stevens, porver Iarv as

the data from magnitude estimation. The sensory results rvere compared to electronic nose

analyses ofthe samples to evaluate the rvay in rvhich each ofthe scaling methods relates to the

sensor responses. This rvas done through linear regression subroutines in the data analysis

softrvare.

study #2: Evaluation of cloth Sources for uptake of Malodors in Enviromnental resting (in

chapter 4). The focus ofthis study rvas the cornparison ofa serected set of l3 fabrics of varying

fibres and structures for their ability to adsorb and retain odor from a srvine odor simulant through

sensory and electronic nose analysis. The set of fab¡ics rvas tested along rvith the commonly used
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fabric (cotton flannel) for the ability ofthe fabric to adsorb srvine odor and compared for the

relative strength ofthe odor adsorbed among the 13 fab¡ics. odor intensity rvas measured using

both the Iabelled magnitude scale and the difference-from-control test to compare the sensory

results from a ratio and a linear scaling method. As part ofthe study, the exposure system to treat

the fabrics rvas modified from previous rvork and the srvine odor simulant rvas developed for

fabric exposures. Testing methodologies rvere developed for the use ofthe electronic nose.

Sensor responses rvere compared to sensory panel results from the trvo scaling systems used.

Standard textile evaluation methods rvere used to characterize each ofthe samples and to provide

physical data to relate to the sensory and electronic nose measurements of odor retention on the

fabrics.

Study #3: Evaluation ofthe Headspace composition ofodors fron cloth srvatch samples (in

chapter 5). when the cloth srvatches to the srvine odor simulant, they rvere exposed to a mixture

of chemicals rvhich represent certain major components ofthis malodor. The purpose ofthis

study lvas to attempt to speciSr rvhich ofthe odorant components ofthe srvine odor simulant are

being retained by the cloth swatches and released into the headspace to form the sample that the

panelists and the electronic nose actually received. Both GC/MS and electronic nose analysis

were tested for this purpose.

study #4: Field resting and Efectronic Nose Analysis ofselected cloth srvatches (in chapter 6).

In this study, selected cloth swatches rvere evaluated under actual field-testing conditions for their

ability to adsorb and retain an environmental malodor. Selected cloth srvatches rvere attached to

specially constructed field vests rvom by a fifteen-member odor dispersion panel so that sensory

data and cloth srvatch could be performed simultaneously. The cloth srvatches rvere then

analysed rvith the electronic nose and the sensor responses compared to the sensory data from the
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field panel. Comparisons rvere be made to the position ofeach ofthe assessors in the field and the

degree to rvhich each cloth srvatch adsorbed and retained the environmental odor.

Study #5: Modífication ofthe Surface Chemistry ofSelected Cloth Srvatches using Plasma

Polymerization (in Chapter 7). In this study, the actual surface chemistry of two fabric tlpes,

cotton flannel and spun polypropylene, rvas modified using plasma polymerization methodology.

The resulting treated srvatches rvere compared for odor adsorption using the srvine odor simulant

described in Chapter 4 and tested for odor uptake using the electronic nose. A second study in

this section rvas done to evaluate the stability of selected test sanples for odor evaluations for a

series ofholding times before analysis.

1.6 Definitions

Some terms have been used throughout the tlìesis in a rvay that has a particular meaning

in textile science. The follorving attempts to define them as they are used in the chapters, rvhich

follorv.

L Srabilizcttion - in the context ofthis rvork, this refers to the adsorption ofan odorant on to a

textile surface in order to transport the odor from the location of sampling (laboratory or field

location) to the location ofanalysis (laboratory - either sensory analysis or electronic nose).

2. Substantivity - is not specifically defined in the literature, but is rather described in slightly

different rvays for the evaluation of perfumes on skin and scented products for laundry use,

Ormancey et al. (2000) describes it as the amount of time a perfume remains perceptible on a

support or as the ability ofthe odorant to ¡emain adsorbed on the support for extended

periods oftime. As used in this manuscript, this term includes the sample remaining

unchanged in its odor pattem ofcharacter and intensity from the original condition ofthe

sample.
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3. Adsorption and, release of od,ors from the cloth surface - the means by rvhich an odorant is

held on the surface ofthe cloth and then the rate at which the odorant is volatilized from the

surface ofthe cloth used for sampling the odors.

4. The substantivity process behveen an odorant and its support is ads orption > retention >

release. The tine frame for this process is not knorvn for the cloth samples and odorants

used in this rvo¡k. The assumption is made that the samples are stable for the duration ofthe

day ofpreparation and testing.

The relationship between stabilization and substantivity can be thought of as stctbilization

is the act ofthe odor adsorbing onto the cloth and sr¿åstdntivily describes its behavior while it is

adsorbed, including both length of time it is perceptible at its original intensity and the constancy

ofthe odor character.

There are some abbreviatious that are used throughout the manuscript for the identity of

the cloth srvatches, the srvine odor simulani components, arrd certain other standard chemicals

used in the rvork. WÏile attempts are made to minimize the usage ofthese abbreviations, they are

part ofthe rvork within the electronic nose data analysis softrvare and appear in the principal

component analysis maps and regression graphs from these anall,ses. Table 1.2 contains lists of

these abbreviations for the cloth samples, the srvine odor simulant components and the electronic

nose analysis methods for reference throughout the follorving chapters. The results from the

electronic nose analyses are easier to demonstrate when the comments are directly rvith the maps

or graphs rvhich are the source ofthe comments. This convention used for all the electronic nose

results.
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Table 1.2 Abbreviations used to identit, specific fabrics and chernical cornpounds used in
electronic nose analvsis in the studies that follorv.

Abbreviation Identitv of Sanlnle

Cloth Srvatch Fabrics
ACC activated carbon cloth
coT cotton - flannel. bleached

CTB cotton broadcloth- bleached. mercerized. combed
CTK cotton - knit - bleached cotton T-shirt fahric
CTT cotton - 9.5 oz- bleached terrv cloth
cTw cotton - twill- bleached- mercerized
DAC Dacron tlr:e 54 ldisoerse dveable)
LIN linen - suitins
PLY spun pollpropylene
RAY sDun viscose challis lravonl
SLK silk habutae 8 mm
WLC rvool challis
woL wool - rvorsted flannel

Srvine Odor Sinrulant Comnonenfs
ACE acetic acid
BUT butanoic acid (n-butvric acid)
CRE 4-methyl phenol (p-cresol)
IND indole
ISB 2-nethvl orouanoic acid lisobutnic acirl)
ISV 3-methvl butanoic acid lisovaleric acid)
NH4 ammonium hvdroxide (NH4OFÐ 5olostock solution
PHE phenol
PRO nronanoic acid lnronionic aci¡lì
SKA 3-methvl indole (skatole)

VAL oentanoic acid fN-valeric acid)
SOS Srvine odor simulant

Electronic Nose Datq A-ualysis - as defined for the Alpha MOS Fox 3000 using AlphaSoft
CQ Concentration Quantification - the logarithmic regression model subroutine

to relate sensor resoonses to other knou,n values for the samnleq
DI Discrimination Index - given as a percentage varying from -100o/o to

+100%. This is given as an indicato¡ ofthe differentiation among the
sarnples in the principal cornponent analysis subroutine.. Only
discrimination index values above 80oZ are considered to be "good" results
in terms ofthe differentiation arrrons sanrnles

EN Electronic nose. here the Alpha MOS Fox 3000 Electronic Nose
PCA PrinciÞal conrÞonents analvsis subroutine
SSC Sensory Score Correlation - tlle linear regression model subroutine to relate

sensor responses to other knorvn values for the samples

Plasma Þolvmerization treated fabrics - Stud\, #5
COT Untreated cotton fl amrel



CF Cotton flamel treated rvith helium/hexafluoroorooane mixture lHe/C"F.)
co2 Cotton flannel treated rvith a helium/oxyeen (He/Or) eas mixture
PLY Untreated sDun Dolvnronvlene
PF Spun polypropylene treated rvith helium./hexafl uoropropane mixture

(He/C.F")
PO2 Spun poltpropylene treated with a helium/oxvsen (He/Or) sas mixture



Chapter 2

Review of Literature

2.1 Sensory Measurement ofOdor Character and Intensity

The presence of malodors in the environment and the human response to them can be

considered largely as a "hedonic" response i.e., a "like/dislike" response - rvitlÌ "dislike" being

the operating condition in the case ofmalodors. At high concentrations this response can also be

annoyance and discomfort. The measurement ofthese odors is an analy'tical response and can be

considered under the same systems as other stinìuli for quantification using sensory analysis.

Scaling systerns provide a means ofassigning values to stimulus intensity.

Stevens (1961) described four types ofmeasurement scales for sensory stimuli:

l. identity - rvith names or labels to identi$,items or classes

2. order - reflecting the rank order of iterns

3. intewals - reflecting differences or distances among items

4. ratios - reflecting ratios among items.

Scaling is a t¡4re of measurernent used in psychological and psychophysical testing by

lvhich numbers can be associated rvith perceptious. Different rvays have been identified in rvhich

humans can be used to generate measurements using scaling, rating, magnitude estimation,

comparison, and production methods. These are accompanied by methods to evaluate the data

through appropriate (statistical) analysis techniques.

Many u'orkers have discussed the type ofdata collected. Torgerson (1958, p. 48) divided

measurelnent into trvo groupings - stirnuli and people, rvith a third grouping of'both together'

and gives the terms "judgements" and "responses" to the frrst trvo, respectively. In the stimulus-

centered orjudgement approach, the assessor is asked to evaluate the stinluli on some defined or

designated attribute. The assessor responds to the sanìple or stimulus in terms of its relation to

other stimuli on a defined continuurn ofintensity, Because the response to the stimulus is based

on its relative position among other stimuli, the personal bias of the assessor is reduced. In the
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response approach, the assessor or subject is asked "to respond to tlìe stimulus on the basis ofthe

position ofthe stimulus in relation to the subject's orvn position rvith respect to the attribute." In

this case the assessor's personal bias - attitudes, feelings, etc. - are part ofthe measurement. A

situation ofa "both together" grouping, rvhich cannot be separated based on task set, is described

by Torgerson as including preferences, aesthetic judgments, andjudgements ofpleasantness. In

this case, he states that either ofthese two approaches might be used on a given set ofdata. It is

the decision ofthe experimenter rvhether or not to consider these as judgements reflecting the

position ofthe stimulus relative to others on a continuum, or rvhether to consider them as

responses reflecting opinions that may differ rvith each subject.

These three groupings can be illustrated by the example ofthe measurement of

carbonation in a popular beverage. In testing the stimulus, the level and t1'pe of carbonation can

be measured (amount, size ofbubbles, etc,), or the preference for a particular type ofcarbonation.

Both can be considered if the issue of brand name is introduced into the assessment of

carbonation, rvhereby the assessor may be srvayed in the assessments by the presence ofa favored

b¡and i¡ the test samples. This distinction is important in environmental testing - as the subject

measurement or hedonic response at different levels gives information for regulatory decisions

regarding levels of allowable emissions, rvhile stimulus measurement gives information regarding

the actual condition ofthe emissions,

In sensory science, this distinction oftest methods guides the question being asked, and

leads to the type oftest that should be used. The first hvo groupings correspond directly to the

classification of "subjective" and "objective" sensory testing, or ofhedonics vs. intensity.

Sensory tests are generally used for one or a combination ofthree basic aspects ofodor:

intensity, character and pleasantness.

1. Intensity - either the intensity ofthe overall odor or the intensity ofspecific character notes.

2. Character - the nature ofthe odor (i.e., the specific description ofthe overall odor or ofa

specific component).
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3 Pleasantness -this can be either a hedonic oran analy'tical response. The use oftheterm

"hedonic tone" is common in environmental testi'g. Rece't rvork in neuroi'raging and

physiological responses to odor has brought some Iight into this area and slio*,s that

unpleasant odo¡s actually cause physical responses in the perceiver (as discussed above).

In sensory measurements ofenvironmental nralodors, the general rneasure.rent is

intensit)' of tlte stimulus and various methods are described for performing these measurements.

Some measurements also include the pleasant'ess aspect that is called ,,hedonic tone',. As

discussed above, hedonic testing generally refers to like/dislike responses that indicated purchase

behaviors torvards products and that rvould be considered to be subjective sensory analysis. In

this case, "hedonic tone" actually refers to pleasantness/urìpleasantness nÌeasures that are meant

to indicate a specific attribute ofthe stimulus and that is the'objective sensory a'alysis.

Pleasa'tness/u'pleasalìtness can be described i' terms ofphysiologic response a'd

generally refers to perceptions ofdiscomfort ¡elative to the odor. As js seen in the rvork of

Schiffinan et al (2000), increasing concentrations ofcomponeuts ofsrvine odor result i¡ a change

it odor quality from threshold > aruroying > physical irritance response. This change i' odor

qualit¡' corresponds rnore closely to a discomfort measureutent than a hedonic one, so a change i¡
terminology rvould indicate ofthe actual iutention of the measurement. As was discussed above,

human odor perception includes an "emotional" component as the odor signal passes through the

li'rbic systenr in the perception process, and this is acco'rpanied by a physiological resporse.

The difference betu'een pleasantuess and intensit)' testing is clearly illustrated i¡ a paper

by Doty (1975), in rvhich the responses for perceived intensity and perceived pleasant¡ess rvere

collected using ratio scaling rnethods. E¿ch ofthe l0 odorants tested shorved a clear linear

relationsl, ip (in a log{og analysis ofthe data) betrveen phl,sical and perceived intensit), of each

compound lt is also shorvn that the same t)'pe ofplot for the perceived pleasantness data gave a

curvili'ear graph, rvhich peaked at a u'ique poi't of maxinum pleasant'ess for eacrr compound.

The differences betrveen pleasantness and intensitS, rsspouses are an irnportant consideration in
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the selection ofrvhich sensory testing approach is used for the study ofmalodors. These

differences in approach are part ofthe trvo types of sensory testing, rvhich are subjective and

objective testing.

2.1.1 Subjective and Objective Sensory Testing

The first division of sensory testing is into subjective versus objective sensory tests. In

this case, subjective tests are those which measure the opinion ofa subject rvho is using a product

and describes a response that is affected by personal bias, emotional background, etc. These are

generally responses that describe the individual and are not necessarily validated through

demonstration ofability. This term has often been used incorrectly to describc all sensory tests -
presumably from the assumption that sensory tests measure rvith subjects and other tests measure

using objects (laboratory equipment) and are called objective. Pangbom (1989) and Trant et al.

( l98l ) have discussed this misinterpretation of terms.

This differentiation of subjective (often called hedonic testing) versus objective

(presence and./or intensity testing) is essential in sensory analysis ofproducts, because the nature

ofthe test needed governs th€ qu€stions rvhich rvill be asked and lnanner in rvhich the data can be

analyzed and interpreted. Ifthese hvo purposes are confused, the data rvill not be useful.

Hedonic testing in sensory evaluation is synonymous rvith subjective testing and defines

those tests that evaluate the subject, not the sample or, in other tvords, the subject's feelings about

the sample and its attributes. In this case, rvhile detailed conrposition information may be

available about the samples being used and assumptions may be made by the èxperirnenter about

rvhat those levels ofcomponents might mean in terms ofthe product perception, there is no

"right" or "rvrong" ansrver about the sanrple. Whatever the assessor's subjective response

happens to be is "correct".

Objective sensory testing is synonymous rvith intensity testing and measures the

presence, or intensity, ofspecific characteÍstics. It implies a response that is based on ex:temal



phenomena or events and that, with training, is to be detached, impersonal, unprejudiced (the

assessor does not have to "like" the product to evaluate it for particular defined levels of

attributes). In sensory evaluation "objective" defines those tests that are based on results rvith

selected, trained judges appropriate to the test procedure rvho are monitored for their performance

throughout the test series.

2,l,l,I Data Collection in Hedonic and Intensity Testing

Scaling methodologies have been an area ofstudy in both psychology and sensory

science (Dunn-Rankin, 1983; Larvless & Heyrnann, 1999; Meilgaard et al., 1999). Some basic

definitions for use in this rvork are provided by the ISO Technical Committee 34lSubcommittee

12 in the document 'TSO/WD 5492 - Sensory Analysis - Vocabulary" rvhereby:

Scaling - a method consisting ofnumbers or tsrms used to denote the strength ofa

perception.

Interyal Scale - a scale rvhere numbe¡s or terms are chosen in such a rvay that equal

numerical intervals are assumed to correspond to equal differences in sensory perception.

Magnihde estimaflor? - a process ofassigning values to the intensities ofân attribute in such

a rvay that the ratios bettveen pairs ofassigned values are the same as between the

magnitudes ofthe perceptions to rvhich they correspond.

Ralio Scale - a scale rvhere numbe¡s are chosen in such a rvay that equal numerical ratios are

assumed to co¡respond to equal sensory perception ratios.

Ratio scaling -Method in rvhich values are assigned to the intensity ofattributes in

proportion to the assessor's perception ofthe intensity ofthe attributes rvith or rvithout

reference to a selected standard (see Magnitude Estimation).

Both ofhedonic and intensity data can be collected through testing that can be

accomplished with a variety ofscales, illustrating each ofthe types discussed including nominal,
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ordinal, interval and ratio (Stevens, 1957). ln the area of interval scaling, the data are collected

using trvo different tWes of scales:

1. category scales - rvhich can be structured or semi-structured, and

2. Iine scales - which can be unstructured or semi-structured.

The application of ratio scaling to sensory measu¡ements ofodor and taste began with

the extensive rvork by Moskorvitz and many publications since the late 1960's to current

literature. Moskotvitz tvas a student of Stevens and sought to take the information obtainable

through ratio scaling and apply it to the practical problems sensory analysis needed to ansrver.

This has resulted in studies that measure both the intensity perception and constants of Stevens'

larv ard rvork that has c¿nied this into the application ofboth hedonic (acceptability) testing and

the description ofsensory attributes. The methods used for data collection are the classic

methods of ratio scaling.

2.1.2 Difference-from-Control Test

This test is described by Munoz et al. (1992), Meilgaard et al. (1999), I¿rvless &

Heymann (1999) and Aust et a[. (1985). This test relies onthe availability ofa clear knorvn (i.e.,

untainted or untreated) reference sample against rvhich all ofthe other samples can be tested. It is

basically a difference test in rvhich the degree ofdifference is measured as tvell as the presence of

a difference. Often multiple samples are presented along rvith a control (or reference) at the same

session. The degree ofdifference can be reported using verbal or numerical category scales or

line scales. The difference from control test is a standard test used in a wide range ofquality

control applications for sensory testing offood and other products. It has been successfully

applied in sensory evaluation oftaints in fish that have been exposed to oil spills and to

nianufacturing (pulp and paper mill) efiIuent that has been released into rivers (Reilly & York,

2001; Environment Canada, i997).
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The advantage ofthis method over difference tests such as the triangle test for testing

Iaints and malodors is that the nature ofthe difference required is easier to define (i.e., taint), and

the assessor is less influenced by other factors in the sample. When trained panels and proper

rinsing procedure are used, the difference from control test allorvs the presentation of multiple

coded samples with the one reference sample. In tests such as the triangle test, the question is

usually oriented to rvhich sample is different rather than a specific defined difference and many

more samples are required for the test. The data gathered can be analyzed through standard

statistical tests to give measurements ofintensity oftaint relative to the control samples.

2.1,3 Magnitude Estimation

Magnitude estimation is the standard method by rvhich ratio data are generated and has a

long history in psychophysical research. It rvas developed by Stevens (1957) in studies relating

the perceived and physical intensities of loudness and brightness and resulted in the derivation of

Stevens' Larv relating perceived and physical intensities of stimuli. This is given by the

follorving formula:

transformed to

S=kI"

logS=logk+nlogl

rvhere S = the perceived intensity ofthe stimulus,

I = the physical intensity ofthe stimulus,

n = the exponent governing the rate ofgro*th ofperception ofthe stimulus

k = a constant

Since Stevens development ofthis sensory relationship, it has been applied to a tvide

range ofperceptual systems and the exponents published in seve¡al references inctuding

Moskorvitz & Jacobs (1988), Meilgaard et al. (1999), and Larvless & Heymann (1999). Data

from this method have been used to calculate the constants of Stevens' Larv through linear
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regression ofthe two variables using log-transformed data. The value ofthe exponent "n" is

ideally unique for any given stimulus and can be compared betrveen studies.

2,1.4 The Labelled Magnitude Scale

A nerv form ofcollection ofratio scaling data has been described by Green & co-workers

(1993; 1996), in which the format ofratio scaling has been put into a labelled magnitude scale.

This is essentially a linear scale in rvhich the anchors are log-spaced for the terms used on the

scale as shorvn belorv and in Appendices E and G. The terms used are presented on a line scale

that is 25 cm long rvith the anchors positioned at these positions on the scale. The numbers are

not present, only the rvords.

95.5% strongest imaginable

50.1% very strong

33,1o/o strong

l6.2Yo moderate

5.8% rveak

1A% barely detectable

These scales have been compared to classical ratio scaling and have been shorvn to give

the same exponent ofStevens' potver larv for pain perception and for odor and taste. This rvorks

rvhen the anchors are defined as the strongest imaginable as a general concept, rather than as

being specific to the perception being tested within the sensory modality.

Some key features ofthis scaling method include the follorving:

1. It produces magnitude estimation data (ratio scaling data) that can be used to reflect the

sensory system (rve perceive in a ratio mode rather than a linear mode).

2. It is simpler to administer than classical magnitude estimatiolì testing.

3. It allorvs single sample presentation.
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4. It requires an appropriate specifrcation for the endpoints ofthe scale - strongest ever of

anfhing, notjust strongest of that particular odor.

The resulting data can be handled in the same manner as those produced by magnitude

estimation that means that normalization ofthe responses can be included in the data analysis

2,1.5 Data Änalysis for Ratio Data;

The use of normalization of magnitude estimation data (ratio scaling data) is an accepted

practice in its analysis. It takes open-ended data and puts it onto a scale that is more

"manageable" and it corresponds to the reformatting of Stevens' potver larv into the slope-

intercept form ofa straight line.

The process ofnonnalization can be done using the format of modulus equalization that

is detailed by Moskorvitz & Jacobs (1988). The objective is to normalize all the panelist's

ratings, so that the geometric mean of each panelist equals the geometric mean of every other

panelist. All geonÌetric means equal a predefined constant. The requirement is each panelist

must evaluate the same stimuli. The steps in the process a¡e as described by Moskorvitz & Jacobs

( r e88).

2.L6 Uses of l-butanol scaling methods in odor research

Surveys ofthe literature on odor perception, reveal that l-butanol may be one ofthe most

studied compounds. Hummel et al. (1997) describe its use as part ofthe "Sniffin' Sticks" test for

olfactory performance. It is used by ASTM as a reference standard ASTM E544-99. It has been

recommended in the past by Moskotvitz et al. (1974) as a compound that could be used across

odor studies to become the reference standard through rvhich studies could be compared. This

recommendation, horvever, has been utilized by other rvorkers in subsequent years.

The 1-butanol scale used for cross-modality matching for odors is described in ASTM

8544-99, Its purpose is to defrne a range ofintensities ofperception from "very weak" to "very

strong" and to provide a standard method ofreferencing odor intensities in a matching standards
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study. As stated in the standard, the intensity ofthe odo¡ant is matched, rvhile differences in odor

quality are ignored. The scale can be used in its Static-Scale form, as rvater solutions presented

for sniffing in glass flasks. (The other form is the Dynamic-Scale form, in rvhich the samples are

presented by an olfactometer.) The reference scale selected follorved the recommendations in

Section 6.3.6 ofthis standard in that the lowest concentration used is l0 ppm in rvater and the

highest 20,000 ppm. The number ofscale steps recommended here was 12 and this rvas the

number of standards used

The static form ofthis scale, rvith 8 steps, is used as a standard reference scale in sensory

testing of environmental malodors. The sensory panel is trained to the intensities of each ofthe

steps in the scale and the field measurenìents ofsensory intensity are made relative to the sensory

intensity ofthis 8-point l-butanol scale (St. Croix Sensory, Inc., 2000). The procedure of using a

reference scale ofone sensory stimulus and rating the intensity ofanother stimulus (such as

another odor) to the intensity ofa point on the fi¡st scale is knorvn a magnitude matching.

Reasons cited in ASTM E544-99 Section Xl that 1-butanol rvas selected as the reference

odorant for this standard include the follorving:

l. It is a common chemical and is readily (and inexpensively) available in 99+ mol % purity.

2. It is non-toxic, except in multi-gram doses.

3. It has good stability in the presence of air and rvater.

4. Its odor is somervhat "unrelated", so that its odor quality can be more easily ignored rvhen

comparing rvith other odo¡s that may have different qualities,

5. Most people do not object to sniffrng it frequently during odor-intensity referencing.

6. Is perceived odor-intensity changes rapidly tvith concentration (i.e., the slope ofthe logJog

plot of intensity vs concentration is greater than l), so the scale covers a broad range of sensory

intensities rvith a reasonable number ofscale points. Also, a distinguishable intensity change

occurs behveen samples using the factor of2 difference.
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7. Since its odor threshold is relatively high (2-6ppm voVvol in flowing air at 100-200 mL /min),

a continuous discharge of its vapors into the test room air does not result in a noticeable odor

level in a normally ventilated room.

8. Its concentration in air, dorvn to the odor threshold concentration level, can be monito¡ed rvith

hydrogen-flame ionization detectors tvithout the need for preconcentration.

9. Another observation in an earlier version ofthe standard.rvas that the odor is relatively

"emotionally neutral", evoking neither a high degree of liking or disliking.

All ofthese factors make this a usefr¡l tool in the measurement ofintensities of

environmental malodors.

2.2 Malodors and the Measurement of Environmental Impact

Sensory testing has a long history ofapplication in the evaluation ofthe effeci of

environmental off-odors and off-flavors. Many papers have been published on results ofanalyses

ofenvironmental taints in aquatic systems. The origin ofthese taints can be either naturally

occurring (e.g., resulting from algal blooms) or man-made (e.g., from manufacturing activities or

as a result of environmental accidents/ oil spills) (York & Sereda, 1994). while in any research

study, the selection ofan appropriate test method is critical to the collection of useful data, there

are many examples ofdata collection that have not been as useful as they could have been, even

though the studies rvere carefull1, conducted, because the tvrong questions rvere asked and

confounding background effects rvere not taken into account (Environment canada, 1997).

sensory analysis of off-odors and off-flavors has sorne unique and diffrcult challenges,

not the least of which is the complexity ofthe tainting or malodor source. It is seldom that a

single or small group ofcompounds can be identified as the primary source ofthe malodor (or

off-flavor), as in the case ofthe compounds 2-methylisoborneol and geosmin that cause muddy-

earthy off-odors/flavo¡s in rvater sources and fish tissue. It is more usual that the source is a

complex mixture ofcompounds that are perceived by the human olfactory system at very lorv
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concentrations. This is the case for the mixture ofcompounds that cause the malodors of

livestock production.

A complex food product or chemical mixture is often analyzed through the use ofhighly

trained assessors, either those selected and trained for descriptive analysis procedures or those

trained to work as individual product experts. While both ofthese methods are effective, they are

expensive to initiate and to maintain. In developing the testing methodology, it is desirable to

establish a procedure that can be used rvith selected and trained panelists rvho are chosen for one

sensory task and rvho do not require the level oftraining as the first hlo. Cliff& Heymann

(1991), in a study on cat litter, utilized this third type ofpanel to measure a relatively complex

system (the litter itself and the $aste products). Horvever, unlike the actual livestock odor under

consideration, cat urine rvas essentially a strong ammonia odor that rvas relatively easy to defrne

in testing. The complexity ofthe malodors in environmental testing has resulted in the use of

matching scales, particularly the l-butânol scale described above.

The problems of malodors from hog operations have become the subject ofstudy in many

locations and rvithin many research groups over the last hvo decades. This is due to the

development of large-scale hog rearing operations and the effects on the imrnediate and extended

environment, both on the human population and on the land use in the affected area. The odors

and effluent from the facilities are major problems for residents in the adjacent

areas/neighborhoods. These problems fit into a variety ofcategories including monetary,

physiological and psychological (Schiffman et al., 1995).

The control of odors from animal productiorl that impact the surroundìng areas is an

ongoing aim ofresearch in bio-systems engineering, animal nutrition and other associated

disciplines. All ofthis rvork requires a means of measurhg the effectiveness ofthe methods used

- by measuring the odor intensity ofthe remaining odor conditions compared to the untreat€d

state rvithin the study and often to other similar studies. Assessments need to be meaningful not

only rvithin the context ofa given study, but also in the context of studies done over time, over
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different geographical locations and over ongoing developments in treatment methods to allorv

meaningful comparisons among data sets.

Currently there are two styles ofmeasurement that are often used concurrently in studies.

One is taking the assessors (or panelists) to the stimulus, i.e., the field location rvhere the odor is

present, and the other is to take the stimulus to the panel. The current standard method ofthis

second type oftesting environmental malodors utilizes large samples ofair taken in sampling

bags and transported to a laboratory for analysis rvith an Olfactometer. Such tests are generally

rvell accepted and provide objective data rvhen used rvith selected, trained assessors. The data

produced is limited to the degree ofdilution associated rvith perception - a measure ofthreshold

for thê odorant or mixture tested. This test produces an "odor number" which is a relative

measure ofthe actual odor intensity. The disadvantage ofthe method is the size ofthe samples

required and the expense associated rvith the disposable sampling bags. The addition ofstandards

to this systern allorvs calibration ofthe measurements and comparisons both rvithin and across

tests. As with any sensory t€st ofthe nature and intensity ofa sample, it is essential that

appropriate sensory tests be used, i.e., objective sensory testing.

These methods of odor testing do not easily allorv these comparisons over location and

time (Miner & Licht, l98l, Miner et al., 1995) due to difñculties in sampling for laboratory

alalysis, in maintaining the consistency oftesting conditions for on-site testing methods, and to

variations in the methods for sensory alalysis. Iaboratory nethods such as the Dynamic Dilution

Method require the on-site sampling in a 50- or 6O-litre Tedlar (poll.vinyl fluoride) plastic bag

and its transport to the laboratory in a rigid, airtight plastic drurn. The scentometer, a device for

freld testing, allorvs the on-site evaluation ofincreasing concentrations ofthe odorous air and has

received rvide use in earlier malodor testing. Among the problems reported for this method are

odor fatigue, rvhich diminishes the sensitivity ofthe observer, and the instrumental diffrculties of

the saturation ofthe charcoal bed that is part ofthe air filtration system. Other problems rvith this

method include the degree oftrailing ofthe observer and the ability ofthe observer to handle and
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recover from odorant exposure, and the lack ofcapability to compare treatments and locations

directly (Miner & Licht, 1981).

Various systems have been devised for the presentation and sensory assessment of

odorants. In the past these have all been systems for the delivery ofthe odorant stimulus to the

human assesso¡s under controlled conditions. More recently odor assessment has included a

completely new technology based on the use ofsensor arrays of either conducting-polymer or

metallic-oxide sensors connected to neural netrvorks and knotvn collectively as electronic-nose

technology.

2.2.1 Olfactometry Applied to Environmental Malodors

Generically, an olfactoneter is any instrument designed to control and manipulate the

concentration ofodorants that are delivered to assessors for evaluation as required by a given test

procedure. They have been used both in the study ofodorant thresholds and in suprathreshold

odors (Engen, 1982). several olfactometers have supplied odora't stimuli in most olfactory

research. These include the dynamic dilution olfactometer, the scentometer@, the odorometer@,

and the Nasal Rangers@.

The dl,namic dilution olfactometer is a device for presenting accurately measured

quantities ofan odorant, in terms ofboth quality and intensity. It presents the assessor rvith a

constant gentle florv ofvapor rvhose rate closely matches that ofnormal breathing and rvhose

temperature is close to body temperature. The sample is obtained by first saturating the odorant

(the field sample) rvith a carrier gas (purified, odorless air). It is canied through one channel into

a mixing chamber into rvhich the same purified air can be added at controlled rates through

another channel. This mixing allorvs the dilution of the field sample and controls its

concentration. The specified concentration of odorant is delivered to the assessor through an

aperture and tre required assessments made according to the test design. The system provides

forced choice test. The system rvhich is sold by st. croix Sensory, Inc. uses a 3-altemative
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forced choice presentation of 2 canier gas samples/l odorant sample, referred to as a triangular

presentation in this context. This test method is described by Chen et al. (1999) and Zhang et al.

(2002). This method relies on odor measurement by human assessors who must be selected and

trained appropriately for the tests. This method can be used rvith on-site sampling ofodorous air

in large Tedlar@ bags that provide the initial sample for assessment and dilution as described

above. lntemational standards have been developed for the use of this measurement system

(cEN, leee).

The Scentometer@ is a portable device that is used for intensity measurement of odors in

the field, The user inhales through trvo nasal inserts (one for each nostril) through rvhich odor-

free air (channeled through an activated charcoal filter) is presented. Then multiple odorous-air

inlets ofvarious diameters are used, beginning rvith the lowest amount, to introduce the odorant.

The odor is measured as the dilution at rvhich it is first detected. The difüculties of this test

include assessor fatigue; problems rvith complete "rinsing" betrveen samples (i.e., the retum to

the baseline condition ofthe odor receptors in the nose betrveen observations), and the potential

for the saturation ofthe activated charcoal rvith the odorants r€sulting in the presentation of

contaminated "reference" air to the assessor and the suppression ofaccurate odor perception

(Miner & Licht, 1981). The Odorometer@ is another portable device for use in field testing

malodors rvith sensory panelists. Ituseis described by Schiffman et al. (2001).

Nasal Rangers@ describes a group oftrained assessors rvho rvork in a field situation.

This particular name is under copyright to St. Croix Sensory, Inc. In application (including

rvorkat the University of Manitoba), this is used for the data collection portion ofodor dispersion

studies. It uses magnitude matching ofa perceived odor strength to a geometric scale of l-

butanol concentrations. One format uses l5 assessors placed in a particular pattem dorvnrvind of

an odor source and required a sensory assessment ofodor every l0 s for 3- l0 min periods over a

1-h session. Assessors are equipped rvith a facemask/activated charcoal filter that supplies clean

air behveen evaluations. This allorvs "rinsing" and re-zeroing ofthe odor receptors. This is
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generally followed by testing rvith a dynamic dilution olfactometer to fr¡dher standardize the odor

source for the modelling system. (St. Croix Sensory, Inc., 2000; Zhang, 2003, personal

communication).

2,2,2 The Complexity of the Malodor Stimulus

The study of malodors is made more complex by the natu¡e ofthe stimulus - usually a

mixture ofmany compounds that are produced by both production and b¡eakdorvn ofthe source

material. This is particularly apparent in work on malodors from srvine production. Several

rvorkers discuss this and have shorvn the large number and variety ofcompounds that are present

in either the rvaste products themselves or in the atmosphere around them. Spoelstra (1980)

identifred 150 volatile compounds in rvaste from "piggery *astes" and proposed the use ofp-

cresol and volatile fatty acids as indicators ofodor intensity. Persaud et al. ((1996) used GC/l\ifS

analysis to evaluate pig slurry (fresh manure) and identified l0 manor components plus ammouia

to formulate an artificial pig slurry. Zahn el al. (1997,2002a,2001b) evaluated the composition

of airbome malodors from srvine operations and attempted to characterize these facilities tlrough

the composition based on specific components. F¡om over 200 compounds identifred over all

samplings, they identifred 20 rvhich rvere present in all samplings and based a sl.nthetic srvine

odor mixture on these compounds. O'Neill & Phillips (1992) revierved literah¡re on livestock in

general and reported references to 168 different compounds associated rvith livestock buildings.

Schiffman et al. (2001) quantified 33 I different VOC's from srvine-holding operations ín North

Carolina, including acids, alcohols, aldehydes, amides, amines, aromatics, esters, ethers, fixed

gases (NH3, COz, CO, and SOz), halogenated hydrocarbons, hydrocarbons, ketones, nitriles, other

nitrogen-containing compounds, phenols, sulfur-containing compounds, 8 steroidJike compounds

and l6 unclassified cornpounds.
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2,2.3 Artificial Swine Odors - or Swine Odor Simulants

The production ofan artificial hog odor, a "srvine odor simulant", facilitates some t'?es

of rvork in studying these malodors. Table 2. I shorvs the concentrations oftrvo simulant mixtures

that allow a standardized odor source ofsrvine odor for laboratory use. Persaud et al. (1996)

developed a mixture based on I I compounds and rvithout any sulfur-containing compounds, due

to the safety facto¡s associated rvith using these chemicals. This mixture rvas used to evaluate the

performance ofan electronic nose system with conducting polymer-based sensors. Later rvork by

Zaln et al. (2001) shorved a mixture of2l cornpounds including sulfur-containing compounds for

rvork rvith odor characterization that had been identified in their earlier rvork (Zahn et al., 1997\.

For both ofthese mixtures, the individual compounds do not smell like manure, but the

combinations have the definite aroma ofthe emissions ofhog bams and lagoons.

Table 2. l. Composition of srvine odor mixtures proposed as sirnulants based on
chemical composition ofmalodor emissions frorn srvine operations.

Component Persaud et al. (1996) Zahn et al. (2001)
mM

rcetic acid 1365 8

rrooanoic acid lorooionic acid) 358 3.5
l-methyl propanoic acid (isobutryrc
¡cidì

604 0.5

rutanoic acid ln-butvric acid) 237 .4
J-methvl butanoic acid lisovaleric acidl 301 0.2

: acid (n-valeric acid) 90 0.5
lhenol z1 0.15
l-methvl ohenol ln-cresol) oz 02
ndole 6.6 0l
l-methvl indole (skatole) 3.t u.l)
rmmonium hydroxide (NH4OÐ
!Tnstock solution

adjust to pH 8.2

dimethyl sulfide 0.05
2-butaìol 0.4
isocaproic acid 0.1
caoroic acid o.z
heptanoic acid 0.2
4-ethvl phenol 0.12
benzvl alcohol 0l

0l
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butylated hydroxytoluene
ln¡eservativeì

0.1

ammonium acetate 8

notassium hvdroxide - 2M e¡lir¡sf to nH 7.0

2.2.4 Applications of Scaling to the Sensory Analysis of Environmental Malodors

Various studies on srvine odor have used different approaches through sensory

methodologies. The 1-butanol scale, for magnitude matching measurem€nts ofodor intensity is

commonly used for this purpose (CEN, 1999). This particular scale is used as an intemational

standard for the measurement ofodorant intensity in dynamic dilution olfactometry ofmalodors.

Magnitude estimation has been applied to evaluate the effects of synergy from various odor

components on the overall srvine odo¡. Zahn et al. (2001) used magnitude estimation to measure

the constant ofstevens' Larv for a synthetic swine odor mixture (Tabl€ 2 l). They used ftve

dilutions ofthe stock solution and l4 panelists to generate the values f. th. fortulu. They also

studied certain mixtures of components for synergisms and antagonisms betrveen these

components. The slope ofthe best-fit line rvas found to be b = 0.265, and this rvas compared to

solutions that rvere supplemented rvith some ofthe individual compounds. The solutions rvith

trvo-fold concentrations ofspecific components shorved increased values for the exponent,

indicating a change in the perception ofthese solutions. The nerver scaling method for ratio data,

the Labelled Magnitude Scale, has been used Zhang et al. (1999) to evaluate the intensity of

cotton flannel stvatches exposed to odors from hog slurry in a controlled exposurg system, as part

ofthe development ofthis method oftesting the effectiveness of odor treatments.

2,2.5 Quality versus Quantity in Odor Assessment

An aspect ofodor assessment that is often included in the rvork on malodors is a

measurement of "pleasant versus unpleasant", rvhich, because ofthe actual physical reaction that

human beings have to these tlpes ofmalodors, is different from rvhat is thought of as hedonic

testing. As rvas previously discussed, there is a common cross-cultural response to waste product

odors that can make this assessment anal}tic rather than like-dislike. The aspect of unpleasantness
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leads to another area ofodor measurement that is odor aruroyance. Workers such as Lidén et al.

(1998) have evaluated this a psychophysical function that can be used rvith Stevens' Law to

calculate the exponents for annoyance as rvell as intensity.

Another aspect ofodor quality is the description ofthe sensation the odorant induces in

the perceiver (the odor quality). This is dependent on the concentration ofthe stimulus, rvith the

description changing rvith increasing concentration. Doty (1975) shorved the relationship of

concentration, intensity and pleasantness in a series ofodorants, with the characterization of

pleasantness being associated rvith different intensities for different odorants. Gross-Isserhoff

and Lancet (1988) evaluated the qualitative changes in 14 odo¡ants with changes in concentration,

Another example ofthis phenomenon is that lorv levels ofamyl acetate are described as "apricot",

high levels are "putrid". Zaln et aL (2001) reported the concentration-dependent descriptors of

their a*ificial srvine odor. The odor descriptors change from I o/o characterized by barely

detectable, very milky, srveet smelling, and slightly/moderately unpleasant to 50%o characterized

by unpleasant, rvet socks, foot odor, slightly bothersome and ¡otting garbage, to 100% including

descriptors of very bad, powerfù1, very unpleasant, ammonia, and sickening, with four other

intermediate concentrations included. while these descriptors were generated by a panel that was

not trained for descriptive analysis and are thus essentially naive in descriptive panel rvork, the

descriptors create a clear continuum.

2,3 Odor Adsorption by Different Fabrics - Evaluations from Textile Testing

2.3.1 Fabric Swatch Measurements of Agricultural Malodors

Observations on the uptake ofodors on cloth stvatches have been reported since the

1980s and developed from observations ofthe common phenomenon that livestock manure odors

adhered to clothing rvom rvhile rvorking in the animal- and rvaste-handling environments for

some period oftime. Fabric srvatch methods have been described in the fiterature on malodor

assessment. Indole and skatole, two odorants associated rvith strong faecal odors, are reported as
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being characterized by their stability on cloth for exlended periods oftime (Miner & Licht, 1981).

Swatches of cotton and rvool flannel rvere tested initially by suspending them in the test areas for

varying periods oftime, and cotton flannel was selected for use in frirther testing based on these

preliminary results. This fabric has continued to be used in current applications ofthe test

method, although no source or specifrcations are cited for the fabric used.

This stabilization ofthe odors began to be explored to a limited degree as a pathway to

transport the odors to another location for sensory analysis. Several authors have used exposure

ofcloth swatches to stablize odors for transport to a labomtory for further analysis (Labance et

al., 1999; Nicolai et al., 1997; Williams & Schiffman, 1995; and Miner & Licht, l98I). Various

þpes of standardization and presentation have been reported including placing of s rvatches of

specified sizes rvithin bams and at air outlets for controfled amounts oftime however, the

exposure rvas relatively unregulated and depended on the conditions present in the environment

and any other variables introduced through this pathrvay that that rvere not accounted for in the

testing. After exposure the swatches have been placed into containers such as glass jars, Tedlar

bags and plastic bags to stabilize them for presentation to sensoÐ' panelists for responses to

measure the strength ofthe odor. The cloth has generally been cotton flamel; rvhile one study

used rvool flannel as rvell. The fabric sources and condition have not been specifred. Generally

the size of srvatch used is given, but not the source ofthe material and the degree ofpretreatment

given the samples. The assumption must be nlade that the fabric rvas obtained from fabric shops

and rvas likely treated rvith dyes and other standard finishes. Washing the fabric is cited as a

preparation method in some references.

The test $as not approached as a possible standard test until a method of exposing the

fabric srvatches under standard test conditions rvas developed by the Department of Biosystems

Engineering, University of Manitoba. Through the use of controlled airflorv sarnpling, the fabric

can be exposed to air-bome odorants and the sample stabilized by containment for laboratory

evaluation under controlled conditions in a sensory testing laboratory. lnitial rvork on the
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controlled exposure of cloth swatches (cotton flannel) to manure malodors has been reported by

Zhang et al., (1999). This rvork presented the evaluation ofcloth swatches that had been exposed

to specified volumes ofair for specific time periods and shorved the successful objective sensory

measurement ofthe uptak€ ofthe odorant onto the fabrics, The current work on a standardized

swatch test is designed to provide simpler sampling procedures that are less cumbersome and

expensive. It can provide greater test flexibility in the format ofthe sensory analysis

methodology that can be used and allorv the comparison of results rvithin and across testing.

Schiffinan et al. (200I) described using cotton flannel srvatches that rvere deodorized

rvith methylene chloride and purged in nitrogen and then in a vacuum oven to remove the solv€nt.

The srvatches rvere placed in glass tubes and varying quantities of air inside swine houses rvas

pulled through the samples using a Gilair-5@ pump system. The cotton flannel swatches rvere

found to collect essentially the same volatiles as Tenax@ sampling cartridges, and both provided

enough ofthe odorants for similar results from GC/MS. The observation is made that "the

collection and concentration of odorous air onto adsorbents off-site needs further development to

provide for quantification rvhen odor is intermittent"(p. 237).

2,3.2 Cloth as a Substrate for Odor Adsorption

The successful application ofthe srvatch-method for testing ofair-borne odors is

dependent on the properties ofthe fabric chosen to be the carrier or stabilizer for the odorants.

The fabric selection and usage in this test to date has been based on observations ofodor presence

on garments ofunspecified construction and on very limited work with two tlpes of flannel

(cotton and rvool), that dealt only rvith the bam exposure ofpieces offabric for periods of time

and comparisons ofthe resulting adhering odors.

The role oftextiles in this sampling system is, ofcourse, pivotal, so some consideration

needs to be given to the nature ofthe substrate for this final sampling process. Cloth, the

substrate, is made up offibres that may be spun into yam and then rvoven into cloth or that may
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be formed into a rveb and stabilized as a non-woven textile. Fibres are made up of polymers,

large linear molecules with particular structures and groups on the surface ofthe molecule that

determine the nature ofthe surface. In this rvork, rve are dealing mainly rvith the outer surface

only as the bonding ofthe molecules rvould be expected to be only those ofthe top layer'

The amount of absorptive surface that is available for odor adsorption depends on the

structure ofthe cloth, the rvay in that the yam from that it is lvoven lvas spun. Basically the

amount ofabsorptive surface is related to factors such as the surface area ofthe ñbres from rvhich

the yam is spun minus all of the contact areas between fibres and yams rvithin the fabric. This

can be described by factors that can be measured, such as porosity, rvhich is defined in ASTM D

4850-99. Porosity is the ratio ofthe volume of air or void contained within the boundaries ofa

material to the total volume (solid matter plus air or void) expressed as a percentage.

Porosity = (VÆ) x 100

Where: V = volume ofvoids, and T = total volume (Guidon et al., 1987)

The surface, for the purpose of surface analysis, is described by Vickerman ( 1997) as

being considered in three forms or regimes:

L the top surface mono-layer - the surface atoms that are the irnmediate interface rvith the other

phases impinging on it.

2. the first 10 or so layers - the atoms immediately belorv, that significantly determine the

structure and chemistry ofthe top layer and is approximately 0.5 to 3 nm.

3. the surface fllm, no greater than 100 nm.

Beyond 100 nm, he describes it as being considered as the bulk solid state proþerties.

It is expected that the surface chemistry ofsuch fabrics is likely to play an important role

in the adsorption/desorption ofodo¡ant molecules. Techniques such as Fourier transform infrared

(FTIR) spectroscopy with attenuated total reflectance (ATR), electron spectroscopy for chemical

analysis (ESCA), and contact angle measurements to determine the hydrophilic/hydrophobic

character can be used to oharacte¡izo the surface offabric srvatches. In addition, attempts to
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visualize the adsorption ofolfactory molecules on the fabric substrate rvill be undertaken by

imaging the electron density ofthe fibre surfaces by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

and/or atomic force microscopy (AFM) before and after exposure (Ratner, 1996). The equipment

to perform these analltical tests is available at either the University of Manitoba or the Quebec

Biomaterials Institute, Laval University. The selection of a system to provide the desired

information is based on trvo factors, the availability oftechnology, and the scope ofthe

information that can be generated by a system, i.e., if one system will give more than one tçle of

information rvhich is needed, then it becomes more useful for data collection.

2.3,3 Requirements for Surface Analysis Methods Applied to Biomaterials

Some ofthe most important characteristics for any ofthe methods that might be used in

conjunction with the other analyses to exanine the surface ofcloth srvatches for collection of

odor samples are as follorvs (Ratner, 1966):

1. sample stability in preparation. This characteristic echoes Ratner's (1996) concern that "in

sample preparation the sample should resemble, as closely as possible, the mat€rial or device

being subjected to biological testing or implantation" (p. 22).

2. knorving the rvay in which the surface might be damaged . ln surface analysis, the method of

analysis may alter the surface.

3. sarnple "noise" as an artifact of surface damage. This characteristic underscores the

desirability of more than only one sampling nethod to disentangle the "rea[" sample from the

sample plus noise.

4. differences in susceptibility to surface damage among different materials for obtaining

samples. Organic and polymeric materials ¿¡e more easily damaged by surface analysis than

are the materials the methods rvere developed using, i.e., metals, ceramics, glasses, and

carbons.
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5. differences in surface mobility among different sampling systems. For example, polymeric

systems exhibit greater surface mobility than inorganic systems.

Another consideration in the use ofthese methods is that the beam is focussed through a

vacuum, so that air molecules rvill not deflect it or othenvise interfere rvith the readings. These

methods rvere used to analyze stable features ofthe cloth surface, but not adsorbed odors as they

are weakly bonded and would be removed rvhen placed in a vacuum. The surface chemistry of

the fabric is expected to be one ofthe most important areas to explore in this r'esearch as the

chemical structure in the top 100 nm ofthe fabric is not the same as the remainder or bulk ofthe

material (Ratner, 1996).

2.3.4 The Importance ofthe Nature ofthe Fabric Swatch to the Success ofthe Test

Currently, little information is available in the sensory literature regarding the

relationship ofthe type oftextile used on the adsorytion and desorption ofodors from fabrics.

There is also no information on the effects offinishes or frnishing methods on odor uptake and

release or on the inherent odors of different ñbres/fabrics. One study deals rvith the functional

properties and inherent odor attributes of commercial cat litter manufactured from various base

materials including alfalfa and clay (Cliff & Heymann, 1991) related to several physical attributes

including particle size, density, pH and rvater holding capacity. Ofthose tested, the cellulose-

based product from alfalfa had the best odor control.

Textile analysis ofthe commercially available standard fabrics included a number of

approaches. The tlpe oftextile structure, rvhether knitted, rvoven, pile, napped, etc. used in the

standard fabrics rvas identified. In addition the physical characteristics of these fabrics rvere

characterized in terms of fabric counts, air permeability (the rate of airflorv through a material

under a differential pressure betrveen the two fabric surfaces), fabric rveight, fabric thickness and

fabric porosity (the ratio ofthe volume ofair or void contained .rvithin the boundaries ofa

material to the total volume, (solid matter plus air or void) expressed as a percentage). These are
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all defrned by standard test methods from the Àmerican Society for Testing and Materials and the

American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists.

Liu et al. (2004) discussed their study using electron microscopy and x-ray microanalysis

rvere used to evaluate the distribution ofan odorant (cls-3-hexenyl salicylate) which rvas tagged

rvith osmium tetroxide. The study rvas done using dyer's methodology, i.e., rvet application of

the test substance to the textiles. Tkee fabrics rvere used as 5-cm diameter srvatches. These

were cotton print cloth #400, and Dacron tpe 5 4, #777 fromTestfabrics, Inc., and lyocell

(Tencel@ chambray). Each rvas exposed to an aliquot ofthe test odorant followed by exposure to

osmium tetroxide vapor for several hours. Microscopic analysis showed that the odorant rvas

distributed differently on the different fibres and rvas "correlated strongly rvith the chemical

structure, roughness ard both pore and capillary structure ofthe textiles" (p.3557). Cotton fibres

are rough and irregular and have the appearance ofa collapsed tube rvith micropores and

interfibrillar spaces large enough for the odor chemical to penetrate. The odorant rvas found

through "the rvhole cotton fiber cross section with higher concentrations in lumen and

crenulations" (p.3557). Lyocell is the same chemical composition as cotton but has no lumen, is

round and has a microfibrillar structure rvith three phases (crystalline, Iarger air-filled voids and

smaller-defect regions). They found that the odorant was distributed evenly in the surface and

cross section ofthe fibres. Dacron (or polyester) is formed from polyethylene terephthalate, is

melt-spun, and has very ferv or no voids. The odorant rvas found at a ferv spots on the fiber

surface and in interfiber spaces ofclosely packed fibers.

2.3.5 Commercial Products Which Exploit Odor Technology

An interesting side-note is the recent introduction of commercial products based on odor

adsorption and release properties. This leads to the speculation that much i¡formation on odor

technology is available, holever, under proprietary circumstances only. Trvo ofthe different

products in the marketplace that deal rvith odor adsorption for control are the Scent-Lok@ line of
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clothing and Febreez@, a liquid product rvhich is sprayed on cloth for the elimination ofodors

from that suråce. Scent-LokG) clothing is used by hunters to reduce their scent while they are out

in the field. The product is based on activated carbon cloth as part of its construction and is

accompanied by laundering and storage instructions for regeneration and stability. Febreez@

liquid is another interesting product that really does help reduce the odor level on cloth. The

composition ofthe product is proprietary, but one speculation is that it changes the surface

chemistry ofthe fabric to cause the temporary hydrogen bonds to break and to release the odor

more easily.

2.3,6 Odor Substantivity on Textiles - the Concept and How it Applies in our Testing

An important consideration in using textiles as an odor sampling medium is the stability

ofthe sample both for integrity and for time. Substantivity is a term used in several fields to

mean a product's time-dependent condition relative to its original condition. In terms of perfume,

O¡mancey et al.(2000) defined it as'1he amount oftirne a perfi'rme remains perceptible on a

support" (p. 24). In dentistry it is used rvith the evaluation ofproducts, such as tooth rvhiteners

and oral treatments for gingivitis, remaining in place for a given period oftime. It is similarly

used in dennatology for the degree to rvhich a product applied to the skin, such as a sunscreen,

remains in place and active.

The studies on substantivity contain information on the nature ofthe fragrance and the

measurement of its level in the application at different points in time. However, these studies

have focused more on the form in rvhich the odorant is added to a given cloth substrate (nature of

tlte solution) rather that how it reacts r.vith different fabrics. Müller et al. (1993) discussed

"substantivity" relative to frag¡ances in terms ofthe measurements used to evaluate it in various

liquid and solid agents. They defined it as a quantitative determination oftho odorant's time

dependant-concentration above the perfrrmed product. Measurements included vapor pressure,

odor perception threshold (using on olfactometer), water solubility and matrix factors (the liquid
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or solid in which the odorant is dispersed). These measurement methods have also been

discussed by Gygax & Koch (2001). Additionally substantivity of perfumes has been monitored

by electronic noses. Moy et al. (1994) briefly discussed their use ofan early model Alpha MOS

Fox 2000 in evaluating perfume stability on rvashed torvels, indicating that they rvere successful

but supplying no data. Ormancey et al. (2000) evaluated the effects of rarv material changes on

substantivity in standardized laundry testing, in this case to rvet, dry and re-wetted terry cloth.

They used an electronic nose to compare the results from the raw mat€rials and rvere able to

follorv the changes in specific components rvith specific sensors.

From the perfumer's point ofview, substantivity is an operational characteristic and a

fragrance or odorant is substantive rvhen it is perceptible throughout the stages of a product's

application cycle. ^îable 2.2 is an example ofthe requirements for scents used in fabric softeners.

These requirements are used to formulate some desirable attributes for cloth srvatches rvhich

rvould be used in environmental rnalodor sampling.

In rvork with the sampling ofmalodors onto fabric, it rvill be used in conjunction with the

time-dependent delectability and concentration ofodorants on the fabric's surface.

Table 2,2 Equating some requirements for substantivity in cloth slratch testing to requirements
for substantivitv in fabric softeners (based on Omrancev et al.. 2000).

Requirements for fabric softeners: Attributes necessary for cloth swatches
in order to applv to environmental testine

Olfactory sensitivity that is sufficient to be
perceptible.

Capable ofadsorbing an odorant level rvhich is
sufficient to form a representative sample of
the environmentâl situation.

A pleasant fragrance that is coherent with the
notions of softness, cleanness and freshness.

That the odor is representative ofthe
environmental situation, i.e. both by character
and intensitv (and usuallv unpleasant).

A fragrance that is substantive enough to
remain perceptible on the cloth for several days
or rveeks.

That the sample retain the odor for a sufftcienl
aÍnount of time to be transported and analyzed

- oreferablv several davs.
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2,4 Chemical Methods for Odor Headspace Analysis

It is believed that the surface chemistry offabrics is likely to play an important role in the

adsorption/desorption of odo¡ant molecules. An important aspect ofthis chemistry is the

hydrophilic or hydrophobic properties ofthe surface. Techniques such as Fourier transform

in-frared (FTIR) spectroscopy rvith attenuated total reflectance (ATR), electron spectroscopy for

chemical analysis (ESCA) and contact angle measurements are used to determine

hydrophitic/hydrophobic character ofa fabric (Ratner, 1966). There are also methods such as

imaging the electron density ofthe fibre surfaces by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and

atomic force microscopy (AFM) befo¡e and after exposure (Ratner, 1996), which can be used to

visualize the adsorption ofolfactory molecules on the fabric substrate.

Nerv techniques applied in textile production, such as ion beam and plasma etching,

corona discharge and UV irradiation, rvhich can be used to change the surface topography of

fibres and, hence, increase the total surface area available for odorant adsorption (Ratner &

Hoffinan, 1996). Hrvang (2003) has demonstrated this tlpe ofapplication rvith the applications of

plasma polymerization to alter the nature ofthe textile surface for specific functions.

One ofthe methods ofanalysis ofsurface chemistry - ESCAD(PS (electr'on analysis for

chemical analysis/X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) provides a rvay to evaluate the surface of

the product (here, textile)(Ratner, 1996). Vickerman (1997) described the basic principle ofthe

method as "X-ray photons ofprecisely defined energy bombard the surface, electrons are emitted

fiom the orbitals ofthe component atoms, electron kinetic energies are measured, their electron

binding energies can be determined enabling the component atoms to be determined" (p.4).

Ratner (1996) described the method as "X-rays are focused upon a specimen. The interaction of

the X-rays rvith the atoms in the specimen causes the emission ofa core level (inner shell)

electron. The energy ofthis electron is measured and its value provides information about the

nature and environment ofthe atom from rvhich it came" (p.23).
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Ratner (1996) further stated that the method measures the out€rmost 100 Å of a surface.

Although the electron beam can penetrate deeply into a specimen, the electrons from those layers

rvill lose their energy by collisions before they ever get to the surface, so will not emerge from the

surface. Only those at or near the surface will be emitted and gathered in the signal. The method

is readily applicable to biomaterials and, hence, to textiles. The surface structure can vary rvidely

from a surface that is rough, smooth or stepped, that is composed ofdifferent chemistries (atoms

and molecules), that is structurally or compositionally inhomogeneous in the plane ofthe surface

and rvith the depth into the specimen, that is covered by an overlayer, or that is highly crystalline

or disordered. ln other rvords, it rvill rvork on almost any surface.

Advantages ofthe method include the speed ofanalysis, the high information content, the

lorv damage potential (it is a non-destructive method), and the absence of specimen preparation.

Its disadvantages are that the sample rnust be able to be placed in a vacuum - no out-gassing of

volatile components, although this disadvantage can be avoided by using a system with a

cryogenic sample stage. At liquid nitrogen temperatures, samples rvith volatile components and

wet samples can be analyzed, Sample damage is possible if long analysis times are used.

Experienced operato¡s should run the equipment. Tlus method yields information on both

chemical composition and chemical structure (Vickerman, 1997). Ratner (1996) expands onthis

with the follorving list for analyses ofbiomaterials:

l. Identification ofall elements (except H and He) present at concentrations of> 0.1 atomic %,

2. Semi-quantitative determination ofthe approximate elemental surface composition (+ l0%d,

3. lnformation about the molecular environment (oxidation state, bonding atoms, etc.),

4. Information about aromatic or unsaturated structures from shake-up transmissions,

5. Identification oforganic groups using derivatization reactions,

6. Non-destructive elemental depth profrles 100 Ä into the sample and surface tererogeneity

assessment using angular-dependent ESCA studies and photoelectron, ,uith diff .ing ,r.up.
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7. Lateral variations in surface composition (spatial resolution is 8 to 150 pm depending on the

instrument used),

g. .,Fingerprinting" of materials using valence band spectra and identifrcation ofbonding

orbitals,

9. Studies on hydrated (frozen) surfaces.

A method of changing the surface chemistry oftextiles is through a piocess called plasma

polymerization. It is based on the use of plasma - "an ionized gas in a neutral state with an equal

density of positive and negative charges - also called the fourth state of matter" (Flwang, 2003, p.

l). Through the exposure ofa surface to a plasma in an appropriate environment, the surface can

be modifred by the components ofthe plasma. This is used in industries such as electronic parts,

lighting and large-screen televisions and novel finishing techniques for textiles. One ofthe

attractions ofthe process is that it is a dry process and, therefore, does not require the production

of waste-water, rvhich is an expensive part oftextile processing (Hlvan g' 2003).

2,5 Electronic-Nose Technology in Environmental Testing

2,5.1 Electronic Nose TechnologY

Electronic nose teclnology for the meâsurement and comparison of difference product

groups by their odorant properties is a nerv developmeDt (over the last 10 to 15 years). The

technology uses the electronic signal pattem generated rvithin sensor arrays, rvhich adsorb

odorants and release them in a manner conceptually similar to the human nose, to characterize

and categorize particular products. with the addition of neural netrvorks, these machines have

developed into measurement systems that can evaluate many different product states (e g,

deteriorative changes rvithin a product) and aÌe particularly suited to the measurements of

malodo¡s in both food and non-food products (Schiffiran et al., 1997).

In this rvay, the electronic nose is one type of expert system, rvhich can be applied to

predict human assessments. Expert systems are described by Mclellan (1989) as being
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"knowledge-based programs that emulate expert thought to solve significant problems in a very

specific domain of expertise" (p. 120). Risvik etal. (1989) discussed one ofthe problems "at this

point in time", in sensory evaluation as being the lack ofa sufficient number ofsensory

professionals rvith the knorvledge and experience ofthe full range ofapplications in the field of

sensory science. A knorvledge-based computer system could form the guidelines for all stages of

design and analysis for sensory studies.

This problem extends into the area ofthe sensory assessors rvho perform thejudgements

on samples. Persons must form the assessment base ofall product assessments that do not have

implications for human health and safety. This means that the attributes and acceptability ofall

products require human input for the product attributes and the appropriateness ofthese attributes

for buying behavior. Sensory analysis can be thought ofas a system for product assessment rvith

economic implications.

An electronic nose consists ofthree basic parts, a sample delivery system, a set ofsensors

and a computer. The sample delivery system for holds samples under specific conditions and

prepares them for presentation to the sensors. In the Alpha MOS system, this is a multi-use auto-

sampler from another manufacturer (commonly used for instrumsnts such as gas chromatographs)

rvhere exact volume control and handling conditions are essential for analysis. Other systems

have also developed auto-sampler systems, rvhich have made the systems useful in ongoing

laboratory analyses; rvhereas, early systems required single sample presentation and the constant

presence of lab personnel to monitor the instruÌnents. The set ofsensors responds to the presence

ofodor cornponents by a change in the response of each sensor, and this change becomes the data

for analysis. In the Alpha MOS instruments, these sensors are based on metal oxide coatings, and

the response is a change in electrical resistance ofthe metal oxide coating. Other types include

conducting polyrner sensors (change in electrical resistance), quartz crystal microbalance sensors

(change offrequency), and a combination k¡orvn as GC/SAW or gas chromatography/surface

acoustic rvave system. This latter is actually more of a gas chromatograph tvith one SAW sensor
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that responds to the chemicals that have been passed through a clromatography column and are

tested in sequence depending on their retention time in the column. The computer with custom

designed softrvare, receives the sample codes for a given sample set and accumulates and stores

the electronic pattems for each sample analyzed. These data points for the electronic pattems

form the machine data for analysis ofthe samples. Specific softrvare may contain data analysis

routines as rvell, or data may be stored in spreadsheets for analysis in programs such as SAS and

SPSS. The high capacity for data handling and analysis of the desktop PC is perhaps the single

most significant advancement that has made the electronic nose useful in the laboratory. While

the instruments and sensors have been under development since the 1980s, their use did not

spread rvidely until the late 1990s rvhen lab analyses became practical.

The practical side of electronic nose analyses is that each ofthese basic parts has speciflc

protocols, rvhich must be developed and observed for the functioning ofthe instrument and for

the collection ofreliable and representative data. Some ofthese are universalìn the concept of

experimental design, and some are specific to specific machines or to specific sensors. In

addition, rvithin any given system, some are constant across projects, and some are conditions

that must be optimized for each commodity and/or study. Beyond this, any study requires

protocols for strategizing the relationships between sensory and electronic nose evaluations of

specific samplo sources.

The sensor array ofthe electronic nose is connected to a conìputer, rvhich allorvs the

pattem ofresponses to be identified. Through standardization, compared to human responses, the

system can be "trained" through its neural netrvork to identi$ specific odor conditions (e,g., the

presence ofodors that indicate decomposition in specific food products or the presence of odors

in rvounds that indicate the beginnings ofinfection). ln some i¡stances this technology has been

applied to the evaluation ofodors from livestock operations. These machines are standardized

prior to use by comparison to human sensory responses to the specific odorant conditions and,
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thus, do not involve the use of sensory panels in their day-to-day operation. (Alpha SOFT User

Manual, June,2001)

2.5.2 Applications ofElectronic Nose Technology to Textiles and Environmental Testing

There are literally hundreds ofreferences on the applications of electronic nose

technology in various industries including food processing and inspection, medicine,

environmental testing and textile and automotive production, In applications to textiles electronic

nose systems have measured the odor properties ofautomotive textiles, both leather and

upholstery materials and padding (Ganigues et al., 2001; Kalvan et al., 2000; Morvan et al.

2000). In application to environmental testing, electronic nose technology has characterized of

environmental malodors from a variety of industrial and agricultural sources (Persaud et al.,

1996; Classen, et al., 1997 &.2000; Maricou et al., 1998; Romain et al., 2000; Nicolas et al.,

2000). In all cases the sampling used gaseous samples taken from Tedlar@, or similar, sampling

bags. Persaud et al. (1996) used an artificial stvine odor mixture to evaluate a conducting

polymer anay for its ability to distinguish malodor sources. Romain et al. (2000) used a sirnple

tin oxide sensor system to establish that differences in emissions from five locations - a rendering

plant, a sewage treatment facility, hvo printing houses, and a car repair facilit5,. Nicolas et al.

(2000) used the same system to evaluate seven different facilities to classi$r malodors.

In its use as an expert system, the electronic nose has a large range ofpotential

applications: from objective designation or description ofscent for tradernark (Breese, 1998), to

clinical diagnosis in medical applications (Pavlou & Tumer, 2000), to process control in the food

industry (Linko, 1998). Part ofthe system is an appropriate neural network, so that the

combination ofthe knorvledge-based (expert) system and the artificial neural netrvork offer great

potential.
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Chapter 3

Study #1: Evaluation ofTwo Ratio Scaling Methods Using a Standard 1-Butanol Scale and
the Electronic Nose

3,1 Introduction

A variety of scaling systems, both linear and ratio, have been used in evaluations oftaints

and malodors. These include "direct" systems such as difference-from-control and various linear

scales in rvhich the intensity rvas rat€d based on the stimulus alone and the anchor points ofthe

scale presented. Another system rvas a form of magnitude matching using a reference scale that

rvas leamed and then used in describing the intensity ofthe sample stimulus in terms ofthe

intensity ofthe samples in the reference scale. When these scales rvere designed, they rvere

generally in the form of concentrations that increased by a multiple (e.g. doubling) so that the

scale was ratio in nature. One ofthe most conmon scales rvas based on concentrations of 1-

butanol described by ASTM E544-99 and another of different concentrations used by St. Croix

Sensory, Inc. as part oftheir proprietary 'l.,lasal Ranger" system for environmental monitoring.

In the current study, the labelled magnitude scale rvas selected for both its ease of

administration and resulting "ratio" data. The labelled magnitude scale was a pen and paper

method of ratio measurement, rvhich rvas easier to use and supplied the same information as

traditional magnitude estimation. Because the intention was to use this method in the sensory

measurement of malodor on cloth srvatches, some initial evaluation rvas in order. One rvay of

examining it rvas comparing one ofthe scales to be used in a subsequent study, the l-butanol

scale from ASTM 8544-99. This involved selecting and training a panel comparable to the group

that rvould be used in succeeding studies for laboratory analyses ofmalodors on fabrics and for

field studies of malodor.

3.1.1 Objectives and Hypotheses

This study had three objectives. The first objective was to evaluate the use ofthe labelled

magnitude scale relative to magnitude estimation in the measurement ofsensory intensities for 1-
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butanol, a compound commonly used in environmental malodor testing as a standard for

magnitude matching. Both scales produce ratio data, rvhich means that these data could be

compared by calculating the exponent for Stevens' Porver Larv. The second objective was to

evaluate the electronic nose sensor responses to discriminate among the concentrations in the

series of l-butanol solutions used for sensory analysis. The third objective rvas to compare the

sensory and electronic nose responses to the l-butanol concentrations.

Hypothesis I: The hypothesis being tested was that the value ofthe slope (n) ofthe line relating

the log ofperceived intensity to the log ofphysical intensity (concentration) for l-butanol

solutions from Stevens' Potver Larv (log S : log k + n logl, see Section 2. i.3) is equivalent for

both the labelled magnitude scale and magnitude estimation.

Hypothesis II: The hypothesis being tested was that the discrimination index value from

principal component analysis for the electronic nose sensor responses to the 1-butanol

concentrations was equal to or greater than 80% (see Table 1.2).

Hypothesis III: The hlpothesis being tested rvas that sensory sco¡es for the 1-butanol

concentrations correlate with the electronic nose sensor responses for those samples.

3,2 Experiment 1, Sensory Analyses

3.2.1 Introduction to Experiment I

The purpose ofthe first study was to compare the use ofthe labelled magnitude scale and

magnitude estimation in the sensory testing ofa series of l-butanol solutions based on ASTM

E544-99 as a basis for work in subsequent studies. The hlpothesis was that the data from the

labelled magnitude scale rvould provide the same result for the calculation ofthe exponent of

Stevens' porver larv as the data ftom magnitude estimation. The series ofsolutions and the

sensory data was also used to evaluate the perfo¡mance ofthe electronic nose system, rvhich
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would be used in subsequent work (discussed in Part B ofthis section). This analysis rvas done

through linear regression subroutines in the data analysis soft$are.

3.2.2 Methods and Materials:

Several steps comprised the first study:

1. estabtishing an appropriate scale to be used for the rvork,

2. selecting a group ofpanelists rvho rvere able to perceive and differentiate small differences in

concentrations of l-butanol, the selected test odorant using a sequential testing method

developed for taint analysis,

3. training the selected panelists to the basic procedures for the trvo scaling methods, and

4. evaluating a large scale range oflog-spaced l-butanol concentrations (5 to 20,000 ppm).

3.2.2.1 1-Butanol Solutions

The concentrations rvere selected based on the information in ASTM E-544-99

(American Society for Testing and Materials, 1999) and are shorvn in Table 3. L All solutions

rvere prepared using the "Procedure B in Section 6 - the Static Scale Method" ofASTM E-544-99

using 1-butanol (Certified A,C.S, 99.8%, Fisher Scientific, Ltd.) and odorless distilled rvater from

the laboratory supply system at the Freshwater Institute, Winnipeg. The very lorvest

concentration of 5 ppm in solution rvas used in this study, even though it rvas considered to be

sub-threshold, to provide a sample that rvas lorv but not zero to evaluate the performance ofthe

panel (and the electronic nose). The maximum useful concentration rvas 20,000 ppm, above

rvhich odor rvas reported as being too intense for most comparisons.
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Table 3.1 Concentrations of l-butanol used based on ASTM E-544-99.

Concentration in water
Dflm

Concentration in air"
nnm lest.)

Code for Electronic Nose Maps
and Granhs

5" 0.5 L0l
t0 L02
25 2.5 L03
50 5 L04
100 l0 L05
250 25 L06
500 50 L07
000 100 L08

2500 250 L09
5000 500 L10
10000 1000 Lll
20000 2000 L12

u calculation based on St. Croix Odor Intensity Referencing Scale information and on Cometto-
Muñiz et at. (2003).
b this concentration is belorv the recommended starting point of 10 ppm in rvater and should be
belorr' threshold.

3.2.2.2 Sensory Panel Methodology

3.2,2,2,1 P anel Recruitment and Selection

The panel rvas selected from employees at the Freshwater Institute and the Department of

Biosysterns Engineering, University of Manitoba. Potential panelists tvere asked several basic

questions regarding interest and availability for this rvork as rvell as their general health and

ability to perceive common odors. They rvere informed about the nature ofthe tvo¡k and the

samples both verbally and through the informational letter and consent forms, shorvn in Appendix

A. All panelists rvere required to sign the "Informed Consent" form in order to participate in the

studies. Candidate panelists rvere required to have no respiratory problems and be able to pass the

selection test for the ability to perceive and quantifu the presence of l-butanol. The aim rvas to

have a group of l5 to 20 panelists rvho rvould be available for both studies so that, allorving for

normal panel attrition over the time period, a final set ofat least l0 panelists rvould cornplete the
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sessions. A group of l8 panelists participated in the magnitude estimation sessions and this had

decreased to the frnal l2 panelists rvho also completed the labelled magnitude scale studies.

3,2,2,2,2 Assessor Selection using íSequential Testing"

Assessor selection rvas designed to identi$ panelists rvith the olfactory sensitivity to

perform the required sensory tasks and the personal qualities to participate in the test, including

availability, interest, and attitude. Sequential testing utilized difference tests that are administered

rvith preset statistical criteria for assessor selection. It allorved the decision of "accæpt for panel",

"reject for panel" or "continue testing" to be made through the use ofa pre-set control graph of

the statistical criteria (Figure 3.1). Several researchers have described tìese tests as being meant

to "economize" on the number oftests rvhich must be conducted in order to accept or reject a

panel trainee rvhile providing a statistical basis on rvhich to base this decision (Meilgaard et al.,

1999; Munoz et al., 1992; Amerine et. al., 1965). This method rvas based on the a priori

selection ofthe statistical levels ofo & p probabilities for the level ofperformance ofthe

assesso¡s and the use of difference tests such as triangle, duo-trio, and paired comparison-

difference. These methods have been applied in taint analysis of aquatic systems (Environment

Canada, 1997).

Sequential testing requires the calculation ofcontrol graphs to evaluate the performance

ofeach ofthe assesso¡s. The criteria used in calculating the control graph rvere based on the type

oftest and the levels of statistical signifìcance. The recommended levels ofstatistical

significance rvere ct=0.05, P=0.05. The values ofpo and pr rvere based on the probability of

corectly guessing the odd sample for the triangle test with p. = 1 in 3 chance ofguessing

correctly and p¡ = 2 in 3 chance ofguessing incorrectly. The graph used for this rvork is given in

Figure 3.1 and rvas calculated using the method given in both Meilgaard et al. (1999) and

Amerine et. al. (1965).
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The test utilized sets of 6 triangle tests as shorvn in Table 3 2. The panelist continued

testing at Level I until a decision could be made to "accept" or "reject" based on the number of

correct identifications ofthe odd sample. On a subsequent test day, the candidate panelist rvas

given a s€t of6 triangle tests at Level 2, and continued testing until the final decision to "accept"

or "reject" could be made. All ofthe candidate panelists rvere able to correctly identifu sufücient

samples by 12 sets oftriangle tests to allow them to continue to the data collection phase ofthe

rvork. The triangle test used was the 3-altemative forced choic€ form ofthe test for all sessions,

rvith the odd sample being the strongest sample, i.e., either 40 ppm or 80 ppm l-butanol in the

set.

Samples rvere presented for evaluation using standard rvide-mouth 500-ml Erlenmeyer

flasks that contained 200 ml of the appropriate solution. Flasks rvere lidded with formed

aluminum foil caps (nerv each tirne - never reused). Fresh salnples ,u.r. pr.pur.d daily. Samples,

coded rvith 3'digit random number codes, tvere presented in appropriate sets to the panelists

Odor samples were used only for a trvo'hour period, then replaced. In the evaluation procedure

the panelist gently srvirled the flask to equilibrate the headspace concentration of l-butanol, th€n

raised the cap, sniffed the sample and replaced the cap to allorv the headspace volatiles to

regenerate. A flask of distilled rvater rvas provided for rinsing by snifüng between samples.

Table 3.2 Triansle test samples used for selection panels.

Level I of screenine. test series is randomized set of
J sets ot 2 tìasks uater,

I flask of40 onm l-butanol
presented in
random
sequence3 sets of 2 flasks rvater,

I flask of 80 oom l-butanol

Level 2 ofscreening, test series is randomized set of
3 sets of 2 flasks of20 ppm l-butanol,

I flask of80 onm l-butanol
presented in
random
sequence3 sets of 2 flasks of l0 ppm i-butanol,

I flask of40 ppm l-butanol
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Figure 3.1 Sequential analysis graph for triangle tests used for selection ofpanelists

3.2.2.2,3 Panel Training:

Panelists rvere trained to familiarize themselves rvith the format and the use of each ofthe

scales a¡d rvith the stimulus. Three sessions rve¡e held to allo'rv panelists to gain experience lvith

each ofthe scales prior to beginning the study. A "refresher" session rvas held before the

beginning ofthe labelled magnitude scale sessions. The contmonly used method of "lengths of

lines" and "areas offigures" tvas used to demonst¡ate both magnitude estimation and the labelled

magnitude scale procedures. These are shorvn in Appendix C and consisted ofpaper and pencil

exercises and a discussion session for the results. This rvas follorved by concentrations ofthe l-

butanol to give them experience rvith the actual stimulus prior to testing. There rvas no attempt to

standardize the values assigned to the samples, although comparisons rvere allorved during the

session to give the panelists conftdence in their abilities through the relative ranking ofthe

samples (i.e., correct identification ofincreasing concentrations). Samples rvere not standardized
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to "scale values" as this rvas accommodated in the data analysis through data normalization,

rvhich rvas used to bdng the differing lengths ofscales to a common mean.

3.2.2,2.4 Sensory Analysis - Data Collection

The study design included three replications for each ofthe scalíng methods and each of

the 12 concentrations used. The sequence oftesting was to first conduct the magnitude estimation

study completely using all ofthe l8 selected assessors. The next sequsnce oftesting was the

labelled magnitude scale. This second data set rvas collectod approximately 3.rveeks after the

first series to attempt to reduce the carryover effect. There rvas some attrition in the panel during

this time, and only l2 ofthe panelists rvere available for the labelled magnitude scale portion of

the study.

The ballots and instructions for magnitude estimation and the labelled magnitude scale

are shorvn in Appendices D and E. The reference sarnple for magnitude estimation, rvhich was

given a value of 10, rvas 250 ppm l-butanol. The concentration ofthe rvarm-up sample for the

labelled magnitude scale was 250 ppm l-butanol. Sarnples rvere presented for evaluation using

standard wide-mouth 500-ml Erlenmeyer flasks that contained 200 ml ofthe appropriate solution.

Flasks rvere lidded with formed aluminum foil caps (nerv each time - never reused). Fresh

samples rvere prepared daily. Samples, coded rvith 3-digit random number codes, rvere presented

in random order sets to the panelists. Odor samples tvere used only for a hvo-hour period, then

replaced, In the evaluation procedure the panelist gently srvirled the flask to equilibrate the

headspace concentration of l-butanol, then ¡aised the cap, sniffed the sample and replaced the cap

to allorv the headspace volatiles to regenerate. A flask of distilled rvater rvas provided for rinsing

by sniffrng behveen samples.
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3.2.2.3 Daß Analysis of Experiment 1

In order to be able to proceed rvith log-transformations ofthe data, any sample that had

been assigned a value of0 rvas recorded as 0.01. The aim ofthe alalysis rvas the calculation of

the porver larv exponents for each ofthe tests and the comparison ofthese exponents. This rvas

done by first converting the data to logarithms and then normalizing the log-transformed data.

This rvas follorved by the calculation ofthe linear regression ofthe sensory scores (Y) and the

stimulus concentrations (X) and the comparison ofthe lines for equal slopes.

The data rvas prepared for analysis by normalization using the method ofmodulus

equalization (Moskorvitz & Jacobs, 1988). The purpose ofthis rvas to bring all ofthe individual

scales to a common length by having the geometric mearr ofeach panelist equal to the geometric

mean ofevery other panelist. An essential requirement for this method tvas that all ofthe

panelists must each evaluate the same stimuli. This rvas accomplished by first calculating tlte

geometric mean ofeach panelists's sensory scores (GM) and the geometric m;an ofthe panel

(GM"). The ditrerence between the geometric mean ofeach parelists's ratings and the geometric

mean of the panel (DGM¡ = GMi - GM.) rvas calculated. Finally, the DGMi was subt¡acted from

(or added to) each panelist's Ìatings so that the geometric mean ofeach panelist's ratings became

equal to the geometric mean ofthe panel. (Mosko.rvitz & Jacobs, 1988).

The data rvere calculated for only the l2 assessors rvho participated in both ofthe panel

series. The regression lines rvere calculated and compared using SAS Version 8 (SAS Institute,

Inc., Cary, NC) using the SYSLIN procedure rvith "seemingly unrelated regression" (SUR). This

method rvas chosen as the data had been collected using the same individuals as panel members

for each ofthe methods (magnitude estimation and the labelled ntagnitude scale). Because of

this, the errors in the different equations rvere considered to be correlated and the efficiency ofthe

estimation could be improved by taking these cross-equation correlations into account. (SAS,

2002). The regression lines for each ofthe data sets were calculated and the results ofthe slope

and intercept shorvn in Table 3.3. The slope ofthe regression line corresponded to the exponent
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ofthe Power Larv when calculated on log transformed data. The intercept \yas equal to the

constant for the Porver Larv formula (log S = log k + n logl, see Section 2.1.3).

3,2.3 Results and Discussion ofExperiment 1

The values calculated for Stevens' porver larv (through linear regression) for ME and

LMS relating the physical and sensory intensities ofthe stimuli are shorvn in Table 3.3 and the

regression lines are illust¡ated in Figure 3.2. When the trvo lines rvere compared through the

Table 3.3. Mean sensory sco¡es for ratio data from magnitude estimation and the labelled
magnitude scale."

I -Butanol concentration
in water
lnnmì

fanel means
for magnitude estimation b

l'anel means 10r tne labelled
magnitude scale 

b

5 t.178 L080
ì0 -1.152 -0.8s6
25 -0.586 -0.346
50 -0.432 -0.300
100 -0.176 -0. 101

250', 0.01 0.042
500 0.277 0. 180
1000 0.354 0.262
2500 0.523 0.457
5000 0.684 0.521
10000 0.809 0.577
20000 0.879 0.678

n
(= exponent for the Power

T.o-ì
0.592 0.463

k
(= constant for the Power

Law)
-1.4930 t,t7t4

R2 0.9688 0.9422

F (1, 865) for comparisons of
the two slones

18.65 (significant at P < 0.0001)

" as normalized log values for each concentration tested
b mean ofall values over 3 replications using normalized magnitude estimation or labetled
magnitude scale data.
" Warm-up sample for the labelled magnitude scale and reference standard for magnitude
estimation.
Note: values of0 are not allorved. Ifassisned bv a nanelist. the data noint rvas converted to 0.01
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SYSLIN procedure with "seemingly un-related regression" (SUR), the calculated F = 18.65 (df=

1, 860), rvhich rvas significant at p< 0.0001. This indicated that inthis test, the calculated

exponents for Stevens' poler larv rvere not the same and that the exponent for the labelled

magnitude scale data rvas significantly smaller than that for the magnitude estimation data. ln

applications, the calculations using labelled nagnitude scale values rvould overestimate the

fesponse at the lorver concentrations and underestimat€ the response at the higher concentrations.

Figure 3.2. Results oflinear regression analysis for each ofthe scaling methods. Each is
shorvn both as points and as the calculated line. All values are in logarithms for each ofthe
axes,

The first hypothesis rvas rejected because the values fo¡ n for the ttvo scaling methods are

significantly different. Hotvever, they rvere not different from the range of exponents for l-

butanol or from the overall exponent calculated from the references used in the revietv paper by

Patte et al., (1975). These researchers (i.e., Patte et al., 1975) reported values from the literature

for the exponent for I -butanol using varying test conditions. Previously reported values varied

from 0.22 to 1.00. Horvever, a value of 0.52 rvas the standardized slope to charar acterize 1-
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butanol. This value compared favorably to the exponents for magnitude estinìation (0.59) the

labelled magnitude scale (0.46) obtained here. The average ofthe trvo slopes found here rvas

0.525, essentially the same as the reported value for the standardized slope. Moskowitz et al.

(1974) found that the exponent for a I -butanol scale using dynamic dilution olfactometry and

presenting the stimulus in air rvas 0.66 (using 250 ppm in air as the reference standard), so once

again, the values found here rvere rvithin the general range in the literature.

The reason for the differences in the exponents found here rvere somervhat speculative.

The first obvious consideration was that there was a real difference in the trvo.values, rvhich rvas

not necessarily validated here since both ofthe components fall rvithin the range ofthe literature

values for magnitude estimation. Another rvas that these differences rvere due to differences in

the panels and the level oftraining, from the first to the second series from a leaming effect. This

rvas a nervly trained panel (especially at first), representative ofthe type often used in rvork done

at universities, and unfamiliar with the stimulus used. The panels rvere conducted sequentially

rvith all ofthe data for magnitude estimation data collected first and then, after a three-rveek

hiatus, all of the data for the labelled magnitude scale. This was done in order to avoid confusion

for the panelists' in the scaling methods and the rest period betrveen experiments was introduced

to attempt to reduce any order effect. There could have been a training effect on the second series

ofpanels from the experience rvith the stimulus during the first series ofpanels.

3.3 Experiment 2. Electronic Nose Analyses of 1-Butanol Solutions

3,3,1, Introduction to Experiment 2

An expert system, to be useful as a predictor, must provide the information that is as

reliable as the methodology it replaces. ln this case, the electronic nose must provide readings

that corr€late highly rvith those ofthe sensory panel. The l-butanol data provided an ideal test

series to examine this relationship in that the samples rvere completely controlled and repeatable

over an exlended series oftime. While the sarnples rvere tested over a long time rv.ith the sensory
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data collected in 1999 and the electronic nose data generated in February 2004, the samples rvere

prepared in the same rvay from the same test materials and provide a reliable comparison.

The objectives for this portion of the study were to establish electronic nose test

conditions appropriate to these samples and to test the series of I -butanol solutions. This rvould

allorv the examination ofthe relationships behveen th€ conc€ntration of l-butanol ofthe samples,

the sensory scores, and the electronic nose sensor responses.

3,3,2 Methods and Materials

3,3,2,1 Electronic Nose Analysis

Tests rvere conducted using an Alpha MOS Fox 3000 Electronic Nose equipped rvith 12

metal oxide sensors. Prepared samples rvere placed into a sanpling tray for the auto-sampler and

held at room temp eralure (20-22'C) during the sampling process. Samples rvere transferred

sequentially to the incubator/heating block and gently agitated at constant rpn/directional cycle

(500 rpm) to facilitate headspace sample production. The headspace sample was draun into the

syringe and transferred to the injection port ofthe electronic nose. Sensor response data rvere

collected for 120 s follorved by a 1080-sec delay before injection ofthe next sample. The carrier

gas florv rate maintained at 150 ml per min is oxygen/nitrogen at 20yo 02 + l%o (i.e., 19.8 to 20.2

% 02) and rvith impurities specified as H2O < 5ppm, C^H. < Spprn, Oz + Nz > 99.95%, oz:20yo

+/- 1%o.

The specific test conditions used for analysis ofthe l-butanol samples rvere an incubation

temperature of50oC, an incubation time of5 minutes (using standard agitation conditions of500

rpm), sample size of I ml per l0 ml vial, rvith 4 replications ofeach sample, injection sample

volume of500 pl headspace volatiles drau,n as the sample, and 150 mVmin air flotv ofcanier gas

rvithin the unit. Table 3.4 shows the concentrations of I -butanol tested and the coding used for

the samples in the electronio nose analyses.
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Table 3.4 Concentrations of l-butanol used basod on ASTM E-544-99
and codes used in electronic nose analvses.

Concentration in water
DDtn

Code for Electronic Nose Maps
and Graphs

L01
t0 L02
25 L03
50 L04
100 L0s
250 L06
500 L07
1000 L08
2500 L09
5000 Lt0
10000 Lll
20000 Lt2

" this concentration is belorv the recommended starting point of l0
ppm in water and should be belorv threshold.

3.3.2.2 Data Analysis

The numerical values ofthe changes in sensor resistance rvere recorded as individual

response pattems for e¿ch ofthe 12 metal oxide sensors by the computer system operated through

the Alpha MOS AlphaSoft V8.0 softrvare. These values rvere transformed into a "library" file,

rvhich contained all the sensor pattems to be used in the analyses for each oftÏe sample series.

The analyses performed rvere from the multivariate statistical analyses contained in the program

including principal component analysis (PCA) and linear regression using the "sensory Score

Correlation" (SSC) anatysis. PCA allorved the evaluation ofthe ability ofthe electronic nose to

detect differences rvithin and among sample groups and provides an assessrnent of how well the

instrument rvas able to differentiate samples. The differentiation rvas shorvn by the value ofthe

Discrirnination Index (DI), rvhich was given as a percentage varying from -100%oto +100%o.

only discrimination index values above 80o/o rvere considered to be "good" results in terms ofthe

differentiation among samples. The Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) subroutine allorved

correlation using linear relationships and this rvas chosen as the sensory means rvere in their
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normalized log-transformed format and so could be used in a linear relationship. A correlation

coeffrcient greater than 0.8 rvas considered acceptable.

3.3.3, Results and Discussion

The ability ofthe electronic nose to distinguish among the concentrations of l-butanol

are demonstrated in the PCA maps in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The codes for the concentrations are

given in Table 3.1 and rvere designed to simplifu the data coding rvith the electronic nose. In

Figure 3.3, all ofthe concentrations including 5 ppm rvere included in the analysis, and there rvas

an overlap betrveen 5 ppm and l0 ppm, rvhich caused the Discrimination Index to be low and to

indicate lorv discrimination. Visual examination of the map shorved that tïis is the only overlap

and that all ofthe other samples rvere clearly discriminated. As was noted in the section on

sensory analysis, 5 ppm 1-butanol rvas generally not included in scales designed for human use as

the concentration rvas belorv threshold. It rvould seem that this might be the case as rvell for this

electronic nose system. ASTM E544-99 described conc€ntrations of 1-butanol belorv l0 ppm as

being too rveak to be perceived by human panels.

Figure 3.3 Principal components analysis (PCA) map ofall 12 concentrations of l-butanol
(using 4 reps ofeach concentration), The lotv discrimination index is caused by the
overlapping ofthe lowest concentration of l-butanol (L0l= 5 ppm) rvith the next
concentration (L02 = 10 ppm),
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Figure 3.4 PCA map ofthe concentrations of l-butanol rvith the L0l (5 ppn) sample
removed. The discrimination index is norv 96olo (rnaximurn = 100%) showing the excellent
separation ofthe samples. The lowest concentration used here is the lorvest one given as
usetul by ASTM E544-99, i.e. l0 ppm.

. The discrimination index (DI) rvas improved by removing L0l (5 ppm) from the analysis.

At this point the discrimination index rvas norv 96olo and the electronic nose rvas easily able to

discriminate among the concentrations that rvere most important in this and future testing,

Therefore Hypothesis II rvas accepted,

This discrimination rvas fürther examined relative to the sensory assessments ofthe

intensity ofthe l-butanol concentrations using the data from both scaling methods. This rvas

done through the "sensory score correlation" analysis in AlphaSoft version8.0, and the results

rvere shorvn in Figures 3.5 a and b for the nragnitude estimation data and Figures 3.6 a and b for

the labelled magnitude scale data and the corelation coefficients shorvn in Table 3.5. It rvas clear

that the sensory and the electronic nose data correlated very rvell for both ofthe scaling methods

and that either could be used as a data source for relating to the electronic nose data, and

Hypothesis III was accspted.
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Table 3.5 Correlation coeffrcients (R) calculated through linear regression (SSC) for the sensory
data and the electronic nose response Dattems.

Scale used for data collection
Correlation coefficient rvith all

12 samples included
Corelation coeffrcient with all
L0l samples (5oom) removed

Magnitude Estimation 0.97 0.98

Labelled Masnitude Scale 095 0.97

3,4 Discussion and Conclusions

The values for the exponents for l-butanol in this study rvere found to be statistically

differont. The exponent using magnitude estimation rvas 0.59 rvhile that found using the labelled

magnitude scale rvas 0.46. Horvever, both rvere rvithin the range ofvalues found in the sensory

literature.

The electronic nose could differentiate the samples easily rvhen the one sample that is

belorv human threshold perception rvas eliminated. The electronic nose correlated very rvell with

both ofthe scaling methods. Because one method could notbe eliminated by performance, the

decision on rvhich one to use rvith rvas based on the panelists' ease ofresponse to the data

collection, the labelled magnitude scale.
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Chapter 4

Study #21 Evaluation of Cloth Sources for Uptake of Malodors in Environrnental Testing

4.1 Introduction

Sampling environmental malodor by stabilizing it on cloth has interested workers over a

number ofyears. Some studies have attempted to standardize this rvork for larger scale

applications. One consideration, rvhich had not been tested beyond simple trials, was the effect of

the type of cloth selected on the success ofthe sampling method. Ifcloth samþling rvas to be

usefirl, it needed to be based on knorvledge ofthe sampling materials themselves. Most studies to

date have used cotton flannel ofun¡amed sources and physical properties for odor collection, and

one early study included wool flannel. Ifthese methods tvere to beuseful, they must perform at

least as rvell as current methods and be able to be related mathematically to those results.

The current sampling methods used a combination ofsensory testing methods, in the field

and in the laboratory. The field studies involved sending individuals into the areas rvhere the

malodors occur and having them measure odor present in the environment (see Chapter 6). The

laboratory studies involved taking large Tedlar@-bag samples ofair back to the laboratory for

analysis rvith a dynamic dilution olfactometer. These rvere generally rvell accepted and provide

objective data rvhen used rvith selected, trailed assessors. The data produced rvith a dynamic

dilution olfactometer is limited to the degree ofdilution associated with perception, a measure of

threshold for the odorant or mixture tested, This provided a relative measure of intensity, but not

a direct measure. Disadvantages ofthe method included the size ofthe samples required and the

expense associated with the disposable sampling bags. A standard method of measuring the odor

intensity rvould be a useful tool to provide nume¡ical measurements of odor intensity. The

addition ofstandards to this system allorved calib¡ation ofthe measurements and comparisons

both rvithin and across tests.

Observations on the uptake ofodors on cloth srvatches have been reported since the

1980s and arose initially from the observations of rvorkers that clothing rvom while in the bams
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retai¡ed the odors for some period oftime. This stabilization ofthe odors began to be explored to

a limited degree as a pathway to transport the odors to another location for sensory analysis.

Several authors have used exposure ofcloth srvatches to stablize odors for transport to a

laboratory for further analysis (Miner & Licht, l98l; Williams & Schiffinan, 1995; Nicolai et al.,

1997; I-abance etal., 1999). Various þpes of standardization and presentation have been

reported including placing of srvatches of specified sizes rvithin bams and at air outlets for

controlled amounts oftime. Horvever, the exposure was relatively unregulated and depended on

the conditions present in the environment and any other variables introduced through this

pathrvay that were not accounted for in the testing. After exposure the srvatches have been placed

into containers such as glass jars, Tedlar@ bags and plastic bags to stabilize them for presentation

to sensory panelists for responsos to measure the strength ofthe odor. The cloth used has

generally been cotton flannel, rvhile one study used rvool flannel. The fabric sources and

condition have not generally been specifred. The size of swatch is generally given, but not the

source ofthe material and the degree ofpretreatment given the samples. The assumption must be

made that the fabric rvas obtained from fabric shops and rvas likely treated rvith dyes and other

standard finishes. Washing the fabric rvas cited as a preparation method in some references.

Initial rvork on the controlled exposure ofcloth srvatches (cotton flannel) to manure

malodors has been reported by Zhang et al., (1999). This rvork presented the evaluation ofcloth

srvatches that had been exposed to specified volumes ofair for specific time periods and shorved

the successful objective sensory measurement ofthe uptake ofthe odorant onto the fabrics. This

rvork on a standardized srvatch test rvas designed to provide simpler sampling procedures, tvhich

are less cumbersome and expensive. It could provide greater test flexibility in the format of the

sensory analysis methodology that can be used and allorv the cornparison of results tvithin and

across testing times.

Electronic nose teclnology has been successfully used for the characterization of

environmental malodors from a variety of industrial and agricultural sources (Persaud et al.,
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1996; Classen, etal.,1997; Maricou et al., 1998; Romain et al., 2000; Nicolas et al., 2000). In all

cases the sampling rvas done using gaseous samples taken from Tedlar@, or similar, sampling

bags. The flexibility ofthe sarnpling system being proposed makes it possible to test the cloth

srvatches tlrough electronic nose analysis in the same manner in rvhich samples are presented for

sensory analysis.

The specific objectives for this study rvere to develop the conponents for a method of

standardized odor sampling of air-bome malodors using cloth s\yatches and to test the odor l€v€ls

through analytical sensory analysis and the application ofelectronic nose technology. The

hypothesis rvas that different fabrics u,ould adsorb odo¡s to different degrees. A second

hypothesis rvas that odor adsorption will be associated rvith measurable chemical and physical

attributes ofthe fabrics. The fabric that has been most often reported in previous studies, cotton

flannel, rvould be used so that all other fabrics rvould be analyzed relative to that fabric. The

fabrics rvere from a standard test fabric supplier, so that fiuishes and dyes rvould not be present.

The method included stabilizing srvine odor on selected cloth swatches by exposure to controlled

amounts of odorous air so that the odor could be removed from the sampling area and taken to a

sensory facility for evaluation, Tl,o ofthe issues in fab¡ic selection rvere the ability to adsorb and

retain odor - its substantivity - and any intrinsic odor ofthe fibre/fabric that may be present.

4.1,1 Objectives and Hypotheses

The overall objective ofthis study was to systematically evaluate a selection of fabrics

for the ability to adso¡b a malodor, ¡etain it, and subsequently release it for sensory and electronic

nose evaluation. The selection criteria for the fabrics included different fibres, different

structures, no dyes or production finishing and that, iìritially, approximatell, similar fabric

rveights. The evaluations used rve¡e sensor¡, anall,sis in the form ofa ratio scale (the labelled

magnitude scale) and a linear scale (difference-from-control) and electronic nose analysis using

an Alpha MOS Fox 3000 electronic nose. A secondary objective was to evaluate the

substantivity ofthe samples for repeated use during sensory testing.
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an Alpha MOS Fox 3000 electronic nose. A secondary objective rvas to evaluate the

substantivity ofthe samples for repeated use during sensory testing.

The hypothesis being tested using sensory analysis rvere:

Hypothesis I: that alt cloth types would adsorb the volatile components associated with

swine malodors to some degree that is measurable using sensory analysis using the

labelled magnitude scale (ratio data).

Hypothesis II:that all cloth types would adsorb the volatile components associated with

swine malodors to some degree that is measurable using sensory analysis using the

difference-from-control test (linear data).

Hypothesis III: that not all tlpes ofcloth u'ould adsorb odors to the same level ofperceived

sensory intensity as measured by the labelled magnitude scale (ratio data) and can be compared

through analysis of variance and post hoc comparisons.

Hypothesis IV: that not all t)?es of cloth rvould adsorb odors to the same level of perceived

sensory intensity as measured by the difference-front-control test (linear data) and can be

compared tlrrough analysis of variance and post hoc comparisons.

Hypothesis /: that the physical properties ofthe fabrics rvould affect the degree to tvhich odor

rvas adsorbed by the fabrics as measured b1,the labelled magnitude scale (ratio data).

Hypothesis I4: that the physical properties ofthe fabrics rvould affect the degree to lvhich odor

rvas adsorbed by the fabrics as measured by the difference-from-control test (linear data).

The hypotheses being tested using the electronic nose are:

Hypothesis Z1L that the electronic nose rvas able to detect the difference betrveen samples of each

cloth, unexposed and exposed to srvine odor, rvhen compared through principal component

analysis.

Hypothe.sis T11¡ that not all bpes ofcloth rvould adsorb odors to the same level as measured by

the electronic nose as conpared through principal compouent analysis.
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Hypothesis IX: that the physical properties ofthe fabrics rvould affect the degree to rvhich odor

rvas adsorbed by the fabrics as measured b)' the electronic nose as measured by linear regression

analysis.

4.2 Methods and Materials:

The study compared 13 fabrics exposed to a model system of odorants representing

compounds found in the odor ofhog manure in order to evaluate the suitability ofdifferent fabric

sources for the uptake ofodors for laboratory analysis.

The components ofthe experimental design included 13 different fabrics, varying by

fibre source (chemical characteristics) and weave structure, (physical characteristics) rvere

selected for testing. Samples ofunexposed fabric rvere compared to exposed samples. These

rvere prepared using an odor exposure system that could be applied in both laboratory test

conditions rvas developed from an existing system. This allorved fine control over the amount of

odorant to which the fabric srvatches rvere exposed. A standard odor source was used for

controlled exposure offabrics, a srvine odor sinrulant compounded fiom a mix:ture of chenicals

identified as important in the production ofthis odor. Sensory panel rvork included panel

screening using the l-butanol trialìgle tests designed for selection of assessors.rvho were able to

distinguish betrveen concentrations ofa standard odorant. ftis rvas follorved by data collection

using two types ofscaling methods, one linear (difference-from-control) and one ratio (labelled

magnitude scale with normalized data). Data was also collected using electronic nose analysis of

all ofthe fabric samples in both the unexposed and exposed state for comparison to the sensory

data.

4.2.1 Overall Experimental Design

ln the study, 13 fabrics were tested as unexposed and exposed srvatches through three

replications for each ofthe sensory and electronic lrose analyses. Four sets ofsamples rvere

prepared for each ofthe panel sessions, and each rvas used up to four times, The position of
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evaluation of each ofthe cassettes was recorded along with the assigned scale value for each

assessor and used to evaluate the stability ofthe samples over the test session. Thirteen assesso¡s

rvere selected to participate in the panel sessions. Ten completed all ofthe difference-from-

control panel sessions and l1 completed all ofthe labelled magnitude scale sessions. The data for

this completely balalced design rvas analyzed rvithin each ofthe types of scales using SAS

Version 8 (SAS Institute, 1999-2001) and SPSS Ve¡sion l0 (SPSS, Inc., 1999).

Alt ofthe exposures and sensory panel and electronic nose studies rvere conducted in the

CFIA Sensory Science Laboratory at the Freshwater Institute in Winnipeg, MB. Textile tests -
rvith the exception ofyam counts - rvere conducted at the Textile Testing service, Department of

Clothing and Textiles, University of Manitoba.

4.2.2 The Exposure System

The exposure system in this study was a modification ofthe one used by Zhang et al.

(1999). The system is shorvn in Figure 4.1 and consisted ofa 500-ml. vacuum flask, rvhich

contained the odor source (here the srvine odor simulant), a three-piece air sampling cassette,

lvhich contained the prepared srvatch, and a pump, rvhich could be calibrated to control the rate at

rvhich air from the odor source rvas draç,n through the cloth srvatch. The principle ofthe system

rvas that odorized air rvas drau'n through the fabric by use ofa pump calibrated to specific florv

rates. The odorized air rvas in contact only rvith the glass ofthe flask, the plastic ofthe cassette

and the cloth contained rvithin the cassette. contact with any tubing occured only after the cloth

exposure and did not affect the generated air or the prepared srvatch.

For this rvork, 200 ml ofthe srvine odor siniulant rvas placed in the flask, and the

exposure rate for the srvatches rvas standardized at 5 litres per minute for 2 min. The cassette was

sealed immediately after exposure and presented to sensory panelists within 6 h. srvatches for

electronic nose analysis were immediately placed into l0-ml sampling vials and the Teflon@
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lined metal lids sealed air tight rvith a crinrping tool. Fabric srvatches rvere oriented in the vials

for exposure ofthe maximally exposed fabric surface to the inside ofthe container.

In their earlier stu dy, zhang et al. ( 1999) observed thar the odor intensity on the cloth

srvatches decreased rvith each successive openirrg ofthe cassette. These changes in odor intensity

rvere associated as lvell with the humidity ofthe air to \vhich the cotton flannel has been exposed.

This effect would likely vary rvith the hygroscopicity ofthe fabric. In the current work, the

exposure ofthe swatch to the outside air and the ¡esulting dissipation ofthe sample rvere

controlled through a different sample testing condition. The three-piece casseites used to contain

the cloth srvatches had top and bottom ports that are closed rvith color-coded plugs. preliminary

testing evaluated the effectiveness ofcont¡olled opening ofthe cassettes for sample evaluations.

Instead ofthe cassettes being opened completely as in previous rvork, only the plugs rvere

removed a¡d the cassette placed near the panelist's nostril. Sniffs of air rvere drarvn through the

fabric, but the fabric rvas only exposed to the arnou't of air d¡as,n through the cassette by the

assesso¡. Pfugs were replaced immediately. Casseftes rvere used up to 4 times for evaluation and

the time condition recorded for each assessor.

Air lnlet

/ 
3-D¡ece Cassette

Rubber Stopper

Vacuum flask \

Cloth Swãtch

a-PVC tubing

Odorant mixture

Figure 4.1 Modif¡ed exposure system used to úeat tlìe crotrì srvatclìes rvith the srvine odor
simulsnt.
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4,2.3 Simulated Swine Odor Mixture

A standard odor mixture rvas prepared based on the formulation taken from Persaud et al.

(1996). The mixture was modified slightly to facilitate ongoing preparation ofthe sample for use

Limited quatitative testing indicated that the mixture was an effective stvine odor simulant and

rvas used rvithout further modifrcation. The original and modified formulas are shorvn in Table

4.1.

Table 4.1. Comoosition ofsrvine odor simulant.

Sample
Component

#
Component

Mixture used by
Persaud et al. (1996)

Srvine Odor
Simulant

rcetic acid 1365 1500
2 lrooanoic acid lnronionic acid) 358 375
J l-methyl propanoic acid (isobutryic

rcid)
604 600

4 lutanoic acid (n-butvric acid) 237 250
5 3-methyl butanoic acid (isovaleric

acid)
301 300

6 tanoic acid (N-valeric acid) 90 100
7 rhenol 2I 25
8 -methvl ohenol ln-cresol) 62 75
9 ndole 6.6 7.5
l0 -methyl indole (skatole) 3.7 5

ll rmmonlum lrydroxlde (NH4Ult)
iolostock solution

adjust to pH 8.2 adjust to pH 8.2

4.2.4 Selection and Characterization of Fabrics for the CIoth Swatches

The fabrics selected for testing are shown in Table 2. All fabrics except activated carbon

cloth rvere obtained as yardage from TestFabrics, West Pittson, PA. The activated carbon cloth

rvas obtained from Calgon Carbon Corporation (Pittsburgh, PA). The fabrics selected represent

different fibre sources: natural frbres rvere cellulose (cotton, linen and rayon), protein (tvool, silk),

and synthetic (rayon, Dacron (nylon), polypropylene, and activated carbon cloth). There rvere

different surface characteristics, weave structurgs, and surface topographies including smooth,

brushed, and pile fabrics.
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The circular srvatches rvere cut from yardage using a mechanical system consisting ofa

drill press fitted with a custom 37-mm diameter cutter. The swatch size was dictated by the size

ofthe air-sampling cassette. The srvatches rvere pretreated for removal ofany extraneous odors

by heating for I h at 85"C in a drying oven dedicated for this purpose. The treated swatches rvere

placed in sterilized glass jars rvith aluminum foil-lined lids and sealed for storage until used. The

only contact surfaces were glass, metal and aluminum foil. Swatches rvere handled with clean

forceps for placement into cassettes and sampling vials.

Table 4.2. :s selected for evahlation for odor untake

Code used
in the study

Catalogue
Number

sample
Code

(electronic
Fabric Description

I 425 COT :otton - flannel, bleached
2 419 CTB :otton broadcloth. bleached. mercerized. combed
3 437W CTK :otton - knit - bleached cotton T-shirt fabric
4 42OBR CTT cotton - 9.5 oz- bleached terrv cloth
5 494 cTw )otton - twrll bleached mercerrze.l
6 523 woL rvool - rvorsted flannel
7 530 wLc rvool challis
8 609 SLK silk habutae 8 mm
I L54 LIN linen - suitins
l0 266 RAY roun viscose challis (ravon)

ll 777 DAC Dacron tlr¡e 54 (disoerse dveable)
tz 983 PLY ;Dun Doh'DroDvlene

l3** nla ACC ¡ctivated ca¡bon cloth
* Fabric source for samples I to 12: TestFabrics, Inc., P.O. Box 26, West Pittston, PA, USA,

18643
** Fabric source for sample l3: Calgon Carbon Corporation, Calgon Carbon Drive,

Pittsbursh. PA 15201

Fabrics rvere characterized for their ph),sical properties of yam count, rveight, thickness,

porosity and air permeability using the American Society for Testing and Materials methods cited

for each. Fabric counts were measu¡ed accordirrg to ASTM D3775-98 Standard Test Method for

Fab¡ic Count ofWoven Fabric and D 3887-96 Standard Specification for Tolerances for K¡itted

Fabrics. Air penneability (the rate of airflorv through a naterial under a differential pressure

betrveen the trvo fabric surfaces) rvas measured according to ASTM D 737-96 Standard Test

Method for Air Permeabitity of Textile Fabric using an Air Permeability Tester (Frazier Precision
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Instrument Co., Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA, No.580). Fabric rveight rvas measured according

to ASTM D 3776-96 Standard Test for Mass per Unit Area Oveight) of Fabric for comparison to

the published values for each. Fabric thickness rvas measured according to ASTM D 1777-96.

Fabric porosity rvas defined by ASTM D 4850-99 as the ratio ofthe volume ofair or void

contained rvithin the boundaries ofa material to the total volume (solid matter plus air or void)

expressed as a percentage. The value rvas calculated using the method described in Guidon et al.

(1e87).

Porosity = (V/T) x 100

Where V = volume of voids, and T = total volume

4,2.5 Sensory Panel Studies

Sensory panel sessions rvere conducted in the CFIA Sensory Science Laboratory at the

Freshwater Institute in Winnipeg, MB. All experimental procedures and data storage methods for

sensory analyses rvere approved bythe Ethics Revierv Committee ofthe Faculty ofHuman

Ecology, University of Manitoba. Panelists rvere required to sign an informed consent form for

this work (Appendix A) and all panelists rvho rvere part ofthe final testing were paid an

honorarium for their participation. The odor evaluations offabric srvatches were conducted in a

standard sensory booth laboratory fitted with individual test booths, controlled lighting,

temperature and relative humidity controlled at 22'C and (approximately) 45%, respectively.

Test sessions for the labrics rve¡e conducted using red light filters to modi$, lighting and to

disguise visible surface texture differences anong the samples.

Thirteen panelists were selected for their ability to correctly identiff odor intensities and

trained to rvork with the samples and ballots for these tests. Selection was based on sequential

testing using triangle tests as discussed in Study # I and as shorvn in Tabte 3.2 and using the graph

in Figure 3.1 for data analysis. Panelists were required to achieve an "accept" for both ofthe test

levels in order to participate in the panel sessions,
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Training sessions familiarized the panelists rvith the test procedures and the samples that

they rvould encounter during the actual panel sessions. Panelists attended a minimum ofthree

training sessions rvith increasing difficulty ofthe samples being evaluated.

Each sample rvas presented as an individual cloth srvatch contained in a cassette as shown

in Figure 4.2. Both the unexposed and exposed srvatches rvere presented in these containers and

each rvas coded rvith a tkee-digit random numbe¡. Sets of thirteen srvatches, some unexposed

and some exposed rvere presented at each test session using random sample presentation within

each session. To evaluate the samples, panelists rernoved the upper and lorver plugs on the

cassette and sniffed at the upper port. The plugs rvere then replaced. Sample sets rvere prepared

fresh each sampling day and rvere used up to four times in a panel session, after which they were

discarded. Odor free rvater rvas provided as a rinsing aid for sniffrng between samples and

panelists were asked to wait I minute betrveen evaluations.

The trvo scaling methods used to measure the intensity ofodor perceived in each ofthe

unexposed and exposed cloth srvatches rvere difference-from-control and the labelled magnitude

scale. Three replications rvere performed for each ofthe scaling methods. The labelled

magnitude scale has been used successfully by Zhang et al. (1999) in an initial study ofthe

measurement of environmental malodors, and difference-f¡om-control t€sting is a standard

method used in the analysis ofthe presence oftaints in quality control and in environmental

analysis offish and seafood products exposed to petrolsum contamination (Rdilly & York, 2001).
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4.2 Three-piece sampling cassettes used for cloth srvatch
exposures and for sensory panel presentation.

I¡ the difference-from-control test the panelist lyas presented rvith a control sample

(unexposed cotton flannel) and asked to rate the amount ofdifference on either a line or a

category scale. For this test, the scaling format used rvas the l5-cm line scale and data was

decoded by measuring the scale with a 150-mm ruler and recording the reading to the nearest

rvhole number. The reference sample n'as a cassette fitted with an unexposed srvatch of cotton

flan¡el. The ballot and panel instructions are shorvu in Appendix F.

The tabeled magnitude scale rvas developed by Green et al. (1993) anà is a line scale rvith

logarithmic spacing for the verbal descriptions. The scale used rvas 23 cm long rvith the values

rvith the categories placed at specific points along the line (Zhang et al., 1999). The line scale

rvas decoded using a 300'mm ruler and the reading recorded to the nearest whole number and

transformed logarithmically for analysis. The dimensions ofthe labelled magnitude scale rvere

taken from Green et al. (1993) and rvere:

%o of scale

95.5
50.1
33.r

Descriptor

strongest imaginable
ve4, strong
strong
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16.2 moderate
5.8 rveak
1.4 barelv detectable

The ballot and panel instructions used for this scale are shorvn in Appendix G. The

warrn-up sample rvas a strong sample ofthe srvine odor simulant that rvas meant to give a very

strong reading on tho scale.

4.2.6 Electronic Nose Evaluations

There rvere two stages for the electronic nose analyses: methods development and sample

testing. Tests wer€ conducted using an Alpha MOS Fox 3000 Electronic Nose equipped rvith 12

metal oxide sensors. Prepared samples rvere placed into a sampling tray for the auto-sampler.

Samples were transferred sequentially to the incubator/heating block and gently agitated at

constant rpm/directional cycle (500 rpm) to facilitate headspace sample production. In the final

test method, the headspace sample (2500 pl) rvas drarvn into the syringe and transferred to the

injection port ofthe electronic nose. Data collection ofsensor response was collected for 120 s

follorved by 1080 s delay before injection ofthe next sample. The carriergas (flow rate

maintained at 150 ml per min.) rvas oxygen-/nitrogen at 20%o Oz + lyo (i.e. 19.8 to 20.2 % Oz) and

rvith impurities specified as H2O < 5ppm, C"H," < 5ppm, 02 + N2 > 99.95o/o, Oz = 20%o +/- l%:o.

Sample preparation for electronic nose analysis using the autosampler consisted of

exposing each swatch to the srvine odor simulant for 2 minutes at a flow rate of5 litres/min, The

exposed cloth srvatches were placed immediately into the l0 ml. auto-sampler vials rvith the most

exposed face ofthe cloth oriented torvards the inside ofthe vial. These rvere lidded immediately

with magnetic caps lined rvith silicon/Teflon septa and crimped to seal.

The test conditions used fo¡ collection of elect¡onic nose data were as follorvs:

incubation time: 15 min

incubation temperature: 35,40,60"C (also 50, 70 & 80'C)

ac4uisition time: 2 min
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delay time (sensors restored to "zero" state): 18 min

carrier gas flow ratei 150 mUmin

4.2.7 Data Analysis

Data from the difference-from-control analysis (linear scale) rvere used as the numbers

obtained from the assessors. Data from the labelled magnitude scafe were normalized as

described in Chapter 3.

4.2.7.1 Odor Adsorption for Each Fabric

The data rvere analyzed using a paired t-test to compare the odor intensity reported for

exposed and unexposed srvatches fo¡ each of the fabrics. Data analyses were performed using a

standard computer program (SPSS for Windorvs Version 10.0.5, SPSS, Inc.)

4.2,7.2 Comparison of Odor Adsorption among Fabrics

The l3 fabrics tested were conlpared through analysis of variance through the GLM

Procedure in SAS Ve¡sion 8 follorved by multiple conparison evaluations using REGWF. Thìs

was performed using the data from both scaling systems as difference scores. The results are

shorvn in Table 4.6. The model used contained the variables ofpanelist, cloth, panelist x cloth

interaction.

4.2,7.3 Evaluation oflnfluence ofPhysical Attributes on Odor Adsorption by Fabrics

These rvere evaluated in hvo ways: first, rvith all fabrics included, and then, with cottons-

only. The data analyses rvere correlation and multiple regression analysis using SAS Version 8.0

4,2,7,4 Electronic Nose Analyses

Data in the form ofsensor responses from the electronic nose rvere collected and

analyzed using AlphaSoft 8.0, the data acquisition and analysis program that controls Alpha MOS

Fox 3000 system. This rvas used for principal coniponent analysis ofthe exposed versus the

unexposed samples. Partial least squares analysis ilì this system was used to correlated the
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sensory and the electronic nose data for the exposed samples. Incubation temperature was

evaluated to establish the best test conditions. fte results from 35, 40, and 60"C incubation for

15 min were discussed.

4,3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Evaluation oflndividual Fabrics for their Performance in Odor Adsorption

The first questions to be tested were rvhether any ofthe fabrics were able to adsorb the

odor and retain it for a suffrcient time for sensory testing. If the sensory reasu.e-ents .ho*ed

odor adsorption, rvhat did the electronic nose measurements shorv? Horv long rvould the samples

last and give stable readings across panelists?

The sensory data Êom 13 fabrics rvere used to evaluate the ability of each ofthe fabrics

to adsorb odor from the exposure system. The difference-from-control data were used as

numbers (linear scale), and the labelled magnitude scale data rvere normalized using the method

given by Moskorvitz & Jacobs (1988). The values for the unexposed and exposed srvatches rvere

compared for each panelist/rep pairing usiDg the paired t-test. This method ofdata analysis rvas

appropriate as the samples rvere exactly the same except for the odorant exposure used for the

exposed samples.

4.3,1.1 Paired t-Tests OfSensory Odor Intensity Data for Each Fabric

The results ofthe paired t-tests for each ofthe scaling methods are shorvn in Tables 4.3

(difference-from-control) and 4.4 (labelled magnitude scale). In both ofthe scaling nrethods

tested, assessors were able to detect a significaut difference betlveen the exposed and unexposed

samples. Both ofthe methods rvere able to demonstrate the uptake of odor on all ofthe fab¡ics

tested. Th¡ee fabrics shorved the lowest values in both test rnethods, i.e., linen suiting, cotton

terry cloth, and activated carbon cloth. The lorv values could have been due to lorver uptake or to

difficulty in the release ofthe odors. Activated carbor cloth is used to remove odors from

environments as a component of air nilters and requires higher temperatures to allow odors to be
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released. Cotton terry cloth shorved a cornpletely different pauem of odor uptake than the other

four types ofcotton tested. Little odor intensity rvas perceived in the cotton terry cloth samples.

These results allorved Hypotheses I and II to be accepted.

Table 4.3. Mean values for sensory intensity ofodor for the fabrics tested using the
paired t-test on the results ofthe differeuce-from-control testu.

Fabric Description
Intensity

difference
lMe¡n\b

Standard
Deviation

Standard Error
of the Mean

:ofion - knll 6r.4x 33.8 5Á
oun polwropvlene 60.1* 30.4 5.t
ilk habutae 56.7** 24.5
)acron îr'ne -54 s r+* 28.4 4.7
pun viscose challis (rayon) 53.7+* 33.8 5.6
vool - rvorsted flannel 53.2* -t-t -1 5.6
rotton - flannel 50.5* 325
rotton broadcloth 49.3* 36.3 6.0
otton - hvill 46.9 * * 35.7 6.0
vool challis 35 4+* 26.z 4.4
inen - suiting 33.1** 26.5 4.4

otton - terry cloth 23.3** 26.0 4.3

.ctivated carbon cloth 9.8 18.5 3.1
rP> o.ol, *+ P > 0.ool
'Fabrics are shorvn in order of magnitude ofthe mean odor intensity difference
bund. bn 

= 33
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Table 4.4. Mean values for sensory intensity ofodor for the fabrics tested using the
Daired t-test on the results ofthe labeled masnitude scale llos transformedìa

Fabric Description
Intensity

difference Std. Deviation itd. Error Mear

onon - flannel 1.143** 0.5 l0 8.t7IE-02
otton broadcloth l. l0l *+ 05 8.940E-02
:otton - knit I.Zl2** 0.478 7.6548-02
Ðtton - terrv cloth 0 749** 0.557 8.919E-02
Ðtton - tlvill 0 888* 0.443 7.098E-02
vool - rvorsted flannel 0.840* * 0.455 7.2868-02
vool challis 0.923* 0.503 8.050E-02
ilk habutae 0.972** 0.3 87 6.2058-02
lnen - suttrns 0.668*+ 0.539 8.6328-02
pun viscose challis (ravon) 1. 165* + 0.396 6.347F.02
)acron tlpe 54 1.235** 0.553 8.864E-02
pun polypropylene L 186* 0.392 6.281F.02
¡ctivated carbon cloth 0.464** 0.552 8.845E-02
,P > 0.01, ** P > 0.001
Fabrics are shorvn in order of magnitude ofthe mean odor intensity difference..h
ound. -tl = JJ

As can be seen from these tables and Table 4.5, the hvo scaling methods did not yield the

same rank ordering for the sample fabrics. An aualysis ofvariance rvas performed (section 4.3.2)

in order to evaluate the differences between the samples and identiS, any groupings offabrics

rvhich adsorb odors "better". This rvas performed arrd.rvas discussed in the next section.

Table 4.5 Summary ofthe relative "rankings" ofthe mean odor intensity difference for
each ofthe fabrics tested.
Fabric Description Rank Order and Mean Odor

Intensity for Difference-
frorn-coÌrtrol Dâft

Rank Order and Mean Odor
Intensity for Labelled
Masnitude Scale Data

cotton - knit 6l 4** 2 1.21
sÞun ÞolvÞroDvlene 2 60.I 3 1.186**
silk habutae J 56.7** 7 0.972**

acron hoe 54 4 55.2** 35**
sÞun viscose challis lravon) 5 53.7** 4 l. 165*
wool - rvorsted flannel 6 53.2** t0 0.840* *
cotton - flannel 7 50 5** 5 L l43**
cotton broadcloth I 49.3 6 l0i
cotton - hvill 9 46.9 * * 9 0.888*
rvool challis l0 35.4* + 0.923
linen - I 33.1 0.668**
cotton - tern' cloth 12 23.3** 0.7 49**
activated carbon cloth l3 9.8* t3 0.464**
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4,3,I.2 Odor Stability or Substantivity during Sensory Panel Testing

Another factor that must be considered irì this tl?e oftesting tvas the stability ofthe

sample during testing; can the cassettes be used repeatedly in evaluating the odor intensity or

musi they be used only once? The effect ofnumber oftimes opened rvas tested by evaluating the

average scores assigned to each ofthe cassettes tested at each testing time and the results are

shorvn in the graphs in Figure 4.3. Each contains a set ofgraphs for each ofthe fabrics, rvith the

results from the two scales paired for each ofthe fabrics. The difference-from-control graphs

appear on the left and the labelled magnitude scale graphs on the riglrt, The results from the

warm-up sample ofexposed cotton flannel is included in Figure 4.4.

These graphs shotved the mean sensoÐ¡ score fo¡ each "time ofuse" (i.e., the first,

second, third and fourth times each cassette was tested by a panelist). visual examination ofthe

graphs rvas the only method available for comparison, given the ferv data points available for

each sample. The results indicated that the samples did not appear to be degraded to any great

degree by re-use using the more conservative santpling system. When only the plugs lvere

removed from the cassette, rather than th€ top halfofthe unit, the sample rvas exposed to less

room air and appeared to retain its integrit)¡ througllout the test period.
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Figure 4.3 Graphs shorving the mean sensory score for each'time ofuse", i.e. the first, second, third and

fourth times each cassette was tested by a panelist. The difference-ffom-control (DFC) data appears on the
left side ofthe Figure and the labelled magnitude scale (LMS) data on the right side ofthe Figure.
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4.3.1.3 Electronic Nose Evaluation ofOdor Properties

The third question in this section is rvhether the electronic nose would be able to

distinguish the same samples tÏat the sensory panel tested. To this end, the electronic nose

responses rvere compared in several rvays. The fi¡st series oftests on the Alpha MOS Fox 3000

established the ability ofthe electronic nose to differentiate behveen the unexposed and exposed

srvatches. ln this case, the results f¡om three ofthe temperatures tested (35"C,-40"C, and 60'C.)

are shown in Appendix H. Each sub-section contains 6 graphs, 3 sets oftracings ofthe 12 metal

oxide sensors over the 2 min acquisition time for an unexposed and an exposed swatch at each of

tlrree temperatures and a matching star diagram (referred to as a radar graph in the Alpha MOS

AlphaSoft Version 8 software) for each ofthe tracings.

Both comparisons ofthe unexposed and exposed srvatches shorved that the electronic

nose was able to distinguish between the two conditions for each ofthe fabrics. The magnitude

ofdifference betrveen the trvo conditions was greater at tlte lower temperatures than the higher

ones, presumably because the intrinsic odors ofthe fibres rvere influencing the result more at the

higher temperature. Both 35"C and 40'C shorved good differentiation between the unexposed and

exposed slvatches. The incubatiol ternperature of40oC rras chosen for the remaining rvork as a

stable operating temperature for the electronic uose system. (Note: This rvas based on the

requirements for optimizing operating parameters for the electronic nose (Alpha MOS, 1999,

2001). The maaufacturer's recommended incubation oven temperature for high volatile

compounds rvas 40 to 50'C, rvhich allorved for variations in ambient temperature in the

laboratory and met the requirement that the operating temperature ofthe oven be a least 5'C

above the ambient temperature.)

One aspect ofthe sampling metltods that needs to be considered in this analysis is the

potential effect of the relative humidity of the samples on the sensor readings. No measurements

rvere made for either relative humidity rvithin the vial or for sample moisture content for the

unexposed and exposed samples. There is the potential for sensors to be affected by varying
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humidity when, as in this case, the control samples all had a lorver relative humidity than the

exposed samples. The sensors used in the Fox 3000 system are metal oxide (MOS) senso¡s and

have less sensitivity to humidity than do conducting polymer sensors (Nanto & Stetter, 2003).

Work reported by Nagle et al. (2003) compared the results ofheadspace samples ofdilutions ofa

srvine odor simulant solution (similar to the one used above) before and after treatment rvith a

biofilter. Data from a 32-sensor conducting polymer unit equipped rvith a hurhidity sensor were

compared to measurements ofsensory odor intensity, irritation and pleasantness from a trained

sensory panel. They found that rvhen the data were conpared to the humidity sensor alone, there

lvas very poor correlation betrveen the humidit)' sensor and the sensory panel responses for all

three measurements. When the data weÍe conpared to readings from the 32-sensor array, they

found good correlation and the values for the correlation coeffrcients ranged from 0.86 to 0.94.

Thus the humidity had little effect on the effectiveness ofthe evaluation ofsrvine odor in that

system. Given that metal oxide senso¡s are less sensitive to humidity than conducting polymer

sensors, there is likely little effect ofhumidity on the sensor readings for the unexposed and

exposed cloth srvatches in this study.

Principal component analysis ntaps comparing unexposed and exposed samples for each

ofthe l3 fabrics tested are given in Appendix I. These shorved that the electronic nose could

distinguish the presence a difference after exposure to the srvine odor simulant for each ofthe

unexposed/exposed fabric pairings. The discrimination index from these maps for each ofthe

fabric pairings is shown in Table 4.6. A discrinination index above 80o/o rvas considered to be a

good indication ofthe instrumental discrimination betu,een the sample sets. ln this case the

discrimination index ranged from 87 to 99Yo, rvith l0 ofthe 14 comparisons shorvn being 95olo

and above. Three comparisons rvere determined for cotton flannel swatches on trvo different

testing days. These rvere available, as cotton flamrel rvas alrvays included as the standard control

sample in the test sets. This sholved that all ofthe fabrics adsorbed and released at least some of
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Table 4.6. Discrimination i¡dices for electronic nose comparisons ofunexposed and exposed
samoles for each ofthe 13 fabrics tested

Sample Code
(electronic

nose)
Fabric Description

Discrimination Index
from PCA analysis

o/"

COT cotton - flannel. bleached 87 89 95
CTB cotton broadcloth, bleached, mercerized. combed 97
CTK cotton - knit - bleached cotton T-shirt fabric 98
CTT cotton - 9.5 oz. bleached terrv cloth 94
CTW cotton - hvill. bleached. mercerized 97
woL rvool - rvorsted flannel 97
wLc wool challis 92
SLK silk habutae 8 mm 93
LIN len - sDtirno 98
RAY spun viscose challis lravon) 99
DAC Dacron hæe 54 (disoe¡se dveable) 96
PLY spun polypropylene 96
ACC activated ca¡bon cloth 97

the components ofthe srvine odor simulant during the exposure and testing process and that the

Fox 3000 rras able to detect this. These results allowed Hypothesis MI to be accepted.

The results ofthe electronic nose measurements are given in Figures 4.5,4.6,and4.1

ushg the data from the samples tested at an incubation temperature of40"C and an incubation

time of 15 min. The figures contain maps from the principal component analysis (pCA) for the

cellulose frbres (5 cotton, 1 linen and I rayon) in Figure 4.5, the protein frbres (2 wool samples

and I silk) in Figure 4.6, and the synthetic fibres (Dacron, polypropylene, rayon, and activated

carbon cloth) in Figure 4.7. The groups ofexposed and unexposed samples are shown on each of

tho maps. Each map shorved clear distinction betrveen the exposed and unexposed samples for

each ofthe fiber groups. The lorv discrimirìation index shorvn rvas due to the individual members

of each ofthe ttvo groups mappi.g rvith each other (i.e., not showing a difference between the

fabrics within the groups). In Figures 4.6 and 4,7, furthe¡ differences rvere shown between the

unexposed fabrics. In the protein fiber group there rvere differences betrveen the unexposed
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samples ofwool and silk as rvell as betrveen the exposed samples. In the synthetic fibre group, all

ofthe exposed and all ofthe unexposed sanples rvere differentiated by the electronic nose. This

demonstrateed the ability ofthe Alpha MOS Fox 3000 to differentiate behveen fibre type as rvell

as between the exposed and unexposed state ofeach oftlte fabrics. These results allotved

Hypothesis MII to be accepted.

ì
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Figure 4.5. Resutts ofPCA maps for electronic nose analyses offabrics fiom cellulose fib¡es.
@iscrirnirution Index (DI) = 47)



Figure 4.6. Results ofPCA naps for electronic nose a.ualyses of fabrics frorn protein fibres
DI=53

Figure 4.7. Results ofPCA nups fo¡ electrouic nose analyses offabrics f¡orn synthetic fibres
DI=94
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4,3,2 Comparisons of Odor Adsorption among Fabrics

The results ofthe evaluafions in the previous section shorved that each ofthe fabrics rvas

able to absorb odor to a level that made it measurably different from its unexposed fabric control.

The next objective tvas to identiry those fabrics that perform better in odor uploks fo¡ th¡, tt.r¡.

Another uas to evaluate the scaling methods used to measure the sensory attributes ofodor

(difference-from-control and labelled magnitude scale). Was one superior in being able to

discriminate among the cloth types for their performance?

The experimental design for data collection rvas based on a repeated measures or rvithin

subjects design, also knotvn as a randomized complete block design (Maxwefl & Delaney, 1990;

Larvless & Heymann, 1999; Tabacluick & Fidel, 1996). This allorved comparisons to be made

among the fabrics using analysis ofvariance methods as well as the within fabrics comparisons

used in the previous section. The¡e rvere advantages to using the rvithin subjects or repeated

measures designs. One rvas the ability to obtain mo¡e information for a given cost of data

gathering as each subject evaluates each ofthe samples for the dependent variable rather than

providing only one evaluation, as rvould be the case in betrveen subjects desigirs. Another

advantage was that the comparisons are made rvithin subjects and the variability in individual

differences betrveen subjects is removed f¡om the error tenn.

The l3 fabrics tested rvere compared for Panelist x Fabric Type through analysis of

variance using the GLM Procedure in SAS Version 8 follotved by multiple comparison

evaluations using Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-welch multiple F test (REGWF). This analysis rvas done

for each ofthe scaling methods using I I panelists, each ofrvhom tested all the fabrics rvith and

rvithout exposure to the srvine odor simulant. The values for the analysis ofvariance rvere the

difference scores for each ofthe panelists and fabrics. Each data point rvas calculated by the

follorving formula:

difference score = sensory interÌsity (SOS-exposed sample) - sensory intensity

(unexposed sample).
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The difference scores rvere used to analyze the difference-from-control data (linear

sca[e), and the normalized log-transformed difference scores were used for the labelled

magnitude scale data (ratio scale). The experiment rvas designed using a mixed factorial design

and all the panelists evaluated all the fabrics and exposure treatments for both scaling systems.

The analysis ofvariance rvas constructed for each ofthe data sets using cloth tlpe, panelists and

replications as the independent variables.

The results from both scaling methods are shorvn in Table 4.7. The model contained the

variables ofpanelist, cloth, and panelist x cloth interaction. The model sorted the differences

betrveen the fabrics. Table 4.8 shorvs the differences in fabric groupings for p'erformance based

on size ofthe difference score using REGWF. when the model did not include the interaction

term, the groupings rvere slightly less clear. There nas also a difference in the R2 value for each

of the models. When the interaction term sas excluded, R2 rvas reduced for both scaling

methods.

The data shorved a significant panelist x cloth interaction. The panelists did not evaluate

all of the same samples in the same rvay. While the samples rvere masked by the use of red

lights, rvhich made the texture differences among the sarnples difticult to see, there may have

been some effect from the visual cues. The cotor ofthe activated carbon cloth could not be

masked, as it rvas carbon black. The data las analyzed as cloth type x panelist with interaction,

for cloth type x panelist tvithout interaction, and as cloth tlpe x panelist rvithout trvo ofthe

fabrics. The trvo omitted were cotton terry cloth and activated carbon cloth, based on

examination ofthe box plot function rvith outliers far outside the range ofthe rest ofthe readings

for those samples.
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Table 4.7 ANOVA results for sensory means ofodor uptake bv fabric swatches
Source df SS F Pr>F R2

Labelled masnitude scale data
Panelist t0 87 .174t 52.36 <.0001 0.7469

( = 0.5925
without

interactions)

T2 24 3081 12 1 <.0001
Panelist x Cloth 120 29.0665 4 0.0060
Error 286 47 .6137

Difference-from-control data
Panelist l0 153172.3t24 30.58 <.0001 0.7024

(= 0.5174
without

interactions)

Cloth T2 95863.44s2 15.95 <.0001
Panelist x Cloth 120 89016,6573 .48 0.0042

:rol 286 143262.6661

There rvere three replications in each ofthe test series and the effect of including

Replications in the ANOVA rvas evaluated in the difference-from-control and labetled magnitude

scale data by adding this factor into the model. wllile this factor was significant, with F (2 and

240):7.66, p=0.0006, little useful informarion .rvas added by including it in the analysis. The

RÍ value rvas 0.7191 for difference-from-control, rneaning that the inclusion ofthis factor only

explained 1.67% more ofthe variability in the data. For the labelled magnitude scale datq these

values rvere F (2 and284) = 4.00, p = 0.0194. The * value rvas 0.7539 for the labelled

magnitude scale data, meaning that the inclusion of this factor only explained 0.70% more ofthe

variability in the data. Given that so little rvas added by including replication in the ANovA, it

rvas excluded from further analyses ofboth sets ofdata.

Table 4.8 shows REGWF multiple ralge groupings of the sensory means for each of the

scaling methods, difference-from-control aud labelled magnitude scale tests. There rvas no

discemible pattem shorvn in Table 4.8 that can be related to the fibre type or chemical nature of

the fibre shorvn in Table 4.9. cellulose fabrics performed as both the best (cotton knit, crK) and

worst (cotton t€rry clotb, crr) in adsorbing and releasing odor in the test conditions. These trvo

cottons rvere standard fabrics, made from untreated cotton fibres, had no applied finishes, and

rvere purchased from the same manufacturer. The chemical nature ofthe surface ofthe fabric did

not form a pattem either, as the best performe¡s in the difference-from-control test were a
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cellulose fabric and a slnthetic fabric, one hydrophilic and the other hydrophobic. The reason for

this rvas not clear. Hotvever the results shorv that all the fab¡ics retained odor to some degree

rvhen exposed to the srvine odor simulant. Trvo fabrics, linen suiting (LIN) and cotton terry cloth

(CTT), retained onlyavery lorv level ofodor compared to the other fabrics. The third fabric

rvhich did not appear to do tvell as a Iaboratory sampling fabric rvas activated tarbon cloth

(ACC); horvever, it is designed to adsorb a'd retain odors, so may still be ofuse when a suitable

protocol for releasing the odors is established. These results allorved Hypotheses III and IV to be

accepted.

Table 4.8. The REGWF groupings for cloth su'atch odor pick-up intensity for each ofthe
trvo scaling methods using different models to evaluate the data.

Model with the interaction tenìì Model rvithout intsraction term, no
reolication effect

Dltterence-trom-
control Test

Labelled Magnitude
Scale

Lrlfierence-lfom-
control Test

Labelled Magnitude
Scale

UIK'
PLY"
SLK"
DAC"
worb
RAY"b
coT"b"
crw"b"
CTBb"
wLcb"
LIN"
CTT
ACCd

CTK"
cor"b
RAY"b
DAC"b
PLY"b
cTB"b"
SLKb'd

wLCbcdè

crw"d"
woL.d"
crr"
LIN"f
ACCf

CTK'
PLY"
SLK"
DAC"
woL"
RAY"b
cor"b
cTw"b"
CTB"b"
wLcbd
LIN"d
crr"d'
ACCd'

CTK"
cor
RAY"b
DAC"b
PLY"b
CTB"b"
sLK"b"d
wLC"b"d
cTwb"d"
woL"d"
CTId
LINd'
ACC"

'Samples lvith the same letter are not sienificantlv different at a = 0.05
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Table 4.9 Chemical nature ofthe surfaces ofthe fabrics used.
Fabric Fab¡lc type

Hvdronhilic = "+" Hv¡l¡onhnhic = "-"
CTK Cellulose + lllffi.Ìit!::!)..tt::..j.\ jiti#ltffi":=
PLY Sr,¡rthetic ::::t;;19&{ /-,tt

SLK Protein f líffi F,l:!i:;:,tí4,i.i.ffi1¡iit
DAC Svnthetic
woL Protein + Wtfu,W,RAY Cellulose lmodifi ed) Swthetic
cor Cellulose
CTW Cellulose ,ffi
CTB Cellulose
wLc Protein
LIN Cellulose i,i:l¡tMl!tt!:l:t::::;ã1141..
cT'r Cellulose -t- W./;:.nr/;tl'#,Wl¿.lllt!1

ACC Cellulose lnodifi ed) Svntlretic
This information is taken from Gohl and Vilenskv 983) oo2l0-211

Given the success ofadsorbing odor from a large range of fabrics, other factors rvere

considered, rvhich rvould affect the choice offab¡ics for field sampling. These rvere the physical

handling problems that occurred during cloth ss'atch preparation and testing. The cotton knit

(crK), which seemed to be the best performer for adsorbing odor, rvas also the most difficult

fabric to rvork rvith for srvatch preparation. It \vas very thin and being a single knit, tends to roll,

a tendency exaggerated in the srnall srvatches used, It rras irnpossible to make it lie flat in the

cassettes and to orient it in the vials used for electronic nose testing. Therefore, the evenness of

exposure to the odorants could not be controlled. It nas also extremely difficult to cut. This

combination of factors rvas the basis ofelinrinating it from further testing in the remainder ofthe

rvork. In addition, the various tlpes of cotton fabrics rvere spread throughout the range of sensory

means, not grouped in one range ofnurnbers. The diffe¡ent forms ofcotton fabrics did not

behave consistently, and there might be something in the physical properties measured that rvould

help to distinguish them and provide guidance for selection of optimum fabrics for srvatch use.

Table 4.10 shorvs the different groupings for the parrelists for the different scales. The

data for the trvo methods rvere not cornpared statisticalll,; horvever, both methods shorved a

significant panelist x cloth effect in the anall,sis. This rvas likely more of an artifact for the fact
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that rvhile the panelists rvere selected and trained to the specific task, they could not be

considered to be an expert panel. This rvould result in greater variability in the responses given.

This effect rvas likely panel specific and can be removed in further testing through extended

training sessions prior to the study. The presence ofthis greater variability in the selected, trained

panel does not negate the usefulness ofthe ¡esults. This rvas demonstrated in a tainting study

conducted by this rvriter in rvhich a community panel familiar with the taint in question rvas

compared to the performance of a true product expert, a trained validated expert in fish

inspection. The taintlvas pulp and paper mill effluent and the species subjected to the taint rvere

a fish called eulachon, rvhich pass the outflorv ofthe mill on the Kitimat River during their spring

spax'ning run. Both rvild cauglrt, tainted and clear, and laboratory-tainted samples rvere evaluated

by the community panel and by the expert using the difference-from-control methodology. The

¡esults shorved that rvhile the community panel shoived mean values for taint level rvith high

standard deviations, the means rvere actually the same as those produced by the expert assessor

(rvho shorved very lorv standard deviations) (York and Boyd, 1999, unpublished data).

Table 4.10. The REGWF groupings for panelists (shonn by Identification Number)
assessing cloth s1\,atch odor pick-up intensity for each ofthe trvo scaling methods
using different models to evaluate the data*.

Model rvith interaction term, lìo
replication effect - uanelists

Model rvithout interaction term, no
reolication effect - nanelists

Difference-from-
control T€st

Labelled
Masnitude Scale

Dìfference-from-
control Test

Labelled
Magnitude Scale

5

l,b
gb"

5b"
2"
4"

gd

13d

10d

I ld

J
4"
gb

5h

I l"
13"

l0"d

ld
2d

7d

3'
1"b
gb"

5b"
zcd

4"Å

7¿'

9'
l3'
10"
I l"

3'
4"
gb

5b"

8"

I t"
t3"
10"

ld
2d

7¿
*Panelists rvith the same superscript are not significantly dífferent in response frorn
each other at & = 0.05.
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A preliminary examination ofthe data through the box plot function shorved a difference

in the cotton terry cloth (crr) and activated carbon cloth (ACC) rvith outliers far outside the

range ofthe rest ofthe readings for those samples. Outliers tvere also present rvas for rvool

challis (WLC). The behaviour of the first hvo, cotton terry cloth and activated carbon cloth,

relative to the retention ofodor made it reasonable to exclude these from the analysis and to

examine the results again. These trvo fabrics shorved a much lorver release ofodors into the

sample container, although as is seen by both the paired t-test and the electronic nose analyses,

both did adsorb some odor. This rvould be expected in the case ofactivated carbon cloth, rvhich

is produced to adso¡b and not release odo¡s. Horvever, rvhy this happens for cótton terry cloth was

not clear, as it is the same frbre as the best perfomrer, cotton knit.

To see if the extreme means had an effect on the results and on the groupings ofthe other

fabrics, the cotton terry cloth and activated carbon cloth were omitted, and the analyses run again.

(Note that rvool challis also shorved outlie¡s, but since it rvas in the middle ofthe grouping for

odor uptake, it rvas left inthe analysis.) The results are shorvn in Table 4.1l. when this analysis

rvith 1l fabrics rvas compared to the anal1,5l5 ofthe 13 fabrics, there lvas no advantage in

removing the trvo fabrics from the analysis. In fact, the value ofR2 rvas almost unchanged for the

labelled magnitude scale data (from 0.7469 reduced to 0,7465) and lorver for the difference-from-

control data (0.7024 reduced to 0.6544). As rvith the first analysis of data, the replication effect

added little information to the analysis.

Ultimately, both scaling nethods rvere able to discriminate among fabrics. There rvere

significant panelists by cloth ty?e int€ractiol'rs. Panel training may have had some effect on the

analysis, as this rvas a selected trained panel, but rvould not be considered to be an expert panel.

A less expert panel is subject to greater variabìlity in the assigned values from session to session,

but testing this rvould require a repeat ofthe study with a different sensory panel.
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Table 4.l l ANOVA results for fabric s\yatches cottolì tern,clotlì d activated caÌbon cloth removed.
Source df SS F Pr>F R

Labelled Maenitude Scale Data
Panelist 10 7 5 .2463 48.58 <.0001 u. /4ô)

( = 0.5966
without

interactions)

Cloth l0 t2.9627 8.37 <.000
Panelist x Cloth 100 22.1542 |.43 0.0140
Error 242 37 4799

Dilference-From-Control Data
Panelist t0 t46491.0799 27.08 <.0001 0.65 44'

(= 0.4587
rvithout

interactions)

Cloth l0 27289.0193 5.04 <.0001
Panelist x Cloth t00 74r74.9807 1.37 0.0265
Error 242 i30931.3333

4.3.3 The Relationships ofPhysical Properties and Odor Uptake Measured by Sensory

Panels and by the Electronic Nose

There rvere differences in the rvay that the fabrics performed for odoradsorption, rvhich

didnot appear to be governed b1,the chemical natu¡e of the surface ofthe fabric. Giventhat, one

ofthe next questions is then, rvere the¡e attributes ofthe physical nature ofthe fabrics that

enhance their adsorption ofodor?

The results ofthe physical measurements made to characterize the basic properties ofthe

fab¡ics are shotvn in Table 4. 12. These include fabric rveiglrt, yam counts for both warp and

rveft, thickness, density, porosity, and air permeabtlitl,. It should be noted that all physical

measurements rvere done on nerv fabrics according to the ASTM methods for each given in

Section 4.2.4. These data allorvd the relationship ofthe physical attributes ofall ofthe fabrics to

the sensory scores for odor uptake to be evaluated. Furthermore, because there rvere five

different forms ofcotton used in the study, varying from the highest to one ofthe lowest sensory

scores (for cotton terry cloth) the role ofthe physical attributes rvithin a fibre lroup can be

examined. The combination of the ph1'siç¿¡ and sensory data for each ofthe fabrics and for the

trvo scaling methods allorved statistical analyses ofany relationships ofphysical measurements to

the sensory measurements ofodor adsorption.
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The relationship ofphysical attributes to seusory scores was evaluated in two vvays - first

rvith all fabrics included and then rvith cottons only, as there rvere 5 different cotton samples in

the study. The data analysis rvas correlation and regression analysis using SAS Version 8.0.



fable 4.12. PlÌysical measurements on the 13 fabrics tested for odor uptake

Fabric Description

)otton - flannel. bleached

iotton broadclotlì,

:ôfÎôn - knil

Weåve Stncture &
Surface

)otton - terrv cloth

lotton - twill

wool - worsted flânnel

plain

rool challis

cilk lr¡hrree

knit

Yam counts

smooth

'l'û,ill

pun viscose challis

lôôñed ñile

4R

Twill

h

l)âcron tr."ñe 5¿

t41

<môñfì'l

Plein

Ê

pun polypropylene

79

46

Pl¡in

nominative

rctivated carbon cloth

6i

69

Weislìt

' ASTM D3775-98 (woven
' ASTM D 3776-96

'est.M D tzzz-96

l16

plain

t22

measured

36

t20

smoolh

l?o t5

%

ro2

plain

I?ô

Thickness3
(inches)

t20.41

1t'l

to5

L)

{7

Ao/-

fabric) and D 3887-96 (knit fåbric)

teÁ

smooth

h

69

tt7

?Ã'> 1t9

OYo

l't'l

Density4
(g/cml

smaìofh

ô fì?eÁ

36

toÁnt

t01

7'70t

51

0.01226

tÁa o<

55

36

'r'101

Porositl
(%oal¡\

4l

ô nt?e

121.33

2la

I 55

'J

55

o os*o

138

34.52

r.55

Air
Permeability6

(cc/cm?)

33

0.0210

91.489

13r)/"

30

126

122.65

0.026s

'75 052

Lot

t.55

t70

o o2t2

85.065

90/^

1.55

lt5 *5

73.57

nla

o 0053

-11o/o

90.603

' stândard table ofreference

' estr¡ D +8so-gg
6 Asr\,f D 732-qr

I 3r

t66.46

30.48

o 0105

76 239

rot.29

t5861

¡ot

0.0165

80 ß57

t.3 3

-2y"

84.85

R) 7*4

ô nra,.l

1.5

onn

nla

80.872

1.515

0 0270

55 5S

Ãq 1Rt-

0.0256

95 6t

I .38

80.686

80.92

0.9

49 32

80.536

2.33

r09.69

73.063

89.551

ro4.o'7

30.67

t22



4,3.3.1 Sensory Panel Assessments of All Fabrics vs Physical Properties

As a first step in this analysis, the cor¡elation (R2) for the physical measurements were

calculated so that highly correlated attributes rvould not be used in the subsequent regression

analyses. The results ofthese correlations are shotvn in Table 4.13.

Porosity rvas eliminated on the first analysis with the labelled magnitude scale data, as it

proved to be a very poor predictor rvhen it rvas included instead ofdensity. The adjusted R'?for

sensory score related to thickness, porosity and air permeability lvas only 0.1855. Density ruas

used in the final analysis tvith the folloiving results.

\4tten the regression $'as calculated with the labelled magnitude scale data for all fabrics,

the result rvas:

Sensory score (as log value) = 1.78229 - 0.00120 (fabric rveight) - 0.45691 (density) +

0.00090040 (air permeability)

and the relationship explained 46.51% ofthe variability in the scores.(adjusted R'?= 0.4651).

When the regression rvas calculated rvith the diffe¡ence-from-control data for all fabrics,

the result tvas:

Sensory score = 108.21457 - 0.09622 (fabric rveight) - 29.66835 (density) - 0.04294 (air

permeability)

and the relationship explained 66.94%o of tbe variabilitS, i¡ 1¡e seot-es. (adjusted É = 0.6694).

Table 4.13 Correlation coefticients (R) for the various physical measurements performed on the l3
fabrics used for odor samnlins

Weight Thickness Density Porosity Air
Permeahilitv

Weisht 1.00 0.8 t2 0.107 0.053 -0. 166
Thickness 1.00 0.096 0.53 6 0.094
Densitv 1.00 0.472 o.440
Porositv t.00 0.598
Air
Permeabiliw

.00

Note: The mean value ofeach physical attribute for each ofthe fabrics rvas used to calculate these
correlations- samnle size = 13.
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The lorver value for the adjusted R2 for all fabrics compared to the cottons only might

indicate that rvhen a variety offibres are included in the analysis, there rvere other factors

con¡ected with their surface chemistry, rvhich might add information to the prediction equation.

This information rvas not part ofthis study.

4.3.3.2 Sensory Panel Assessments For Cottons Only vs Physical Properties

The value for density rvas omitted here it is corìstânt for the fibre and is thus the same for

all the samples. As such, it provides no info¡mation in the correlation. As a first step in this

analysis, the correlation (R'?) for the remaining ph1,5iç¿l measurements were calculated so that

highly correlated attributes rvould not be used in the subsequent regression analyses. The results

ofthese correlations a¡e shorvn in Table 4.14.

Table 4.l4 Conelation coefficients (R) for the various physical measurements
performed on the five cotton fabrics for odor sarnolinø.

Weight Thickness Porositv Air
Þermeahilitr¡

Weiqht 1.00 0.88l 0 228 0.I50
Thickness t.00 0.636 0.470
Porositv 1.00 0.792
Air
Permeehilitv

L00

When the regression rvas calculated rvith the labelled magnitude scale data for cottons

only, the result rvas:

Sensory score (as log value) = L2407 5 - 0.00187 (fabric rveight) + 0.00215 (air

permeability)

and the relationship explained 99.24%o oî tlte variability in the scores.(adjusted R'?= 0.9924).

When the regression rvas calculated with the diff€rence-from-control data for cottons

only, the result rvas:

Sensory score = 66.06803 - 0.12633 (fabric rveight) + 0.05752 (air permeability)
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and the relationship explained 83.75% ofthe variability in the scores. (adjusted Rf = 0.8375).

This indicateed that decreased fabric rveight and increased air permeability rvere associated rvith

increased odor adsorption. These results allorved Hypotheses V and VI to be rsjected for the

multiple regression relationship across all fabrics to be rejected and the multiple regression

relationship for the group of cotton fabrics to be accepted.

4,3,3,3 Electronic Nose Analyses ofOdor Adsorption vs Physical Properties

Anothelrvay of examining the data rvas through the electronic nose analyses ofthe

samples and the rvay in rvhich the electronic nose rvas able to differentiate among the unexposed

and exposed fabrics. The fabric attributes that rve¡e shorvn to be associated tvith odor uptake

rvhen all fabrics rvere considered rvere fabric rveight, density and air permeability. When only the

cotton samples were tested, the tlvo attributes that s,ere important rvere fabric rveight and air

permeability. In the light ofthis, Figure 4.I I begins a series ofgraphs that shorv the relationships

betrveen the physical properties for each ofthe fabrics (Table 4.12). The physical measurements

that rvere obtained for each ofthe tested fabrics rvere rveight (g/m2), thickness (inches), porosity

(% air in a given volume offabric), density and air pemreability (cclcm2). Each ofthese

properties tvas evaluated for the existence ofa relatiouship using the three groupings (protein

fib¡es, cellulose frbres and synthetic fibres) using the linear format ofthe PLS analysis in

AlphaSoft Version 8.0. The treatmerìt conditions for the analysis in the Alpha MOS Fox 3000

rvere standardized here to incubation at 40"C, for l5 min before dratving the 2500 pl headspace

sample.

The correlation coeffrcients from these graphs are sununarized in Table 4.15, which also

acts as a "directory" to associate the resulting correlation coeffrcient and the source graph. For

these analyses, the fabrics were grouped into appropriate subg¡oups to evaluate relationships to

the electronic nose sensor readings. These groups rvere; all protein fibres (three fabrics), all

cellulose fibres (eight fabrics), cottons only (five fabrics), cottons plus linen (six fabrics), cottons
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plus linen and rayon (a modifred cellulose) (seven fabrics), and all synthetic fibres (4 fabrics).

Analyses were also done using all fabrics (13 fabrics) and all fabrics minus activated carbon cloth

(12 fabrics).

Table 4.15. Relationships of the physical att¡ibutes ofthe fabrics tested rvith the electronic nose r€sponses

for various combinations ofthe fabrics used in the study. The relationship is characterized by the

cogelation coeffrcient from the SSC algorithm and the corresponding Figure number is identified for each

oflhe qraphs.

Attribute

Fabric corrrbination tested"

Protein

(tluee
fabrics)

Cellulose

Synuìetic

(four
fabrics)

All
fabrics

(13
fabrics)

All
labrics
minus
ACC

(12
fabrics)

All

(eight
fabrics)

Cotton
only

(frve
fabrics)

Cotton
plus
linen
(six

Cotton
plus

linen &
rayon
(seven

Fabric
Weight

R¡¡ 0.8895 0 6080 0.8679 0.8609 0.7284 0.9077 0.s570 0.6240

Figure 4.8 4.9 410 4.1 I 4.t2 4.t3 4.14 4.15

Density R*
|M.:Y.!j!.!i,t )

ñ,liiiiisq
Ëfi .v:!-!:!\!t::::1::=

.ítjlÆffillil 0.7492 0.8728

Figure iiliiii,lÌ,P
ttj/t!¡;;;.;ii;è

4.16 4.r7

Air
Penìre-
ability

R+ 0,85 80 0 6282 0 6013 0.578I 0.5646 0.9778 0.3270 0.3413

Figure 4. l8 419 4.20 4.21 4.22 4.23

Porosity Rf 0 9068 0.61 3 5 0.6489 0.7097 0.6422 0.92',t0 0.4038 0.377 4

Figure 4.24 4.25 4.26 4.27 428 4.29 !,lifi fil!¡

Thick-
ness

R* 0.9135 0,5073 0 7853 0.77 14 0.6475 0.8796 0.3673 0.4320

Figure
#

430 43t 4.32 4.33 4.34 4.35

* R = correlation coefficient fiom Sensory Score Correlation PLS analysis through AlphaSoft 8.0

Note: Graphs rvith a correlation coefücient less than 0.5 a¡e not shorvn.

" Some fabrics have been included in more than olìe group. Rayon is a modified cellulose and may be

considered both a cellulose and a s1'nthetic, Activated carbon cloth is manufactured from rayon, and rvas

included in the cellulose group as rvell as in the synthetic group.
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The results in Table 4. l5 indicated certain pattems rvhen the correlation coeffrcients for

the different groupings rvere examined, and wheu only R> 0.85 rvas designated as an indicator of

the relationships.

l Fabric rveight was best cor¡elated rvith the sensor readings for the protein frbre group, for the

cottons only and the cottons plus linen group, and for the synthetic fibre group.

2. Density rvas best correlated rvith the sensory readings for the group ofall fibres used minus

activated carbon.

3. Air permeability rvas best correlated $'ith tho sensor readings for the protein fibre group and

the synthetic fibre group.

4. Porosity rvas best correlated with the sensor readings for the protein frbre group and the

synthetic fibre group.

5. Thickness rvas best correlated with the sensor readings for the protein frbre group and the

synthetic frbre group.

These results allorved Hypothesis IX to be accepted for the group of 3 protein fibres and

for the group of4 synthetic {ibres in Table 4.15 for the properties of fabric rveight, fabric

thickness, air penneability and porosity, The detailed ¡esults for these correlations are given in

the follorving ssc graphs; rvith Figures 4.8 to 4. l5 showing the linear regression analyses of

sensor readings and fabric rveight, Figures 4.l6 and 4. l7 shorving the linear regression analyses

rvith density, Figures 4.18 to 4.23 shorving the linear regression analyses rvith fabric air

permeability, Figures 4.24 to 4.29 shorving the linear regression analyses with fabric porosity,

and Figures 4.30 to 4.35 shorving the linear regression rvith fabric thickness. TheTable4.l5

shorvs the Figure nulnber associated rvlth each ofthe correlation coefficients.
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Figure 4.8 Linear regression (SSC) for
Protein Fibres vs Fabric rveight

Only three fabrics rvere used here, but
there appears to be some association rvith
the amount offrbre p¡esent for the protein
fibres and the intensity of the sensor
response.

Wool flan¡el
Wool challis
silk

Figure 4.9 Linear regression (SSC) for
Cellulose Fibres (all) vs Fabric rveight

There were eight fabrics that rvere
appropriate for this grouping, but there
rvas a poor relationship betrveen fabric
rveight and the sehsor responses to the
exposure to the same amount ofodorant
rvhen all cellulose sources rvere included.

Cotton flannel
Cotton broadcloth
Cotton knit
Cotton terry cloth
Cotton trvill
Linen suiting

Chemically and physically modified
cellulose-based fibres:
Rayon (spun viscose challis)
Activated carbon cloth
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380.000

360

340.000

?20.

Figure 4.10 Linear regression (SSC) for
All Cottons vs Fabric Weight

There rvere frve fabrics that rvere
appropriate for this grouping, but there
vias a very good relationship behveen
fabric rveight and the sensor responses to
the exposure to the same amount of
odorant rvhen only the five cotton fabric
sources rvere included.

Cotton flannel
Cotton broadcloth
Cotton knit
Cotton terry cloth
Cotton trvill

Figure 4.1I Linear regression (SSC) for
Cellulose Fibres (cottons plus linen) vs
Fabric rveight

Six ofthe cellulose fibres, as
above - rvith rayon and activated carbon
cloth removed. In this case, the
relationship is fi;rther improved.

AII ofthe cotton fabrics a¡e
rvoven or knitted from unoxposed cotton
yam.

Each ofthe two fabrics removed
frorn the relationship have been processed
from cellulose sources, but have been
changed fiom the original. The rayon has
been manufactured from cellulose sources
such as rvood pulp and cotton frbres that
are too short for yam manufacture. It is
treated with alkali, then tvith carbon
disulfrde and then dissolved in sodium
hydroxide - aged to become viscous
€nough to be extruded into fibre.

Activated carbon cloth is further
manrf¡chrre¡l from rvnven ravon clofh

':!¡

E'{J
È

260.000-

240.000-

f\',/1Ù, i
t
I
I-t-

.l
I

'','l
20t.tl0
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r8dË 'd, '9 Figure 4. i2 Linear regression (SSC)
for Cottons plus LIN and RAY vs
Fabric Weight

When all the cottons plus linen and
rayon are included together, the
correlation coefficient is reduced -
presumably because the rayon being a
processed cellulose rather than in its
original state has changed sufficiently
so that íts adsorption properties no
longer are common to this group.

Figure 4.13 Linear regression (SSC)
for Slntthetic fibres - Fabric rveight

Rayon
Spun polypropylene
Dacron type 54
Activated carbon cloth

Although there is no direct association
betrveen the nature ofthese fabrics,
rvhich have frbre sources that are very
diverse, there is a high correlation
betrveen the signal and the fabric
rveight. This needs to be probed
further, but may prove to be an artifact
of other properties.
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f#ffiffiñäîffifÌ'?1ì Figure 4.14 Linear regression (SSC)
for all 13 Fabrics vs Fabric Weight

When all ofthe fabrics tested are
combined, fabric rveight is poorly
correlated with sensor response

Figure 4.15 Linear regression (SSC)
for All Fabrics minus ACC vs Fabric
Weight

As for Figure 4.19, tïe removal of
ACC from the mix of fabrics in this
analysis improves the correlation
only slightly.
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4.3,3.3.2 Graphs Relating Fabric Density and Sensor Signal Intensity
Density is the rveight of fabric per unit volume ofthe fibres in the fabrics being tested.

Density is a constant rvhich is characteristic ofa particular fibre - so fhat all ofthe cottons would

have the same density, as rvould the rvools.
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Figure 4.16 Linear regression (SSC)
for All 13 Fabrics vs Density

The correlation betrveen the density
ofthe fibres that make up the fabrics
did not appear to be highly related to
the adsorption of odors as measured

by the sensors.

Figure 4.17 Linear regression (SSC)
for Fab¡ic Set with ACC removed
(12 fabrics only) vs Density

When activated carbon cloth (ACC)
is removed, the correlation bet\veen
the density ofthe fibres that make up
the fabrics improved greatly. The
treatment applied to the ACC
appears to change it so that its
attributes do not ahvays behave in
the same manner as untreated fibres
in the other cloth forms.
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4.3.3.3.3 Graphs Relating Fabric Air Permeability and Sensor Signal Intensity
Air permeability is the amount ofair s,hich can be passed through the fabric at a given pressure

and is expressed in ccl cm2.

ret

Figure 4.18 Linear regression (SSC) for
Protein Fibres vs Air Permeability

Wool flannel
Wool challis
sitk

There is a high correlation for the
amount of air that can move through the
fabric and the signal from the sensors.

Figure 4.19 Linear regression (SSC) for
Cellulose fibres (all) vs Air permeability

All eight fabrics included. There is
There rvere eight fabrics that rvere
appropriate for this grouping, but there
rvas poor correlation betrveen air
permeability and ihe sensor responses to
the oxposure to the same amount of
odorant rvhen all cellulose sources were
included.

Cotton flannel
Cotton broadcloth
Cotton k¡it
Cotton terry cloth
Cotton hvill
Linen suiting

Chenically and physically modified
cellulose-based fibres:

Rayon (spun viscose challis)
Activated carbon cloth
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ffirfiÊËffir', Figure 4.20 Linear regression
(SSC) for Cotton Only vs Air
Permeability

When only the 5 cotton fabrics
rvere used there tvas poor
correlation betrveen air
permeability and the sensor
responses.
Cotton flannel
Cotton broadcloth
Cotton knit
Cotton terry cloth
Cotton trvill

Figure 4.21 Linear regression
(SSC) for Cellulose frbres (Cottons
plus LIN) vs Air permeability

When both Activated carbon cloth
and rayon removed from the
analysis ofall ofthe cellulose
fabrics, there lvas poor correlation
betrveen air permeability and the
sensor response for the remaining
cottou and linen fabrics.
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Figure 4.22 Linear regression (SSC) for
Cellulose fibres (minus ACC) vs Air
permeability

Activated carbon cloth removed from the
analysis. There is poor correlation
between air permeability and the sensor
fesponse.

Figure 4.23 Linear regression (SSC) for
S¡,nthetic Fibres vs Air permeability

There is a very high correlation for the
various synthetic fabrics included here
rvith the amount ofair that can pass

through the fabrics and the sensor signals
for odorant presence.



4.3.3.3.4 Graphs Relating Fabric Porosity and Sensor Signal Intensity
Porosity is a rneasurement ofthe 7o air contained in the fabric, both rvithin the woven or

knitted structure and rvithin the yams that fom the fabric. This could be associated with the

amount ofodorized air that is trapped by the sarnple during the exposure process.

Figure 4.24. Linear regression (SSC)
for Protein Fibres vs Porosity

Wool flamel
Wool challis
silk

There is a high corelation for the
amount ofair that can be contained
rvithin the fabric and the signal from
the sensors.
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Figure 4.25 Linear regression (SSC)
fo¡ Cellulose fibres (all) vs Porosity

All eight cellulose based fabrics are
included and a fairly large range of
values for porosity. There is poor
relationship bettveen porosity and
sensor signal for this set ofsamples.
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Figure 4.26 Linear regression
(SSC) for Cottons Only vs Porosity

When only the 5 ðotton fabrics
rvere used there rvas poor
correlation between porosity and
the sensor responses.

Cotton flannel
Cotton broadcloth
Cotton knit
Cotton terry cloth
Cotton trvill

Fig:re 4.27 Lineár regression
(SSC) for Cottons plus Linen vs
Porosity

When linen is added to the cotton
fabrics in Figure 4.31, the
correlation is improved but not
greatly for the sensor signals vs
porosity for these samples.
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Figure 4.28 Linear regression (SSC) for
all Cellulose fibres (minus ACC) vs
Porosity

The cor¡elation coefficient relating the
sensor signals from all ofthe cellulose
fabric samples, except ACC, to the
values for porosity for each fthe fabrics
was poor.

Figure 4.29 Linear regression (SSC) for
the Synthetic fibres vs Porosity

The fabrics included here are:

Activated carbon cloth
Rayon
Dacron type 54
Spun polypropylene

Altl,ough there is no direct association
between the nature ofthese fabrics -
having fibre sources that are very
dive¡se - there is a very high correlation
betrveen the signal and the porosity.
This needs to be probed further.
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ffiã¡fSÌl
4.3.3.3,5 Graphs Relating Fabric Thickness and Sensor Signal Intensity
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Figure 4.30 Linear regression
(SSC) for Protein Fibres vs
Thickness

There is a high correlation for the
relationship ofthe sensor signals
to the fabric thickness.

Figure 4.31 Linear regression
(SSC) for All Cellulose Fabrics
vs Thickness

When all eight cellulose fabrics
rvere used there poor correlation
betrveen fabric thickness and the
sensor responses.

Cotton flannel .

Cotton broadcloth
Cotton knit
Cotton terry cloth
Cotton ¡vill

Plus
Linen
Rayon
Activated carbon cloth
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Figure 4.32 Linear regression
(SSC) for Cottons Only vs
Thickness

When only the 5 cotton fabrics
are included, the corelation
betrveen the sensor readings and
the fabric thickness rvas

moderately good.

Figure 4.33 Linear regression
(SSC) for Cottons plus Linen vs
Thickness

\Vhen linen rvas added to the
five cotton fabrics, the
co¡relation betrveen the sensor
readings and the fabric
thickness rvas not changed
appreciably.
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Figure 4.34 Linear regression
(SSC) for All Cellulose Fabrics
vs Thickness

The correlation coefficient for
all ofthe cellulose fabrics
(cottons, linen plus rayon) rvith
fabric thickness rvas poorer than
rvhen rayon rvas not included.

Figure 4.35 Linear regression
(SSC) for All Synthetic Fabrics
vs Thickness

The correlation between the
s¡,nthetic fabric thickness and
the sensor readings tvas good.
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4,4 Discussion and Conclusions

The purpose ofthis study $'as to establish the various components necessary to develop a

standard test system for environmental testing ofmalodors. Seve¡al relationships rvere established

in the first part olthe study.

1. The exposure system and srvine odor siniulant s,ere successfully used to create samples for

sensory and electronic nose analysis in the Alpha MOS Fox 3000. Using these components,

it rvas possible to establish the initial test conditions and protocols that allorv stabilization of

odors onto cloth swatches for measurelneÌìt.

2. All of the cloth sources tested rve¡e able to retain the srvine odor simt¡lant compon€nts to a

level that could be perceived by the human sense of smell. Cloth tlpes could be identifted

frour these results as more or less hkely to be useful, so that the fabrics for further work could

be chosen from the group of best performing fabrics. Wrile activated carbon cloth did not

perform rvell in sensory analysis, the adsorbed srvine odo¡s rvere released during electronic

nose analysis. The nature ofthis fabric, rvhich rvas designed to adsorb and retain odors,

placed it in the group offabrics that rvould be explored in firrther testing.

3. The sarnples rvere stable to analysis over the period of time ofthe sensory studies, i.e., for the

same day preparation and four uses during testing.

4. Both nethods ofsensory data collection rvere effective in evaluating the differences betrveen

the exposed and unexposed samples for odor uptake. Statistical analyses demonstrated these

differences to be significant in all fabrics for both methods. Infonnal questioning for

panelists' preferences for each ofthe scaling nrethods shorved no clear preference for either

method. All found both methods straightfonvard and easy to acconrplish.

5. Appropriate test conditions rvere established fo¡ electronic nose analysis ofodors stabilized

onto fabrics. The Alpha MOS Fox 3000 elect¡onic nose data rve¡e successful in

demonstratirg the differences in exposed and unexposed samples. Therefore, it tvas an

appropriate tool for the measurement ofthe presence ofmalodor in air samples. It would be
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used to explore further the relationship betrveen the sensory responses and the e-nose

responses. The electronic nose sas also able to distinguish among the fabrics used in the

study before exposed to srvine odor sirnulant.

In the second analysis ofthe data, the differences arnong the fabrics for odor uptake

follorving SOS-exposure rvere evaluated using analysis ofvariance and multiple comparison

testing. The results shorved the follorving relationships.

6. The groupings from REGWF niultiple conrparisons rvere not very clear, as there rvas much

overlapping ofgroups and rnixing ofthe different fibre types. There were clear groupings for

the lorver mean scores for linen, cotton terry cloth, and activated carbon cloth and these three

fabrics rvould be eliminated from use in sensory testing. Horvever, activated carbon cloth

could stìll be ofinterest for use in testing rvith au electronic nose. It rvas designed to adsorb

and retain odors, and rvould release the odors rvhen heated, and so it held þotential for

electronic nose analysis of environmental malodors.

The fabrics that both adsorbed and released odor to give the highest sensory means did not

form a neat pattem based on fibre type or surface chsnìistry, but rvere distributed throughout

both. The fabric that performed best for this rvas cotton knit (a cotton single knit), tvhich was

very difficult to manipulate due to its tendencl'to curl from its knit structure.

7.

In the third part ofthis study, the nreasured pliysical attributes ofthe fabrics rvere

compared to the sensory scores and to the sensor readings,

8. Multiple regression formulas rvere calculated for predicting sensory sco¡es using the physical

attributes of the fabric twes. The R2 values for tlìe test within the cotton group was much

higher than the relationship across all fabrics.
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All fabrics included:

LMS (log value) :1.7823 - 0.0012 (FW) - 0.4569 (D) + 0.0009 (AP) adjusted R2 = 0.4651).

DFC = 108.2146 - 0.0962 (FW) - 29.6634 (D) - 0.0429 (AP) (adjusted RÍ = 0.6694).

The frve cotton fabrics only:

LMS (as log value) = 1.2408 - 0 0019 (FW) + 0.0022 (AP) (adjusted * = 0.9924).

DFC = 66.06803 - 0 1263 (FW) + 0.057s (AP) (adjusted R'?= 0.s375).

Where FW = fabric rveight in g/m2

D : density in g/cm3

AP = air permeability in cclcmz

LMS = predicted value for odor intensity on labelled magnitude scale (as a log value)

DFC = predicted value for odor intensit¡, on difference-from-control scale

From this, higher sensory scores for the sarne treatment were associated rvith lorver fabric rveiglrt

and density and higher air permeability rvhen all fabrics rvere included. Wren only cotton fabrics

rvere used, densitS' 1y¿5 a constant, and higher sensory scores for the same treatment were

associated rvith lorver fabric rveight and higher air pemreability.

9. The electronic nose dat¿ were examined for relationships betrveen the sensor readings for the

exposed srvatches and the physical attributes measu¡ed for the fabrics, The sensor readings

rvere most highly correlated for the synthetic aud the protein fibers rvith fabric rveight, air

permeability, porosity and thickness. Conelation coefficients were not as high for cotton

samples and for cotton plus linen san.rples for fabric rveight and thickness, and rvere poorer

for all other relationships. Fabric densitl,, rvhich was a constant for each fiber, was somelvhat

co¡related rvith the sensor signals for the exposed fabrics.
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Chapter 5

Study #3: Evaluation ofthe Headspace Composition ofOdors from Cloth Swatch Samples

5.1 Introduction

The principle ofcloth srvatch sampling ofenvironmental malodors rvas that the

components ofthe odor that \\'ere important in its assessment rvould be adsorbed onto the cloth

surface rvhich would release these odors rvhen the srvatch tvas evaluated. Understanding the

stimulus was a challenge because an environmental malodor rvas not usually made up ofonly one

culprit-compound. Rather there rvere generally a large number of possible compounds,

sometimes hundreds, depending on the source of the malodor. This complexiçy rvas aócompanied

by potential odor s¡,nergies, masking and enhancement phenomena in the stimulus, and potential

various odor blindnesses and specifrc anosmias in those perceiving the odors.

This rvas the first ofthree studies planned to examine aspects ofthe cloth srvatches that

rvere identifred in Study #2 as potentially useful for environmental odor sampling applications.

The purpose ofthis small study rvas to evaluate the interaction b€tween the cloth srvatches and

the mixture of chemicals that simulates much ofthe sensory identity of srvine odor used to test

the fabrics in Study #2. While both sensory and electronic nose testing had given a picture of

rvhich fabrics might be the most useful in conducting actual environmental tests, there was no

direct information on what is actually happening in the uptake and release ofthe odors from the

fabric srvatches. This aim ofthis rvork rvas to clari& the composition ofthe headspace in the

sample containers, as the headspace fo¡med the volatile sample that both the sènsory assessors

and the electronic nose evaluate. This rvork rvas undertaken rvithout specific funding allocated

and as such required access to other groups rvho rvould be able to cooperate in the rvo¡k.

The first approach rvas a GC/MS analysis ofthe headspace in the srvatch samples. Trvo

tlpes of sampling systems were used for the GCs, dynamic and static. The dynamic system used a

vacuum in the sampling process and basically pulled everything offthe sample, rvhich in this case

rvould ¡emove the adsorbed odor from the cloth srvatches as rvell as the head. The static system
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samples the headspace in a manner which would simulate the situation for the sensory panels and

for the auto-sampler ofthe electronic nose rvhere the sampling in both cases rvas "snifting".

Wampler (2002) discussed the use ofstatic sampling methods and stated that when a given

sample (in this case specifically a food stuff) rvas placed in a confined sampling container and the

concentration ofa compound reached about I ppm in the headspace, it could be taken as a simple

injection ofan aliquot of the atmosphere in the vessel.

Another approach rvas possible as uell through electronic nose analysis, and rvould be

used to compare to the GCA4S analysis. It rvas possible to use the Alpha MOS AlphaSoft

Version 8 softrvare for principal component analysis to manipulate the data and remove partial

components of signals (Bredzinski, 2004, personal communication). This concept rvould be used

to remove the cloth component from the corresponding cloth plus srvine odor simulant signal to

create the headspace odorant signal alone. The same could be done rvith samples ofthe

individual components ofthe srvine odor simulant, rvhich had been sampled onto cotton flannel.

This allorved the headspace signals ofthe individual components to be compared to the headspace

signals ofthe 13 cloth swatches exposed to the odor mixture to attempt to clarify which odorants

rvere most likely present.

The hypothesis was that components ofthe swine odor simulant tvould be adsorbed onto

the fabric surfaces and released to form the headspace odor in the cassettes or vials, and that these

components could be identified through GC/MS and electronic nose analyses. The expected data

rvould provide the relative proportions ofeach ofthe components ofthe srvine odor simulant that

rvere present in the headspace and rvould demonstrate rvhat the swatches are'capable of sampling

fiom the mixture ofcompounds supplied to them in the exposure system.

5.1.1 Objectives and Hypotheses

The overall objective ofthis study rvas to evaluate the headspace sample available to the

panelists and to the electronic nose. The fabrics adsorb, retain and release odor - but it rvas not

clear rvhich components rvere involved in forming the odor stimulus. There were two methods to
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determine headspace composition. The first rvas GC/lr4S analysis for headspace composition of

each of the samples. The second uas data manipulation to isolate the sensor pattems for each of

the fabric headspace samples independent ofthe base fabric used. From this, the sensor pattems

could be compared to the srvine odor simulant signal and the signals from each ofthe

components.

Hypothesis I: that all components rvere adsorbed onto the surface ofthe fabrics, retained and

released equally as shorvn by the percent composition of each headspace sample from GC/MS

analysis.

Hypothesis II: that all components were adsorbed onto the surface ofeach ofthe fabrics, retained

and released equally as shorvn by the mapping pattem for the residual signals in principal

components analysis.

5.2 Methods and Materials

This study was plarured to use the 13 fabrics from Study 2 to compare the headspace of

the unexposed and exposed samples ofeach for their odorant composition. In this rvay it rvas

hoped to establish rvhich components rvere adsorbed and ¡eleased from the cloth srvatches and

formed the actual odor sample that the sensory panel and the electronic nose evaluated. The

GC/MS analysis rvas to be done th¡ough the Department of Chemistry, University of Manitoba.

5.2.1 Cloth Swatches

In preparation for GCA4S analysis, a set of preliminary samples ofcotton flannel, spun

polypropyleno, Dacron type 54, and activated ca¡bon cloth rvere each treated rvith the swine odor

simulant at the operating level for this study (2llmin for 5 min using the swine odor simulant

from Chapter 4). The composition of the srvine odor simulant is given ir Table 5. l. Ultimately,

only the cotton flannel rvas used in the preliminary testing.
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Tahle 5 I Comnosition ofSrvine Odor Simulant used for testins cloth srvatches.

Electronlc
Nose Code Comnonent

Srvine Odor Simulant
nnm

ACE rcetic acid t500
PRO lronanoic acid lnronionic acid') 375
ISB !methvl propanoic acid (isobutrvic acid) 600

BUT rutanoic acid (n-butvric acid) 250
ISV -methvl butanoic acid lisovaleric acid) 300

VAL rentanoic acid lN-valeric acid) 100
P}IE rhenol 25

CRE -methvl Dhenol (D-cresol) 75

IND indole 7.5

SKA 3-methvl indole (skaiole) 5

NH4 ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) 5%stock
solution

adjust to pH 8.2

The cloth srvatch samples prepared for electronic nose analysis rvere the same as those

used in Study #2, (i.e., the l3 fabrics, unexposed and exposed). Another set of samples rvas

prepared using cotton flannel and the individual components ofthe swine odoi simulant at the

concentration at which they are present in the mixture rvith and rvithout pH adjustment. The

fabrics are given in Table 5.2. Atrial sample of treated cotton flannel rvashed rvith methylene

chloride rvas also prepared.

Table 5.2. Fabrics selected for evaluation for odor untake ofodor colnDonents.

Sarnple
l-nrle IFNì Fabric Descrintion

CTK :otton - flannel, bleached
PLY ntton broadcloth. bleached. merce¡ized. combed
SLK :otton - knit - bleached cotton t-shirt fabric
DAC rotton - 9.5 oz, bleached terry cloth
RAY :otton - ¡vill- bleached. mercerized

woL rvool - rvorsted flannel
cor rvool challis
CTB ilk habutae 8 mm
CTW tnen - surtlnø
WLC ìt)un vlscose challrs { ravon }

LIN Dacron fiDe 54 (disperse dveable)
CTT ;oun oolvnroovlene
ACC ¡ctivated carbon cloth



5.2.2 ChernicalAnalyses

Preliminary studies rvere conducted using a GCA,ÍS rvith a static samËling system located

in the Department of Chemistry at the University of Manitoba. The composition of the srvine

odor simulant rvas used to correlate rvith the composition ofthe headspace. The treated cloth

srvatch samples rvere evaluated using a Hervlett Packard 5890 A GC, rvith a 60 m DB5 column,

and a VG Analytical 70708 (organic) mass spectrometer scanning from 30 to 260 molecular

tveights. Trvo initial trials rvere planned to provide guidance for the remainder ofthe rvork: Trial

#l used only the treated cotton flannel sample, headspace sample, and Trial #2 used the treated

cotton flannel sample, rvashed rvith methylene chloride.

5.2.3 Electronic Nose Analyses

Electronic nose analyses rvere conducted using the test conditions established in Chapter

4. The test conditions for collection ofelectronic nose data rvere as follows:

incubation time: 15 min

incubation temperature: 40"C

acquisition time: 2 min

delay tirne (sensors restored to "zero" state): l8 min

canier gas flow rate: 150 mVmin

All other standard conditions are as described in Chapter 4. The sample sets for srvine

odor simulant and components only rvere evaluated more than 2 rveeks apart, so the data

evaluated to determine rvhether adjustments were necessary due to potential sensor drift. The

presence ofdrift rvas tested by mapping all samples frorrr the trvo sets together, and examining the

results for the untreated cotton flannel samples for the tlvo sessions. This evaluation rvill shorv

the degree to rvhich the trvo sample sets map together in principal component analysis.
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5.2,4 Data Analysis

Using the AtphaSoft Version 8.0 softrvare, it was possible to remove the portion of the

signal ofthe SOS-exposed srvatches that was due to the cloth srvatch itself. This process involves

transferring the library file(s) into an Excel rvorksheet, subt¡acting the appropriate signals rvhile

maintaining the integrity ofthe library file format in Excel. Then the file rvas saved in the library

format and could be used in its modified form rvith the multivariate analysis algorithms in

Á,lphaSoft. (Bredzinski, 2004, personal communication).

Electronic nose data on each ofthe components at the concentration in the simulant rvere

obtained. These rvere compared to the changes in the relative composition ofthe odors. All

electronic nose data analysis rras performed through AlphaSoft Version 8. The data rvere

manipulated by transferring them to Microsoft Excel, performing the required steps and moving

the data back into an AlphaSoft Version 8 library to be analyzed again.

The follorving steps rvere used for the data manipulations. Firstly, for each ofthe l3

cloth srvatches, the odorant signal rvas calculated as

signal 
"*0..¿ - signal"n.*0o,"¿ = signalo¿.,""1n';*.

Then the signal for the cloth rvas subtracted from the "cloth plus t¡eatment", rvhich corresponds to

that sample. In this case, the mean signal for each ofthe sensors for each ofthe cloth samples rvas

subtracted from each ofthe signals for the treated swatches ofthe same cloth sample (e.g. the

mean signal from COT00 rvas subtracted frorn each ofthe signals for COTI0 änd recorded as a

nerv dCOT result). Finally the data rvere moved back into AlphaSoft library file for analysis

through the multivariate analysis algorithms available in this program.

The sample sets ofexposed cloth srvatches that rvere evaluated rvere, (1) the l3 fabrics -
unexposed and exposed to the srvine odor simulant and (2) cotton flannel plus each ofthe

components alone, at the concent¡ation that it is present in the SOS rvith the pH adjusted.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5,3,1 GC/MS Analysis of the Headspace Samples

The first sample analyzed was treated cotton flannel that rvas prepared for GC/I4S

analysis by injecting 0.75 ml of the headspace into the chamber. After 25 min of scanning there

was no r€sponse, indicating that the concentration ofthe components present in the headspace

rvas too low to be detected by the system. Trvo possible reasons rvere presented as to why the

initial objective rvould not be feasible with the available equipment:

1. The concentrations were too low to be detected by the GC/lvIS in the headspace.

2. The components ofthe solution couldn't be evaluated as they had been changed by the

presence ofthe ammonium hydroxide, rvhich rvas a component ofthe srvine odor simulant

and rvas used for pH adjustment (Table 4.1).

Then the sample rvas analyzed rvith lrashing rvith methylene chloride, but this did not

produce results. The conclusion ofthe analyst $as that our samples rvere not ofa sufficiently

high concentration to be analyzed in the available equipment and further analysis would not be

useful at this time (Buchanan, W., 2004, personal communication). These results prevented the

testing ofHypothesis L Future work rvould be in order to establish \r'hich components ar€ present

on the cloth itselfand in the headspac.€ through a dynamic sampling procedure and rvhioh

components are present in the headspace (through a static sampling procedure). Another

approach, rvhich could be taken, rvas SPME sampling for analysis ofthe headspace. A thirj

approach rvas through headspace mass spectrometry, s,hich rras available as another analysis

method rvith additional equipment that could be added to the AlphaMOS Fox electronic nose

systems. These systems rvork on the principle that the volatile components ofa headspace were

injected into the ionization chamber ofa mass spectrometer without the separation step. A

"fingerprint" rvas generated by the "simultaneous ionization and fragmentation ofthe mixture of

molecules" that is characteristic ofthe particular sample (Alpha MOS, 2004, personal

communication). The spectral information, tvhich has been generated, allorvs the determination
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ofthe sample composition (Pérès et aI.,2003). Each approach required a larger scale funded

project to accomplish.

5.3.2 Electronic Nose Analysis

While the components ofa mixture that represent slvine odor can be prepared

anal¡ically, it rvas not possible to predict from available chemical methods rvhich odors would

dominate in a mixture. All odorants present might or might not be "equal" in causing or

contributing to the character or identity ofthe combination. This study would, however, attempt

to demonstrate which signals rvere present in the sample headspace. The results ofthe electronic

nose analysis ofthe cloth swatches and odor components are given in Figures 5.1 to 5.9.

Figure 5.1 shows mapping ofthe components ofthe stvine odor simulant stabilized on

cotton flannel compared to exposed cotton flannel. Components mapping close to the treated

cloth rvere assumed to be adsorbed onto the cloth to form the odor present. In ihe map in Figure

5.1, there are three individual compounds and trvo groupings rvhen the odorants are compared on

cotton flannel, rvith the NtIa and skatole mapping closer to the cloth than the other components.

The results from Persaud et al. (1996) shorved that indole, skatole and ammonia appeared to be

the components most associated rvith the pattems from the srvine odor, ln this map, there tvere

hvo groupings ofthe diffe¡ent acids and aromatics plus an individual position for acetic acid. In

this case, indole mapped rvith the butyric, propanoic, and iso-butyric acids rather than closer to

the treated cloth. This pattem continued in the other maps generated.
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Figure 5.2 shows hvo maps - the upper one with all l3 exposed fabrics srvatches and the

lower one rvith the residual signals of each fabric once the unexposed fabric signal for that sample

rvas removed. The upper map shorved a large grouping from rvhich only the spun polypropylene

(PLÐ, silk (SLK), and Dacron (DAC) samples rvere completely separated, rvhile the activated

carbon cloth (ACC) mapped partly rvith the rest ofthe group. In the lotver map the residuals

from the activated carbon cloth and spun polypropylene samples rvere separate, rvhile the silk and

Dacron samples had mapped together arval, from the main group and also froÀ the cotton k¡it

(CTK) samples. There appeared to be very different combinations of components being adsorbed

and released by the fabrics. The two most interesting parts ofthese maps rvere the positions of

the spun polypropylene and activated carbon cloth samples. In the cloth form, the activated

carbon cloth mapped more closely to the nrain group ofcloth srvatches, tvhile as a residual signal,

it rvas different from the other samples. The spun polypropylene ahvays stood arvay from the

group as rvell. Activated carbon cloth rvas produced for the purpose ofodor adsorption and

retention; so, future analysis on the nature of the compounds being released.will be enlightening.

: :l
P8*r qçs+l

- :::t-- i'
: i\

.: l1

Figure 5.1 PCA map of cotton flannel - unexposed, exposed to SOS andto each ofthe
individual odor components (rvith pH adjusted). The ammonia and skatole are the samples
to rvhich the treated cloth srvatch maps most closely.
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Figures 5.3 to 5.6 shorv the PCA maps ofthe relationships ofthe odor residuals for the

different t)'pes of cloth used relative to the residuals from the individual SOS components. In

Figure 5.3, all ofthe cotton samples rvere shorvn together, as the individual maps ofthe fabrics all

shorved the same pattems and relationships. Again the NlLr, skatole and acetic acid were separate

from the rest ofthe components and were mapped closer to the swatches indicating their

importance in the residual odor.

OS, O50 a15'. ¿(1 {36 ¿30 {25 ¡u5 tro ¡,t5 0.01 0.!5 010
Cf:9¡.31:

0.30 035 oto

Figure 5.3. PCA rnap ofthe cotton sanple residuals relative to tre residuals frorn the SOS components.
Tlìe 5 different cottons plus the 4 sets of ¡eådings on the cotton flannel stand.ards a¡e included.
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Figures 5.4 and 5.5 shorv the principal component analysis maps for the residuals ofthe

protein fibres and for linen, each rvith the residuals ofthe individual components. The same

pattem was present as forthe cottons in Figure 5.3. A different pattem emerged for one ofthe

fabrics in Figure 5.6, the PCA map ofthe residuals ofthe three synthetic fibres - rayon, Dacron

tlpe 54, and spun polypropylene - along rvith the residuals for the individual components. ln this

case, the spun pol'?ropylene sample residual mapped with the residuals of all ofthe components

except NFIa. In Study #2, spun polypropylene shorved one ofthe best performances in retaining a

stronger odor than did some ofthe other fabrics.

Ëj-=-!==R\Ptr;1.. . :

I sLatote l.- -{ ----l .-.- ,--
#____:__r¡l::*lâf+

l-^-"-l"""tdlill

Figue 5.4. PCA map of all of the residuals of lhe 3 protein fibres (WOL, WLC and SLK) vs ¡esiduals of
the individual components.
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Figure 5.5 PCA rnap oftlìe residual signals from linen (LIlÐ vs the residual frorn the individual SOS

conìponents.
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Figure 5.6 PCA map ofthe residuals of tluee synthetics: rayon (RAY), Dacror type 54 (DAC), and
spun pollpropylene (PLÐ vs the residuâls ofthe individual coÌnponents.
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In Figure 5.7 the residual signal for activated carbon cloth rvas shown rvith the residual

signals for the individual components. The pattem showed the distance from ACC for all ofthe

components, so one question rvhich arose but rvhich could not be anslvered in this data set was

rvhether this rvas due to a dissimilarity ofsignal or ofconcentration ofthe signal.

These results allorved Hypothesis II to be accepted for all ofthe fabrics tested with the

exception ofspun polypropylene, rvhich shotved a unique pattem.
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Figure 5.7. PCA Inap tlte residual signal for activated carbon clotlì (ACC) vs the residual signal for the
individual components.

5.3.3 Correlation ofElectronic Nose Residuals with Sensory Data

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 are included to evaluate the relationship ofthe residual signals to the

sensory means for each ofthe cloth srvatches fiom the study in Study 2. F¿ch figure includes trvo

graphs, one (the upper graph) using the "Concentration Quantifrcation" analysis in rvhich the data

rvas handled as a log scale and the other (the lorver graph) using the "Sensory Score Correlation"

analysis that used the data in a linear plot. Both methods provided a value for the correlation
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coeffrcient (R) to evaluate the relationship. The values ofthe correlation coefücient in the

Concentration Qua.ntification analysis, rvere R = 0.829 for means from difference fiom control

data and r:0.810 for means from labelled magnitude scale data. This result shorved little

difference in the performance ofthe trvo scales, and a "reasonable" correlation between the

signals and the sensory score for both methods. The values for the correlation coefficient rvere

slightly lorver, but similar for the Sensory Score Correlation analysis rvhere R = 0.777 for the

difference from control means and R = 0.776 for the labelled magnitude scale means.
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Figure 5.8 Graphs for
Concentration Quantifi cation
(upper) and Sensory Score
Correlation (lorver) graphs for the
cloth odor residual signals vs the
difference-from-control (DFC)
sensory means from Study 2.

Concentration quantification for all
13 fabrics residuals with DFC
sensory means.

R = 0.4973 rvhe¡r ACC removed

Sensory Score Correlation for all
l3 fabrics residuals rvith DFC
sensory means.

R = 0.5370 rvhen ACC removed
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Figure 5.9 Graphs for
Concentration Quantifi cation
(upper) and Sensory Score
Correlation (lower) graphs for the
cloth odor residual signals vs the
labelled magnitude scale (LMS)
sensory means from Study 2.

Concentration quantification for
all l3 fabrics residuals rvith LMS
sensory means.

R = 0.5819 rvhen ACC removed

Sensory Score Correlation for all
13 fabrics residuals rvith LMS
sensory means

R = .0.5977 when ACC removed



5,4 Conclusions

The GC/MS analysis component ofthis study rvas basically unsuccessful in

ansrvering the question, rvhich components a¡e adsorbed and released from the cloth during

laborator¡' exposure ofthe cloth srvatches. The equipment available for this rvork rvas not

sensitive enough to establish a signal at the lorv levels ofthe odorants in the headspace. This

c¿n be studied at a future date using systems that are more suitable for this rvork, including

SPME analysis and/or headspace mass spectroscopy.

Using the programming rvith the EN, the sample headspace could be evaluated

separately from the cloth srvatches. From the pattems of mapping in the PCA maps, the

similarities of headspace could be demonstrated. While this result should.be confirmed by

further testing, the evidence rvas that the spun polypropylene sample gave a headspace

sample that most closely resembled the components ofthe solution. The signals from

ammonia, skatole, ard acetic acid appeared to be different from the grouping ofthe other

components and consistently mapped separately and closer to the residual signals flom the

various cloth srvatches.
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Chapter 6

Study #4: Field Testing and Electronic Nose Analysis of Selected CIoth Swatches

6.1 Introduction

The purpose ofthis rvo¡k rvas to conduct actual field collections ofodor on cloth

swatches in a situation that rvould allorv comparison to sensory data from human assessors and

EN analyses ofthe samples. The opportunity to dothis came inthe form ofan odor dispersion

study being conducted by Dr. Q. Zhang and co-rvorkers at the Department of Biosystems

Engineering, University of Manitoba, beginning in summer 2003 and funded by the Manitoba

Livestock Manure Management Initiative. An odor dispersion shrdy tvas an expensive

undertaking involving 15 panelists plus the team ofrvorkers conducting the study. The rvhole

group must be transported some distance to an actual swine production facility for the actual

testing. Panelists rvere selected and trained to use "magnitude matching" $'ith the odor intensity

ofa scale of 1-butanol solutions to express the intensity ofthe odor perceived in the field. They

must also cope rvith face masks to provide clean filtered air at all times tltey were not actually

testing the ambient odors, rvalking through fields, and standing for extended periods, rvhile the

sensory data was collected.

This study provided an opportunity to collect odor on selected cloth srvatches during the

air dispersion study and to evaluate the srvatches rvith the EN. The data rvere unique in that the

srvatch samples rvere generated rvhile the odor intensity data tvere being collected and tlen data

comparisons could be done betrveen the sensory data and the EN data. This field test took the

srvatches out ofthe controlled laboratory environment and moved them into ambient weather

conditions. There rvere differences in temperature, relative humidity, rvind speed and location

that could affect the rvay in rvhich the odor rvas sampled onto the cloth. Horv this rvould affect

the uptake of odor for the period ofthe exposure rvill be seen by the relationship to the intensity

ofthe odor i¡tensities assigned by the panel. The aspect of "breakthrough" could be a factor here
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as well. This was the removal ofadsorbed odor from the cloth by the action ofthe rvind, so that

the higher the rvind speed the greater the breakthrough might be.

ln order to conduct simultaneous sensory and fabric swatch testing, it rvas necessary to

design and construct field vests to hold the fabric swatches rvhile being rvom by the field panelist

They had to be comfortable to rvear over outdoor clothing and provide a means to attach cloth

swatches to each ofthe field panelists using only the area ofthe front ofthe vest that rvould not

be disturbed by the clipboards the panelistó needed to record their sensory responses. These vests

allorved the collection ofambient odor for the entire period at each exposure site (approximately

55 min at each session). The sensory data collected from the field panel rvould provide the

numbers for the odor evaluation to correlate rvith the EN analysis at each ofthe sampling sites.

6.1,1 Objectives and Hypotheses

The overall objective ofthis study rvas to compare the results ofelectronic nose analyses

ofodor collection on cloth srvatches under field conditions to simultaneous sensory analysis of

those odor conditions during an odor dispersion study.

Hypothesis I: that the electronic nose sensor responses for the cloth srvatches, rvhen analyzed by

principal component analysis mapping, rvould appear in a sequsnce rvhich rvas related to the

distance from the odor source.

Hypothesis II: that the mean sensory odor intensity values from the sensory responses in the field

test were correlated rvith the electronic nose sensor responses ofthe cloth srvatches collected at

the same locations in the field.

6.2 Methods and Materials

6,2.1 Field Vests for Cloth Swatch Exposure during the Odor Dispersion Study

The field vest shorvn in Figure 6.1(a) rvas developed ard constructed in this laboratory

based on the recommended dimensions ofa standard tabard design, rvhich rvas then modified
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completely to fiilfill the requirements for testing. The fabric used rvas nylon rip-stop, which rvas

purchased locally. It rvas chosen because of its strength and ease of handling for field use. The

vest had six reinforced patches on the front rvith clips to hold the swatch sample and foil

container in place during transport and rvearing in the freld. In all, 17 field vests rvere

constructed to hold the cloth srvatch packets during testing. Fifteen ofthese were assigned to the

assessors for actual field exposure ofthe srvatches. One rvas used as a reference standard, rvith

the srvatches receiving all the same handling treatment as the l5 field vests, but not being actually

opened on site. The last one tvas used to sample odoratone ofthe outlet fans ofthehog bam.

This vest rvas held in place on a metal support approximately 3 m from the fan outlet (#l on

Figure 6.3(a)), and had the outlet air blorving on it for the same approximately 55 min sampling

time. Another set of srvatches rvas ananged on a metal support adapted from a portable table to

hold samples dorvnrvind ofthe lagoon for the last sampling period. This set rvas constructed to be

lorver to the ground than the "fan" sample, but to be above the actual ground level. The support

rvas placed on a plastic ground sheet to reduce any odor from this source.

The cloth srvatches rvere contained in foil packets constructed from heavy-duty

aluminum foil (Figure 6. 1(b)). Packets rvere placed in randorn order for each eet. Tu'o samples

ofeach ofthree fabrics were used each day for a total of6 srvatches. The protocol for handling

the srvatches is given in Figure 6.2, and panelists rvere trained in the handling ofthe srvatches.

The packets rvere only opened when panelists had reached their designated location in the grid

and rvere closed before leaving that location. Samples rvere transported back to the laboratory on

the vests to prevent any tearing ofpackets due to ftrther handling under field conditions.
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Vest Front
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Patches rvith clips for
holding swatch packets
during sampling.

22 inches 

-=____->Figure 6.l(a). Field vest for odor samplirrg during data collection in the odor dispersio¡ study. (not
exactlv 1rl scale)
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Figure 6.1(b). Aluminum foil packet containing cloth swatch. The packet is clipped
to the yest at one ofthe holders and opened u'hen the assessor reaches the designated
vector location.

Cloth srvatch
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Opening and Re-sealing the Foil Packets on the Vest:

t I

1. The packets containing cloth swatches are clipped to the vest and should
not be removed. They will be removed back at the lab when the test is
finished.

2. When you get to your field position, open the packets immediately before
beginning the "sniffrng" sequence #1 and leave them open until the end
of sequence #3.

3. Open the packets carefully by folding back the side flaps (l) and then fold
down the bottom flap (2). Lift thetop layer to expose the piece ofcloth
and to create an "awning" to protect the swatch from your breathing. Try
not to disturb the swatches while working on the sniffing sequence.

4. When the sequences are done, seal the packets before moving from your
location. Flatten the top layer back down on the cloth, the re-fold the
bottom and side flaps. Try to keep the package flat and well sealed to
prevent any further exposure to air.

Many thanks for your help!

Figure 6.2Instructions to panelists for handling the foil packets clipped to the field vest,



6,2.2 Field Testing

The field-testing rvas conducted by Zhou & Zhang (2004, personal communication). The

l5 palelists rvere selected from students and staffof the University of Manitoba based on their

ability to discriminate the odor of l-butanol in an olfactometer presentation (Zhou & Zhang,

2004). This test was modified from the selection test in Study #2. The panelists each participated

in six training sessions of l-2 h each, during rvhich they rvere given experience rvith the l-butanol

scale used for matching standards (Zhou & York, 2004 - unpublished data). Training sessions

included evaluation ofunknorvn standards rvith feedback of correct ansrvers, discussion and time

to revierv and reassess the samples. Unknorvns using various concentrations ofthe srvine odor

simulant (Study #2) rvere also used for presentation, assessment and discussion. Training also

included the "choreography" for handling the clipboards and facemasks rvom in the field. The

facemasks were 3Mru 6000 Series Half Face-piece masks equipped rvith 3Mru 6003 Organic

Vapor/Acid Gas cartridge Filters. These provided the clean air for "rinsing" betrveen

assessments. Panelists rvere also t¡ained to use the GPS units, rvhich guided them to their

sampling sites and provided the coordinates, rvhich rvere recorded for each one. An experimenter

controlled the timing for assessments by using rvalkie-talkies. When panelists rvere in place in

the grid, timing began and one ofthe experimenters called sampling times at i0-s intervals, so

that all assessments rvere done simultaneously at all grid points. The format ofthe grid used for

odor sampling is shotvn in Figure 6.3(a), and the location ofthe "fan" and "lagoon" sampling site

is shown in Figure 3(b). The rveather conditions for each ofthe sampling days were recorded

using an automated weather station (Zhou,2004, personal communication) and the averages for

the I h sampling periods are given in Table 6.3. Only one set of samples could be collected on

each ofthe sampling days, even though trvo panels rvere conducted each day. The logistics of

handling the packets under fiold conditions made on site changing ofthe sample sets impractical.
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Figure 6.3(a). The field layout ofthe 15 assessors at the test location. An assessor is
positioned at each intersection ofa vector and a distance line. E.g. 1-2 is located on the
second vector at 100 m.
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6,2.2.1 Odor Assessments

The ballot for field assessments is sholvn in Appendix J. It rvas designed to allorv the

odor intensity to be recorded as the intensity ofthe matching standard on the l-butanol scale

shon'n in Table 6.1. Odor assessments rvere recorded for l0 min, follorved by a 10-min rest time.

This sequence rvas repeated until three l0-minute sessions rvere recorded. Weather conditions

during the freld sessions were recorded using an automated lveather station system (Zhou,2004,

personal communication).

6,2.3 Cloth Swatches for Field Testing

The selection offabrics for testing rvas based on factors such as the ability to adsorb

odors as shown in the results from Study # 2, the handling characteristics and the surface

chemistry. The samples selected are shorvn in Table 6.2. Cotton flannel rvas included because of

its use in other swatch studies, to provide some continuity in the sampling, Activated carbon

cloth rvas included because of its ability to maintain odo¡ adsorption and rayon because it rvas the

base material for the production ofactivated ca¡bon cloth. spun polypropylene and Dacron rvere

chosen because oftheir performance in Study #2, rvhile the fabric rvhich had score rankings of

fr¡st for DFC and second for LMS, cotton knit, rvas not used because rvhile it adsorbs odors rvell,

it is very diffrcult to handle.

The cloth srvatches for this study rvere ofthe same surface area as the circular swatches

used in Study #2, but rvere cut as rectangular samples 1.25 in x 1.75 in. so thaithey could be

fitted better into the foil packets.
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Table 6. I Concentrations of I -butanol in the field scale used for magnitude
matching ofenvironmental malodors in this study.

"Field Panel"
Samnle Desisnat

l -Butanol Concentration
DDrn

r20
2 240

480
4 960
5 1940
6 3880
7 7750
8 t 5550

'lable 6.2 Planned field sampling
qa¡¡pling.

Date Cloth samples used
(DFC/LMS score rankine in M2

September 14, 2003 ACC (13,13), PLY (2,3)

September 21,2003 ACC, PLY, COT(7,5)

October 5, 2003 ACC, DAC (4,I), RAY (5,4)

Note: the abbreviations used for the cloth types are the sante as for Studv # 2

6.2.4 Electronic Nose Analyses

The foil packets containing exposed cloth srvatches rvere removed from the vests

immediately on retum to the laboratory that day, transportation time rvas 2-3 h. They rvere sorted

and held in the foil packets until the next moming rvhen they rvere placed into the l0 ml. auto-

sampler vials rvith the most exposed face ofthe cloth oriented torvards the inside ofthe vial.

These rvere lidded immediately rvith magnetic caps lined rvith silicon/Teflon septa and crimped to

seal.

Tests rvere conducted using an Alpha MoS Fox 3000 Electronic Nose equipped rvith l2

metal oxide sensors. Prepared sampres rvere placed into a sampling tray for the auto-sampler.

samples rvere transferred sequentially to the incubator/heating block and gently agitated at
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constant rpm/directional cycle to facilitate headspace sample production. The headspace sample

(2500 ¡il.) rvas dras'n into the syringe and transferred to the injection port ofthe electronic nose.

Data collection ofsensor response rvas collected for 120 s follorved by a l0g0-s delay before

injection ofthe next sample. The carrier gas (florv rate maintained at 150 ml per min) rvas

oxygen/nitrogen at20yo02 + t% (i.e. l9.B to 20.2 % o) and rvith impurities'specified as Hzo <

Spprir, C,H. < 5ppm, Oz + N, > 99.g,yo, C,2= 20yo +/- t%o.

The test conditions used for colrection of electronic nose data rvere as fo orvs:

incubation time:

incubation temperature:

acquisition time:

15 min

40"c

2 min

delay time (sensors restored to "zero', state): lg nrin

carrier gas florv rate: 150 mVmin

To evaluate any advantage to using a higher temperature for incubation, the slvatches

collected on September l4 tvere re-run at 60.C for l5 nin.

As stated above, the cloth srvatch had the same exposed surface area as the circular

samples used previously, but rvere cut as rectangles that had the same surface area prus a smalr

amount (approximately 6 mm) for space for the clip. This area rvas covered by the foil during

srvatch exposure in the field.

6.2,5 Data Analysis

The data readings for each person/grid location rvere recorded as the value on the l-butanol

magnitude matching scale that rvas assigned at each evaluation. principal components analysis

(PCA) rvas performed on the EN sensor readings using the algorithms in Alphasoft version g.

The individual sensory readings rvere used to plot "vector graphs,, for each ofthe grids on each of

the sampling days to help to visuarize rvhat rvas actuarfy happening in each odor plume during the

test using Microsoft Excel 97. The sensory data rvere used in combination rvith the electronic
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nose readings to evaluat€ the presence ofany correlation betrveen the trvo forms ofdata through

the calculation ofvalues that could be used in the AlphSoft Version g sensory score correlation

algorithm rvith the sensor readings. Various averages rvere calculated to reflect the plume ofodor

to evaluate the degree to which the odor adsorbed by the swatch correlated rvith the sensory

scores assigned at that location,

6,3 Results and Discussion

6,3,1 Field Sampling Conditions

The rveather conditions for each ofthe sampring days are shown in Tabre 6.3. The

temperatures rvere rvithin a na'orv range from l l - l5.l'c. The relative humidity varied from

approximately 50olo on the last day of testing to g2.go/o and 92.2%o on the other trvo days. The

rvind speed (km/h) rvas greatest on sept 21, 2003. These conditions compared to the laboratory

conditions for srvine odor simurant exposure u,here the temperature was z0 - 2z.c,the relative

humidity rvas ambient and dependent on the season, and the exposure rate of 2llmin

corresponded to a calculated rvind-speed of3.g km/hr. The srvatches rvere exposed to much

higher rvind speed under freld conditions than under laboratory conditions, and this could affect

the phenomenon of "breakthrough,', rvhich rvill be part ofthe discussion.

6.3.2 Vector Graphs

A series ofrvhat are termed here as "vector graphs" are shorvn in Appendix K. These

graphs shorved the time versus odor intensity responses for each ofthe grid locations on each of

Table 6.3 Average rveather co

Test Date
Time of day -

start time
Temperature

l"cì
Relative

humiditv lol^ì
Wind speed

lkmlhì
September l4l03 I 1.00 13.7 82.8 ll.r
Septernber 2ll03 15. i0 I 1.0 92.2 21.7
October 5/03 12 01 l5 51 7 I5.8

km/h
_ù_uurçe 

or wearner oata: ¿nou, xraolng (2003) personal communication.
Note: the. rvind-speed during field.sampling compares to a calcurated "wind-speed,' of 3. gthrough the Gilair pump used for laboratoú expåsures to tt e srvine o¿or simulant.
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the sampling days, rvith each individual graph representing the three positions on one ofthe

vectors shorvn in Figure K.l. The purpose ofthese graphs $as to represent the odor stimuli being

rated by the assessors. This rvas needed as a tool to aid in developing some ideas as to horv these

numbers can be converted into a meaningfrrl ove¡all number that can be used to relate these

assessments to the sensor readings in the electronic nose analyses.

o on September 14 (Figure K.l), the odor plume rvas strongest on the first trvo vectors for the

100-m positions, intermediate for the hvo farther positions, and rveaker for all distances on

the third, fourth and fifth vectors.

o on september 2l(Figure K.2), the 100-m positions shorved high levels ofodor, rvhile vectors

1 and 2 shorved almost none at the t\ro farther positions. vectors 3 and 4.shorved

intermediate odor levels at the 500-m positions and lorv levels at the 1000-m positions.

Vector 5 shorved high levels ofactivity at 100 m and lorv to intermediate levels at the 500,m

and 1000-m positions.

r on october 5(Figure K,3), the frrst and second vectors shorved almost no odor intensity for

all three distances. The third, fourth and fifth vectors all shorved moderate intensity for the

100-m positions. The third vector shorved very lorv intensities for the 500-m and 1000-m

positions. The fourth and fifth vectors shorved lorv to mode¡ate intensities for the 500 m

positions and did not have assesso¡s in the 1000-m positions.

These graphs shorved horv variable the odor plume could be so that the cloth srvatch is

being exposed to varying odor levels instead ofthe constant exposure ofthe laboratory test, with

levels often varying rvidely.

6.3,3 Odor Intensity Data

These data rvere colrected as magnitude matching to an int€nsity scare, rvhich is a rog-

spaced series of l-butanol concentrations from 120 to 15,500 ppm and rvith eight concentration

steps plus a "0" response, for a total of nine possible responses. Examples ofthe methods bv
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rvhich odor dispersion data could be analysed are given by Guo et al. (2001) and Zhu & Li

(2000). In these cases, the data rvere converted into geometric means for use in data analysis. In

the current study being conducted by zhang &, zhou (2004, personal communication), the data

rvere being used in the form of geometric means ofthe l0-min test periods.

The summary ofthe sensory data and all ofthe variations on the mean, rvhich were

calculated for this data for this study, are given in Table 6.4. These values rvere used to relate the

sensor readings for each of the srvatches on each ofthe sampling days to the sensory perceptions

ofodor. There rvas no standard method ofanalysis ofthis type of data, and this range oftrials

clarified any pattems that might be present.

lable 6.4 Summary ofsensory data collected du;int three field;;ssi,o;;-
ùeDtember l4lzuuJ

Position #of
readings

IAì

#of
readings
not "0"

/Rì

Total of
Sensory
Scores

Assigned
(c)

Sensory
Score

Aritlunetic

Mean # I
(c/A)

Sensory
Sco¡e

Aritlunetic

Mean #2
(c/B)

Maximum
assigned
sensory
score

Sensory
Score

Geometric
Mean

(using only
scores not

"0"ì
l-l 83 83 I100 6.01 6.01 8 5.96
I-2 83 83 670.5 3.66 3.66 5 361
t-3 8l 244 1.33 I 35 3 127
\-4 83 49 I84 1.00 1.23 6
1-5 83 t40 220 1.20 r.57 5 34

8l t8l 647 3.5 3.57 5
83 73 87 047 l.l9 3 l3

2-3 76 t07 t6'1 0.95 L56 5 .29
z-4 80 ll 0.06 1.00 I .00
2-5 3 182 368 2.01 2.02 4 83
3-l 3 t78 715 3.9 I 4.02 7 3.65
-t- /. 182 541 2.97 2.97 2.90
3-3 t83 t0 134 0.73 t.22 .2 t6
1-4 t83 42 44 0.24 L05 2 02
3-5 182 t82 203 t.12 r.t2 3 1.08
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SeÞtember 2112003 

-

Position #of
readings

lÄì

#of
readings
not "0"

tB)

Toøl of
Sensory
Scores

Assigned
lcl

Sensory
Sco¡e

Aritlìmetic

Mean # I
(c/A)

Sensory
Score

Aritlùnetic

Mean #2
(cÆ)

Maximum
assigned
sensory
score

Sensory
Score

Geometric
Mean

(using only
scores not

"0,)
l8 160 799 437 4.99 8 4.45
183 83 t241 6.78 6.78 8 6.75

-3 183 83 t240 6.78 6.78 8 6.75
-4 t82 82 I157 6.36 6.36 8 6.3 0

5 t83 83 t012 5.s3 { 5? 8 .35
I 183 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00

t22 22 47 0.38 2.14 4 94
z-3 183 t78 706 3.86 3.97 6 3.67
2-4 4 130 475 ).J I 3.65 6 2.40
2-5 9l 248 2.03 5 z lt\
3-1 t22 5 0.04 1.00 00
5-2 152 22 22 0.15 I.00 .00
3-3 88 0.69 144 4 t8
5-4 182 t23 209 Ll5 L7C 4 .49
3-5 t80 167 2.13 2.29 4

October 5/2003

Position #of
readings

lÀì

#of
readings
not "0"

lBl

Total of
Sensory
Scores

Assigned
lc\

Sensory
Sco¡e

Aritlunetic

Mean # I
(c/A)

Sensory
Score

Aritlunetic

Mean #2
(c/B)

Maximum
assigned
sensory

score

Sensory
Score

Geometric
Mean

(using only
scores not

"0)
1-l 83 5 0.04 140 2 2

-2 82 0.24 lç 2 l,)
-3 174 522 2.88 300 5 .65
-4 80 179 544 3.02 .04 5 .88

l-5 82 8 727 3.99 99 5 .88
2-l 83 I 0.01 00 1 00

83 zl 2l 0.12 00 I 1.00
¿-5 83 il 0.07 09 2 2
2-4 83 82 134 u.t5 63 4 46
2-5 97 146 0.80 3.5 3
3-l 79 62 80 0.45 29 3 ') (\
3-2 83 4 4 0.02 .00 00
3 183 4 5 0.03 1.25 2 9
3 ffi
3-5 No panelist present
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6,3.4 Electronic Nose Analyses

The standard protocol rvas that all samples rvould be analyzed rvithin the shortest time to

attempt to no changes. The practical length of the "immediate" time Èame rvas dictated by the

sampling rate ofthe electronic nose (3 samples per hour) and the number ofsamples to be

analyzed in a given set. The unit rvas capable of running ovemight unsupervised, and tïis rvas

utilized to complete the analyses rvithin one day ofpreparation. In the previous studies, samples

rvere all analyzed rvithin I day ofexposure ofthe swatch to the odor source. The l-day time

frame rvas the plan for this study as rvell and *as canied forrvard for the first sampling day,

which lras called the 'þretest". up to this point, no analyses had been done of changes in odor

signal versus time for the electronic nose, (i.e., ofthe stability or substantivity ofthe odor on the

cloth srvatches), so no longer-term stability rvas assumed for this study.

There rvere some unanticipated events during and after the pretest that affected the

electronic nose analyses ofthese subsequent samples. First, there were the observations on

holding samples in the pretest, that the activated ca¡bon cloth srvatches rvere found to have etched

the foil somervhat rvhen held in the foil packets. In subsequent sampling days, this rvas taken into

account and the samples taken out ofthe foil immediately and sealed in the vials. Any effect tlris

might have had could not be completely evaluated due to the autosampler difiìculties. The

second major event occurred on beginning the analysis ofthe september 2l samples rvhen the

HS-50 autosampler ceased firnctioning permanently. This resulted in several unsuccessful days

of trying to get the system to work. This breakdorvn resulted in the need to install the new system

(an HS 100 autosampler), reprogram the computer a'd test the system. The replacement ofthe

autosampler took until october 8, at rvhich point the diagnostic program *as run successfully

before continuing the other samples.

The effects on the sampring and analysis times are shorvn in Table 6 i The facto¡ of

holding times introduced a variabte into this study that could not be separated from the treatments

and that could not be accommodated by running more freld samples. Tho lateness ofbeginning
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the freld season and the onset of cold rveather made these times the only field test days available.

ln order to evaluate the effect ofthese delays, the plans for the next study had a substantivity

component added to test the effect ofholding times on the stability ofthe electronic nose sensor

readings over a l6-day holding period. The electronic nose results shorvn belorv refer to the

results ofthis work, rvhich is reported in Chapter 7.

The actual test dates, cloth swatchss (rvith their rankings in the study # 2 tests) and the

actual holding delays for each are shorvn in Table 6.5. The results from september 14 (the

"pretest') rvere the only ones that were obtained rvithin the l-day time frame, rvhich rvas the

standard test protocol here.

Figure 6.4 shorvs 2 principar components analysis maps: tÏe upper one contains the data

from the three distances, the control sample and the "fan" sample for activated carbon cloth. The

electronic nose rvas able to discriminate among all ofthe sample groups, although the

discrimination index (for rvhich the maximum value = 100) is only discrimination index = 59.

some interesting points were shorvn here. Firstly, there was the correct sequencing ofthe three

distances and the control sample with the Accl being 100 m from the odor source, ACC2 being

500 m from tìe odor source, ACC3 being 1000 m from the odor source and the ACCO control

sample not exposed to the field odor. The ACCF sample taken at the fan mapped very closely to

the unexposed controls and the 1000 m samples, rvhich rvas likely due to ,.breakthrough', (the

physical removal ofthe odorant from the surface by rvind action) given the fan speed

(approximately 30 to 40 km/h) and the close distance ofthe swatches to the fan.

This set ofsamples rvas also tested at an incubation temperature of 60.c for the r5-min

incubation time, to see ifthere rvas any improvement in the results fiom the samples. This is

shorvn as the lorver principal component analysis map in Figure 6.4. and shou,s no differentiation

by distance. when this analysis rvas done for the spun pollpropylene samples, the same lack of

differentiation occuned. This lack of differentiation indicated that the quality ofthe data rvas
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diminished by this change in the temperature program, and subsequent testing was done using

only the 40"C/15-min incubation as in Study # 2.

Figure 6.5 shorvs the PCA maps ofthe spun polypropylene samples for September 14.

The upper graph includes all ofthe samples plus the control and the "fan" sample. once again

the "fan" sample maps near the unexposed control, rvhile the three distances form a pattem as for

the activated ca¡bon cloth samples. one exposed sample,pLy24, maps in the control sample

area, This sample uas taken at 500 m on vector 4, and as can be seen in Figure 6.4, this vector

shorved almost no exposure to the odor plume. The maximum sensory score assigned at this grid-

point rvas "1"; so, this "exposed" sample should have shorvn no odor present, and it didnt. The

results for these tlvo fabrics allorv Hlpothesis I to be accepted for the september 14 data.

To evaluate the effect ofvectors on electronic nose analysis, the data from september 14

was re-coded so that the principal components analysis algorithm rvould read the vector rather

Table 6.5 Field-sampling times, cloth srvatches used for malodor surnpittgãøãnatysis tirnes zu
this study.

Date Cloth samples used
(DFC/LMS score ranking in

Srudv # 2)
EN analyses

September 14, 2003
(initiatlv the "Pretest")

ACC (13,r3), PLY (2,3) Analyzed immediately using the HS-50
auto-samÞler (i.e. rvithin I dav)

September 21, 2003 ACC, PLY, COT(7,5) Samples sealed in vials on September
2l for ACC and September 22 for PLY
and COT, then held at room
temperature away from light. Analyzed
after the HS-100 aut'o-sampler rvas
installed.
(Holding times -20 and2l days - hvo
days required to complete all ofthe
samples.)

October 5, 2003 ACC, DAC (4,1), RAY (5,4) Samples sealed in vials October 5 and
held as for September 2l samples until
nerv auto-sampler installed.
(Holding times - 4 and 5 days - hvo
days required to complete all ofthe
samoles.)

Note: the abbreviations used for the cloth twes are the same as for Studv # 2
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than the distance as the coding characteristic. The principal components anatysis maps for this

analysis are shorvn in Figure 6.6. For both the activated carbon cloth (upper) and spun

pollpropylene (lorver) principal components analysis maps, contrary to the results for distances,

there rvas no useful distinction for the different vectors in this data set.



September ) 4, 2003 - Pretesl
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Figure 6.4 PCA map of ACC by distance
on September l4l03

ACCI - 5 samples
ACC2 - 5 samples
ACC3 - 5 samples
ACC0 - 3 samples
ACCF - I sample

There is separation betrveen the th¡ee
distances over all ofthe vector points.
The samples from the 1000 m group are
closest to the unexposed sample. The
sample rvhich rvas exposed to the output
ñom the fan maps near these as rvell -
rvhich would not be expected from the
intensity ofthe odor at the outlet where
the fan is placed. This may be an artifact
ofbreakthrough due to the velocity ofthe
air at the point of sampling.

PCA map of ACC on September 14/03 of
samples incubated at 60'C for l5 min,
This change in the temperature decreased
the differentiation among the samples.
The same result was obtained with the
PLY sarnples. For this reason, the
remaining samples rvere analyzed only at
the 40"C incubation temperature.
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Figure 6.5. PCA map of PLY by distance
on September l4l03

The upper map contains the results ofthe
samples incubated at 40'C for i5 min.
There is separation between the three
distances over all ofthe vector points.
PLY0, the unexposed sample shorvs
positioning rvhich may be due to the
presence of its orvn unique odor rvhich
the EN is measuring in the absence of
malodors from the field sampling. Also
the PLY24 sample (shotvn in the lorver
map is mapping rvith the PLY0 sample -
and this sample was located at a point
rvith almost no odor plume for the
sampling period. Again, the sample rvhich
rvas exposed to the output from the fan
maps near the samples from 1000 m -
rvhich rvould not be expected from the
intensity ofthe odor at the outlet rvhere
the fan is placed. This may be an artifact
of breakthrough due to the velocity ofthe
air at the point of sampling.

The lorver map shorvs the clear
differentiation ofdistances \yhen the other
samples are removed.0.815
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Figure 6.6. PCA map of ACC and
PLY srvatches by vector for
September 14 testing.

The upper map contains the results
from ACC and the lower map from
PLY. There is differentiation
betrveen the unexposed control and
the exposed swatches, but there is
no pattem for the vector responses
compared to each other. The PLY
24 sample (circled) - norv coded
PLY42 - again maps rvith the
PLYO sample.
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The follorving PCA maps are Figures 6.1 I to 6. i6 containing the results for the fabric

srvatches from September 2l and October 5 coded for distance:

Figure 6.7 - ACC activated carbon cloth - September 2l

Figure 6.8 - PLY spun polypropylene - September 21

Figure 6.9 - COT cotton flan¡el - September 2l

Figure 6.10 - ACC activated ca¡bon cloth - October 5

Figure 6.I I - DAC Dacron type 54 - October 5

Figure 6.12 - RAY rayon (spun viscose clrallis) - October

Each ofthe figures contained trvo principal components analysis maps, with the upper

one being the map rvith all ofthe samples and the lorver one rvith the ,.fan,,sample 
and ..fan" 

and

"lagoon" samples removed. None ofthese maps showed any useful differentiation and all of

them rvere prepared from samples that rve¡e stored 20-21 days for the september 2l samples and

4-5 days for the October 5 samples. As is seen later in the rvork on substantivity in Study

#Slchaptet 7, the samples deteriorated on storage and the likelihood of getting useful data from

them diminished. No conclusions rvere, therefore, drasn from these maps.
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Figure 6.7 PCA map of ACC data from
September 2lanalyzed by distance from the
odor source.

There is no useful differentiation in this
data presumably due to the holding time
before sample analysis - due to thè
breakdorvn of the autosampler component
ofthe EN svstem
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Figure 6.8. PCA map of PLy data from
September 2lanalyzed by distance from the
odor source.

There is no usefi.¡l differentiation in this
data presumably due tri the holding time
before sample analysis - due to the
breakdorvn of the autosampler component
of the EN system. ,
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Figure 6.9. PCA map of COT data from
September 2lanalyzed by distance from
the odor source.

There is no useful differentiation in this
data presumably due to the holding time
before sample analysis - due to the
breakdorvn of the autosampler componenl
of the EN system.



October 5. 2003
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Figure 6.10. PCA map of ACC
data from October 5 analyzed by
distance from the odor source.

There is no useful differentiation
in this data presumably due to the
holding time before sample
analysis - due to the breakdorvn
ofthe autosampler component of
the EN system.
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Figure 6.1l PCA map of DAC data
from October 5.an alyzed by
distance from the odor source.

There is no useful differentiation in
this data presumably due to the
holding time before sample
analysis - due to the breakdol,n of
the autosampler component ofthe
EN system.
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Figure 6.12 PCA map of RAY
data from October 5 analyzed by
distance from the odor source.

There is no useful differentiation
in this data presumably due to the
holding time before sample
analysis - due to the breakdorvn
ofthe autosampler component of
the EN system.
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6.3.5 Relating the Electronic Nose Analyses ând the Sensory Data

The sensory scores obtained from the field paners can be used in a variety of ways that

can be related to the sensor responses through linear regression (SSC) in AlphaSoft Version g. In

odor dispersion modelling, the scores rve¡e used to calcurate the l0-min geometric means, rvhich

are used to calculate the models. Since no rvork had been done to date on relating these scores to

cloth swatch analysis in this rvay, other methods may arso be useful. since the croth rvas exposed

for the complete sampling period, the individual session results rvere not applicable; so, all

relationships are evaluated relative to the total scores for the entire sampling period. The form of

the numbers that rvere used for the calcurations are shown for each ofthe sampring days in Table

6.4. The numbers used could be either the geometric mean, the arithmetic mean based on all the

times a reading rvas taken (C/A), the arithmetic mean based on the number of times an odor rvas

perceived (C/B), or the maximum value perceived during the session.

Figures 6.13 to 6.20 each contain four SSC graphs labelled A, B, C and D rvhich shorv

the plot ofthe sensor data versus sensory data for one ofthe values calculated. Each indicated the

overall exposure at that grid location over the entire sanpling period for that fabric srvatch on that

date and sholvn in Table 6.4.

A : sensor data versus sensory data using Mean #l

B = sensor data versus sensory data using Mearr #2

C = sensor data versus sensory data using maximum sensory value assigned during

sampling

D = sensor data versus sensory data using Geometric Mean

These graphs rvere generated for each ofthe sampling dates for all ofthe swatches tested

to evaluate rvhat had happened at each time.

Table 6.6 shorvs the correration coefücients for all ofthe correlation coeffrcients

calculated using the Iinear regression or Sensory Score correlation ofthe sensor signars versus
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sensory scores assigned at each ofthe locations in the grid. The samples that shorved a correlation

coefficient of 0.7 or greater are highlighted in the table.

Allorving for all of the problems in sample analysis for the September 2l and october 5

sampling dates some interesting relationships could be seen in Table 6.6. The main one rvas the

effectiveness ofactivated carbon cloth in retaining an odor sample, rvhich seemed to relate to the

sensory values calculated from the field data. In general, the highest correlation coefficients for

sensor readings rvith sensory scores rvere rvith the maximum value recorded, (except for the

activated carbon cloth sample on september 2l). with one exception, Dacron on october 5, all

ofthe correlation coefücient values ofinterest rvere obtained rvith activated carbon cloth.

These results allorved Hypothesis I to be accepted for activated carbon cloth rvhen

correlated rvith the maximum value for data from September 14 and rejected for all other means

for activated ca¡bon cloth on this date. Hlpothesis II is rejected for spun polypropylene for all of

the means on this date. The corelation coefficients for all ofthe other fabrics fiom the trvo other

testing days, september 21 and october 5, rvere lorver than 0.8. This may be due to the delay in

electronic nose analysis ofthese samples due to equipment breakdotvn.
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Table 6.6. Correlation coeffrcients and Fig
various forms ofthe sensory data."

Fabric
Date sampled

Fisxre #

Arithmetic
Mean # I

A

Arithmetic
Mean #2

B

Maximum Value

c

Geometric Mean

D
ACC

Sept l4103
Fisure 13

0.7205 0.7539 0i80.1,9 0.7719

PLY
Sept 14103

Fisure l4
0.4081 0.45 83 0.65 80 0.4465

ACC
Sept 2ll03
Fisure 15

0.7567 0.7400 0.6592 0.7369

PLY
Sept 21103

Figure 16
0.4321 0.4372 0.3574 0.45 85

COT
Sept 2I/03
Fieure 17

0.53 r0 0.5555 0.5705 0.5 5 87

ACC
Oct 5/03
Fisure l8

0.7001 0.6622 0.7299 0.6630

DAC
Oct 5/03
Fisure l9

0.5482 0.6402 0.7162 0.61 l8

RAY
Oct 5/03
Fisure 20

0.4656 0.3820 0.3931 0.3744

" Each includes the control sample (CON) ta
The co*elation coefficients rvhich are equal to or greater than 0.g are hishrishted
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Figure 6.13. Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) graphs for Activated Carbon Cloth (ÀCC)
sampled on September 14,2003.

Figure 6. l3A

Linear regression (SSC) for ACC
versus mean #l

For September l4l03

Figure 6.138

Linear regression (SSC) for ACC
versus mean #2

For September l4103

Expecled

H,{rïrËtrryËr{lit'ïl

Espected
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Figure 6.13C

Linear regression (SSC) for
ACC versus maximum value

For September 14103

Figure 6.13D

Linear regression (SSC) for
ACC versus geometric mean

For September l4l03
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Figure 6.14. Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) graphs for Spun Polypropylene (PLY) sampled
on September 14,2003.

Figure 6.144
Linear regression (SSC) for PLY
versus mean #l

For September 14103

Figure 6.l4B
Linear regression (SSC) fo¡
PLY versus mean #2

For September 14103
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Figure 6.14C
Linear regression (SSC) for PLY
ve¡sus maximum value

For September l4l03

Figure 6.14D
Linear regression (SSC) for PLY
versus geometric mean

For September 14/03



Figure 6.15. Sensory Score Conelation (SSC) graphs for Activated Carbon Cloth (ACC)
sampled on September 21, 2003.

ffinEffiffieñ Figure 6.154

Linear regression (SSC) for ACC
versus mean # I

For September 2ll03

Figure 6.158

Linear regression (SSC) for ACC
versus mean #2

For September 2ll03
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Figure 6.15C

Linear regression (SSC) for ACC
versus maximum value

For September 21103

Figure 6, l5 D

Linear regression (SSC) for ACC
versus geometric mean

For September 2ll03
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Figure 6.16. Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) graphs for Spun polypropylene (pl,y) sampled
on September 21,2003.

Figure 6.16A'
Linear regression (SSC) for
PLY versus mean #l

For September 21l03

Figure 6.168
Linear regression (SSC) for
PLY versus mean #2

For September 21103
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Figure 6.16C
Linear regression (SSC) for
PLY versus maximum value

For September 2tl03

Figure 6.16D
Linear regression (SSC) for
PLY versus geometric mean

For September 2ll03



Figure 6.17. Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) graphs for Cotton Flannel (COT) sampled on
September 21, 2003.

Figure 6.17A'
Linear regression (SSC) for
COT versus mean # I

For September 2ll03

Figure 6.178
Linear regression (SSC) for
COT versus mean #2

For September 2ll03
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Linear regression (SSC) for
COT versus maximum value
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Figure 6.17D
Linear regression (SSC) for
COT versus geometric mean
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Figure 6.18. Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) graphs for Activated Carbon Cloth (ACC)
sampled on October 5, 2003.
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Linear regression (SSC) for ACC
versus maximum value
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Figure 6.18D
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Figure 6.19. Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) graphs for Dacron type 54 (disperse dyeable)
(DAC) sampled on October 5, 2003.
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Figure 6.19A'
Linear regression (SSC) for DAC
versus mean #l

For October 5/03

Figure 6.l98
Linear regression (SSC) for DAC
versus mean #2

For October 5/03
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Linear regression (SSC) for DAC
ve¡sus maximum value

For October 5/03

Figure 6.19D
Linear regression (SSC) for DAC
versus geometric mean

For October 5/03
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Figure 6.20. Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) graphs for Spun Viscose Challis (Rayon) (RAY)
sampled on October 5, 2003.

Figure 6.204
Linear regression (SSC) for RAY
ve¡sus mean # I

For October 5/03

Figure 6.208
Linear regression (SSC) for RAY
versus mean #2'

For October 5/03
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Linear regression (SSC) for RAY
versus maximum value

For October 5/03

Figure 6.20D
Linear regression (SSC) for RAY
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6.4 Conclusions

In this rvork, a system for collecting cloth s$'atch data simultaneously rvith sensory data

rvas demonstrated under field testing conditions in an odor dispersion study. The resulting

swatches could be transported to the laboratory for analysis in an appropriate time frame ofup to

a I-day holding time for analysis in an electronic nose system.

The results from September 14 indicated that both the activated carbon cloth and the spun

polypropylene samples rvere able to retain an odor sample in the field and rvere differentiated by

distance by the principal component analysis program. The comparisons ofthe sensory data rvith

the sensor responses for each ofthese cloth swatches shorved a greater correlation betrveen the

sensory values and activated carbon cloth than rvith spun polypropylene. This correlation would

indicate that activated ca¡bon cloth rvoutd be the fabric substrate of choice in a field+esting

situation for electronic nose analysis. The spun polypropylene had performed rvell in Study # 2

in the laboratory sensory tests rvhere the air speed ofodor exposure uas much lower and could

also continue to be used in a laboratory test situation,

Limited comparisons could be made for the remaining fabrics due to the breakdorvn of

the autosampler at the beginning ofthe analysis ofthe September 2l samples. Giventhat, itwas

still possible to make some comparisons, allorving for the deterioration ofthe samples. In

general, activated carbon cloth shorved the highest correlation coefficients rvhen related to the

sensory data, even under adve¡se testing conditions, reinforcing that it is likely the fabric that

rvould be most useful for field sampling for electronic nose analysis.
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Chapter 7

Study #5: Modification ofthe Surface Chemistry ofSelected Cloth Swatches using Plasma

Polymerization

7.1 Introduction

One assumption in using cloth srvatches as a substrate for odor adsorption rvas that the

surface chemistry ofthe sample rvould govern the degree to rvhich odor is adsorbed. The

previous rvork described the ability offabrics rvith their innate surface characteristics to adsorb

odor, and the ability to do this varied greatly rvith the specific fabric, even rvithin one fibre type

(i.e., cotton). One uay to explore the influence of the surface chemistry further, rvas to change

the nature ofthe fabric surfacæ chemistry and evaluate the effects on odor uptake through the

electronic nose.

The manner in rvhich odo¡ is adsorbed onto a textile surface rvas not rvell documented,

although it may rvell be knorvn in specialized testing for the manufacture ofproducts such as

scented laundry soûeners. Ifthis information exists, it rvas likely held as proprietary and

unavailable. The change in the surface ofa fabric rvould help to shorv rvhether it is the surface

chemistry (most likely) or the surface structure that most influenced the uptake ofodor.

Surface characteristics offibres rvere modified commercially through the use ofa process

called "plasma polymerization". This method could be used to change a hydrophilic surface

(such as cotton) to being hydrophobic through treatment rvith fluorine ("Teflonizing@") and a

hydrophobic to hydrophilic rvith oxygen treatment. This method involved the exposure of the

cloth to an atmosphere ofionized gas of specific composition under specifrc atmospheric

conditions (Hrvang, 2003).

In order to knorv that the surfaces had been changed in the "opposite direction" (i.e.,

hydrophilic to hydrophobic and hydrophobic to hydrophilic), the fabrics chosen rvere extremes of

each ofthese rvith cotton (cotton flannel) being hydrophilic and polypropylene being

hydrophobic. The trvo chosen treatments rvere designed to reverse the condition of each ofthe
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fabrics, and both treatments rvere given to both fabrics so that they could serve as their orvn

controls. The use of Oz added -OH groups to the surface. It is expected that there would be

some increase in roughness through etching ofthe surface, although this etching was kept to a

minimum by controlling the exposure time to I min. These -OH groups rvould cause an increase

in rvettability ofthe fabric as rvell as adhesion.

The purpose ofthis frnal study rvas to explore modifuing the surface ofthe fabric, to

change the surface chemistry and evaluate the effect ofthe change on odor uptake through

electronic nose testing. A second purpose rvas to evaluate the actual substantivity ofthe srvine

malodor through the swine odor simulant and its presence on the fabric over time. Changes in the

surface chemistry may also be accompanied b¡,a change in substantivity ofthe odor on the fabric

The hypotheses being tested rvere that plasma polymerization treatment ofthe fabric surfaces

rvould change their chemical structure and rvill increase the substantivity ofthe fabric for use in

odor sampling.

Two ofthe methods ofestablishing the change in the surface ofthe fabric lvere contact

angle measurements (ofa rvater droplet) and electron analysis for chemical analysis (ESCA).

Contact argle measurements involved the placement ofa precisely measured droplet of water

onto the surface ofthe fabric and the immediate measu¡ement ofthe angle between the droplet

and the fabric surface. Another rvas through electron analysis for chemical analysis/X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA,TXPS) analysis ofthe surface for its actual chemical

composition.

Ratter (1996) provided the follorving information on ESCA. The basic principle ofthe

ESCA method has been described as 'X-ray photons ofprecisely defined energy bombard the

surface, electrons are emitted from the o¡bitals ofthe component atoms, electron kinetic energies

are measured, their electron binding energies can be determined enabling the component atoms to

be determined" (Vickerman, 1997, p. ),and as "X-ra1,s are focused upon a specimen. The

interaction ofthe X-rays l\'ith the atoms in the specimen caused the emission ofa core level
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(inner shell) electron. The energy ofthis electron rvas measure and its value provides information

about the nature and environment of the atom f¡om rvhich it came" (Ratner, 1996, p.23).

The method measured the outermost 100 Å ofa surface. Although the electron beam

could penetrate deeply into a specimen, the electrons from those layers rvould lose their energy by

collisions before they ever get to the surface; so, rvould not emerge from the surface. Only those

atornearthe surface rvould be emitted and gathered in the signal (Ratner, 1996). The method

rvas readily applicable to biomaterials and hence textiles. The surface structure could vary rvidely

from:

l. Rough, srnooth or stepped

2. Composed of different chemistries (atoms and molecules)

3. Structurally or compositionally inhomogeneous in the plane ofthe surface

4. Inhomogeneous rvith depth into the specimen

5. Covered by an overlayer

6. Highly crystalline or disordered.

In other rvords, it rvould rvo¡k on almost any surface (Ratner, 1996).

The advantages ofthe method included the speed ofanalysis, the high information

content, the lorv damage potential (non-destructive method) and the lack of specimen preparation.

The disadvantages ofthe method rvere that the sample must be able to be placed in a vacuum - no

out-gassing ofvolatile components, therefore it could not be used on srvine odor simulant-

exposed samples, only on the base material (i.e., the fabrics altered by plasma polymerization).

This problem could be avoided using a system rvith a cryogenic sample stage rvhere at liquid

nitrogen temperatures, samples rvith volatile components and wet samples could be analyzed.

Other disadvantages included the possibility ofsample damage if long analysis times are used,

the need for an experienced operator for the equipment, and the high cost ofpurchasing and

maintaining the equipment (Ratner, 1996).
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The information that could be obtained from this method rvas given as "chemical

composition" and "chemical structure" (Vickerman, 1997). Ratner (1996) expanded onthis rvith

the following list for biomaterials:

1. Identification ofall elements (except H and He) present at concentrations of> 0.1 atomic %

2. Semi-quantitative determination ofthe approximate elemental surface composition (+ 10%)

3. Information about tìe molecular environment (oxidation state, bonding atoms, etc.)

4. lnformation about aromatic or unsaturated structures from shake-up transmissions

5. Identification of organic groups using derivatization reactions

6. Non-destructive elemental depth profiles 100 ,Â, into the sample and surface tererogeneity

assessment using angular-dependent ESCA studies and photoelectrons rvith differing escape

depths

7. Lateral variations in surface composition (spatial resolution is 8 to 150 ¡rm depending on the

instrument used)

8. "Fingerprinting" of materials using valence band spectra and identification ofbonding

orbitals

7.1.1 Objectives and Hypotheses

This study had two objectives. The fi¡st rvas to use hvo plasma polymerization

treatments to modit' the surface chemistry ofhvo selected fabrics and to evaluate the effect of

these modi{ications on malodor adsorption using electronic nose analysis. The second was to

eyaluate the substantivity of selected cloth swatches (treated and untreated) exposed to srvine

odor and held in storage for time periods of0, l, 4, 8 and 16 days.

Hypothesis I: that the surface chemistry ofthe cotton flannel and spun pollpropylene fabrics rvas

changed to a more hydrophilic character by treatment tvith plasma polymerization and He/Oz

treatment as measured by contact angle and ESCA analysis for percent surfacæ composition.
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Hypothesis II: that the surface chemistry ofthe cotton flannel and spun polypropylene fabrics rvas

changed to a more hydrophobic cha¡acter by treatment rvith plasma polymerization and He/C3F6

treatment as measured by contact angle and ESCA analysis for percent surface composition.

Hypothesis III: that cotton flannel samples treated to be either hydrophobic or more hydrophilic

in nature rvould adsorb, retain and release odor in a pattem similar to untreated cotton flannel as

measured by the principal component analysis ofelectronic nose sensor responses.

Hypothesis IV: that spun polypropylene samples treated to be either hydrophilic or more

hydrophobic in nature rvould adso¡b, retain and release odor in a pattem similar to untreated

cotton flannel as measured by the principal component analysis of electronic nose sensor

responses.

Hypothesis Z that exposed cloth swatch samples (treated and untreated) held in storage from I to

16 days rvould shorv the same odor pattems as freshly prepared cloth srvatch samples (Day 0) as

demonstrated by electronic nose analysis rvith principal component analysis ofthe patterns and

linear regression analysis ofthe sensor signals and storage time.

7.2 Methods and Materials

7.2.1 Plasma Polymerization

7.2,1,1 Selection and Preparation of Cloth Swatch Samples

The selection of samples rvas based on performance in exposure tests and on the surface

chemistry, so that one was hydrophilic ard the other rvas hydrophobic. Spun polypropylene rvas

selected as the hydrophobic base material and cotton flamrel as the hydrophilic sample. Cotton

flannel rvas chosen because of its general use through other srvatch studies and its continuity

tluough the other studies in this rvork.

7,2,1.2 PIasma Polymerization Treatments

The actual exposure methods used involved l-min exposure at normal atmospheric

pressure (not under yacuum) in the research facility available at the College ofTextiles, NCSU.
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This process rvas applied to the trvo fabrics selected (cotton flannel and spun polypropylene).

Each ofthe cloth samples (in the form ofthe circular srvatches used in the cassette exposure

system - 37-mm diameter) rvas treated with a helium/oxygen (He/Or) gas mixture or rvith a

He/hexafluoropropane mixture (He/C3F6).

Because this rvas a research facility, the unit had been designed for a variety of

applications. The specific details ofthe unit had been described by Matthervs (2004, personal

communication) as follorvs:

"The atmospheric plasma facility has an active exposure area of approximately 60 x 60

cm and is porvered by a 4.8 kW porver supply operating in the frequency range betrveen 5 kHz

and l0 kHz. The device has an inner plasma chamber installed inside ofan outer chamber. The

working gas is fed into the chamber through gas florv controllers. When florving helium or

oxygenated-helium into the plasma chamber, there rvill ahvays be a slight amount ofair due to

the fact that the chamber is not pumped dorvn and operates at atmospheric pressure. The device

is capable of batch treatment oftextiles using a test cell, as rvell as continuous operation using the

roller feed system. The PET films lvere in this study rvere exposed to helium and oxygenated-

helium plasma using the test cell. The test cell is a closed geometry chamber, rvith little to no

ventilation, in rvhich volatiles are not continuously removed. For these experiments the operating

frequency ofthe porver supply rvas kept constant. The exposure time rvas varied betrveen 0.5 and

5.0 minutes in 30-second intervals. Input porver, operating voltage, plate separation distance, and

flow rates rvere held constant."

The t¡eatments are summarized in Table 7.1 . Fabric srvatches were treated in lots of l0

each until a suffrcient number ofsamples (30) rvere prepared for all testing. Fabrics rvere

rveighed in lots of l0 each before and after testing and any change in rveight recorded and

calculated as percentage change.
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Table 7. I Samole treatments using plasma Þolvmerization
Fabric Fabric surface o"' Fluorocarbon - C:¡Fe"

Cotton flannel Hvdronhilic Hvdrophilic Hvdronhobic
Snun nolvnronvlene FIvdrnnhnhic Hvdrophilic Hvrfronhobic

" }{el02,99WIV., National Welders, compressed O2, commercial grade
b He/hexafluoronroDane mixture. 99W lo/o, compressed, pre-purified, Aldrich

7.2,1,3 Contact Angle Measurements

Contact angle measurements were performed using a Ramé-Hart, Inc. Goniometer Model

A-100 tocated at the College of Textiles, NCSU. Although this was an older model unit, rvhich

lvas operated completely manually and was subject to operator error, the results gave reliable

comparative results when done by the same person or persons rvho have agreed on the points at

rvhich the reading was to be taken. The critical factors included the location ofthe baseline on a

fabric that rvas thick and/or frrzzy, and the actual point on the droplet rvhere the line was made

tangent for the reading ofthe angle.

The test was done by placing a l4-¡rl. droplet ofHPLC grade rvater onto the surface and

then siting the droplet through a horizontally mounted microscope. The baseline rvas established,

and then the tangent angle was established and read from a protractor attached to the unit. The

readings were taken on both the left and right sides ofthe droplet and averaged. The higher the

reading the steeper the angle and the greater rvas the ltydrophobic effect ofthe fabric surface.

The tests rvere performed in an open laboratory and test conditions were ambient temperature

24.7"C and 45%o relative humidity. The fabrics rvere not conditioned before testing.

Figure 7.1. Sclìematic ofcontact angle lneasuelnents.
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7.2.1.4 ESCA Testing

The samples ofcotton flannel (COT, C_F, CO2) and spun pollpropylene (PLY, P_F,

PO2) lvere taken to the Quebec Biomaterials Institute, Quebec City, Canada for analysis using X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy or ESCA. The analysis rvas done using the procedures described

in Zhang et al. (1995), whereby ESCA measurements rvere made using a VG ESCALAB MKII

instrument (VG Scientifrc, East Grinstead, West Sussex, UK) rvith AlKc line from a standard

(non-monochormatized) x-ray source peryendicular to the surface giving an analyzed area of 0.8

mm diameter. The unit rvas operated at 20 kV and 15 mA as source excitation. The detection

angle was 45 degrees from the surface. The pressure in the sample chamber rvas reduced to about

10'8 torr and the pass energy ofthe analyzer rvas maintained at 20 or 50 eV. To prevent damage

to the sample surface by X-rays, liquid nitrogen rvas used to cool the specimens before, and the

sample holder during, the ESCA measurement. Survey scans rvere measured on both the internal

and extemal surfaces of each specimen. Measurements rvere performed in triplicate on all

samples.

7.2,1,5 Electronic Nose Analyses

The samples of cotton flannel and spun polypropylene treated wiih CF and 02 rvere

given srvine odor simulant exposure using the test standard conditions (2 L/rnin for 5 min). These

samples rvere evaluated, along rvith control samples, using the program outlined in Chapter 4 and

using incubation conditions of40" C for l5 min. The results rvere evaluated through AlphaSoft V

8.0 for similarities or differences in the mapping pattems ofthe odors released from the stvatches

using the principal component analysis.
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7.2.2 Substantivity Testing for the Storage of Samples - Substantivity of the Odor on Cloth

Swatches

Substantivity is a term that rvas used to describe the continued presence of an odor on a

substrate. Perfumers used this term in conjunction rvith the lengfh oftime the scent remained on

the human skin. In textiles, the length oftime a scent adhered to a fabric can also be referred to

as substantivity, and it rvould be govemed by the manner in rvhich it rvas bonded chemically to

the fabric surface. Substantivity rvas measured by the degree to rvhich the original exposure level

and character was maintained.

Substantivity rvas ofinterest here for both the effect it had on the field samples in Study

#4 and the effect that plasma polymerization had on the treated samples. In all, nine fabrics rvere

selected for testing ofthe stability ofthe sample (i.e., for the amount oftime the sample can be

stored and remain stable). The fabric srvatches from Study # 4 that were selected rvere activated

carbon cloth, r¿ì),on, and Dacron. The samples from the plasma polymerization treatments were

also used (i.e., COT, COZ, C_F, PLY, PO2, and P_F). The cotton flan¡el (COT) and spun

polypropylene (PLY) samples rvere common to both the freld study and the plâsma

polymerization study. All ofthe control samples rvere included again iu this test as the first group

in this Part A ofthis experiment were outside the trvo-rveek stability period for the sensors.

The time frames used are shown in'lable 7 .2. The samples rvere prepared so that they

could all be analyzed together over a 3-day period in the Alpha MOS Fox 3000. The electronic

nose analyses rvere performed as described above and in Study # 2, and the data were analyzed

through the principal components analysis and sensory score corelation (linear regression)

subroutines in AlphaSoft Version8.0.
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Table 7 . 2 Preparation and testing of cloth srvatches
for substantivity. Three reps of each rvere prepared
for EN analvsis.

Test code prep test date
age 01

sample
/¡lcvcì

Dav 0 Mav 2l Mav 2l 0

Dav I Mav 20 Mav 2l 1

Dav 4 Mav l8 Mav 22 4

Dav 8 Mav 14 Mav 22 8

Dav 16 lÂfav 7 Mav 23 l6

7,3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Plasma Polymerization

The results ofthe plasma polymerization treatment applied to each ofthe fabrics are

shown in Table 7.3. The spun polyester samples shorved no change in rveight from either of the

treatments, while the cotton shorved an increase ofapproximately 1olo for both treatments.

The surface area ofthe fabric slvatch may be increased by the etching effect ofthe

plasma polymerization treatment. Hrvang (2003) showed that tvith helium/oxygen mixture, tïe

roughless ofPET films seemed to decrease at l-min exposure and then increase up to the

maximum at frve-min treatment. This etching acts to increase the surface area, rvhich was not the

requirement for this study. The one-min treatment was used to prevent any great change in the

surface due to etching. Horvever, the lack ofdemonstrated rveight change in the spun

polypropylene samples may actually be due to etching ofthe surface, even at this treatment level.

Etching could be evaluated further by scanning electron microscopy. Ír this case, the cotton did

not appear to etch as much (ifat all) as the pol]?ropylene.
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fable 7.3. Weisht chanses for samoles oreoared in plasma Ìlolvmerization ( amber

Sample
Trt.

Lot #

#of Wt (e) Mean u't per
slvatch

(e) change
Mean o/o

changeprepared
Before

trt
After trt

coT 02 l0 13359 | .3235 0 336 0.93 1.00
I L477l I .4663 0 343 '0.73

3 9 1.195 t.179 0 328 t.34
c3F6 I 0 I 3071 1 295 0 307 0.93 0.93

2 0 1.3253 3l l9 0 325 I 0l
3 I t.4647 4524 084

PLY 02 0 L788 7866 0 788 0.08 0.00
2 0 7841 7857 0. 784 -0.09

J 0 8162 8159 0 816 002
c3F6 I 0 7675 7651 0 0.14 004

2 0 7947 L795 0 795 -o oz
0 777 7768 0 777 0 0l

€xtra 7 I )t' I I 2599 0 801 0.09

7.3.2 Cont¡ct Angle Measurements

The contact angle measurements for the sarnples are shorvn in Table 7,4. There rvas a

clear change in the rvay in rvhich the surfaces absorbed the water droplet tvith the cotton -
untreated and He/O2 treated - absorbing the rvater so quickly that no reading could be taken and

the He/C3F6 treated cotton flannel sample shorving an angle of l0l.8 degrees. This change from

the droplet being immediately absorbed to the droplet staying intact for a sufficient amount of

time to take a reading indicates that the hydrophilic sample had become hydrophobic. In fact,

the rvater droplet did not absorb during the approximate 2 min that the test required to complete.

The opposite occurred for the spun polypropylene. In this case the contact angle for the

untreated sample rvas 113.8 o and for the fluorine-treated samples it was I 19.3 ", indicating that

the hydrophobic surface ofthe PLY had been enhanced by the He/ C:Fe treatnìent. When the

PLY rvas treated rvith He/O2, the contact angle decreased to 92.7, indicating that the fabric had

become somervhat more hydrophilic. During the test, these fabrics actually absorbed the water

droplet after about I min,
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Table 7.4. Results of c¡ntact angle measurements for the cloth srvatches treated by
plasma polymerization.

Fabric Treatment Sample # mean of2 readings
desrees

overall mean
desrees

Cotton control rvetted immediately
no readine

0

2 rvetted immediately
no reading

J wetted immediately
no readins

02 rvetted immediately
no readins

0

2 rvetted immediately
no reading

J rvetted immediately
no readins

94.0 101.8
2

3 99.0

Spun Polyester control I10.5 113.8
2 l0g 5

J t2l 5

oz 91 5 92.'1

2 935
J 93.0

F 122.5 119.3
2 I18.5
3 I17.0

Note: one ofthe PLY-F samples actually absorbed the droplet before a reading could
be taken. Another rvas substituted for this samÞle, as it may have been operator error

7.3.3 ESCA Testing

The results from the ESCA analysis give the surface composition ofeach ofthe samples

and allorv comparisons ofthe effects ofth€ different treatments. The chemical composition of

each ofthe samples is shorvn in Table 7.4, and the original curves from rvhich these rvere taken

are shown in Appendix K. The values obtained show He/O2 treatment of cotton flamel for I min

significantly raised the level of oxygen on the surface from 3 1.89% + 0.46%o to 34.07% + 0.51%.

The same result rvas present in the spun polypropylene samples rvhere the 02 level rvent from
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6.50yo + 0.62yoto 10.73yo + 0.32o/o. Tlte freatment with He/ CaFr was succêssful in altering the

surface ofeach ofthe fabrics as well. The cotton flannel hada level of 2.4yo+ 0.56%. The spun

pollpropylene shorved the same increase in fluorine on the surface, but to a much higher level. In

the table, îvo values are shorvn for the means and standard deviations for the %oC, %oO and o/oF,

as one ofthe triplicate readings rvas very different from the other hvo shorvn by the much higher

standard deviation for each of these values in the P_F sample. Using the assumption that the

means for rvhich the standard deviations rvere in the same range as the others is correct, then the

percentage offluorine for the treated samples rvas 8.80% + 0.14%. By tvay ofcomparison to

another analysis ofa polypropylene textile, in this case sutures, the composition ofpolypropylene

found by Urban et al. (1994) using this type ofanalysis rvas C = 88.7%, O:7.9% and other =

3.4%o. This result is quite different in o/oC from our results, but sirnilar for oZO, The nature of the

"other" components was not discussed in this paper.

The combination ofthe contact angle and ESCA results shorved that the surface

chemistry ofthe treated samples was definitely altered and the hydrophilic or hydrophobic nature

rvas reversed for each ofthe fabrics and Hypotheses I and II rvere accepted, The effects ofthis

change rvere observed in the electronic nose results for laboratory exposure to the srvine odor

simulant.

Table 7.5. Elemental concentrations ofthe fabric surfaces from ESCA analysis. Each is the
mean ofthree readings plus the standard deviation to indicate the consistency or variability ofthe
trêârñêñTc/rêâdinûc

Srvatch %c o/oO
"/oF

meân std dev. mean std dev. mean std dev.

COT 68 l7 0.46 31 83 0.46

coz 65.93 05 34.07 0.5 r

CF 65.97 0.72 3l.63 0.49 2.40 0.56
PLY 93.50 0.62 6.50 0.62
Po2 89.27 0.32 10.73 0.32
Pt 74.60 5.46 16.03 4.47 9.3',1 0.99

0.07 " 13.45 0.07 " 8.80' 0.l4
Reference: Turgeon, S. (2004) personal communication
" calculated from 2 readings, as one appeared to be an anomaly, based on the other results fiom
this analysis.
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?,3.4 Electronic Nose Analyses - Effects of Plasma Polymerization on Odor Adsorption

The results ofthe electronic nose t€sting on this part ofthe test are shorvn in Figures 7.2

and7.3. The frrst question for electronic nose analysis rvas: did the treatment make a difference

in the cloth the amount of sample that the cloth rvould adsorb?

The results for the three cotton flannel samples are given in Figure 7.2, rvithout and rvith

exposure to the swine odor simulant. As could be seen, the unexposed slvatches all mapped

almost on top of each other and together on the left side of the map. The exposed swatches all

grouped similarly on the right side ofthe map. This grouping rvould indicate that the plasma

polymerization treatment did not cause any appreciable change in the inítial odor ofthe samples

nor did it cause any appreciable change in the rvay in which the srvine odor simulant rvas

adsorbed onto the swatches. All ofthem seem to have adsorbed the odorants sintilarly and

Hypothesis III rvas accepted.

Figure 7.3 shows the results for the spun polypropylene srvatches - both unexposed and

exposed to the srvine odor simulant. ln this case, samples again generally grouped on the left side

ofthe map for the unexposed samples and the middle and right side for the exposed srvatches.

There rvere differences in initial (unexposed) odor for the three different treated srvatches, rvhich

are shorvn as grouped but mapped separately on the left side ofthe ntap. The exposed srvatches

shorv two groupings, with the untreated spun polypropylene mapped separately from the two

treated s\ atches. Both the PO2 and P-F mapped together and farther to the right side ofthe map

than the PLY sample. This difference rvould indicate that these hvo samples both adsorbed more

ofthe odorant mixture than did the untreated exposed PLY sanrple and that Hypothesis IV rvas

rejected. This difference might be an effect ofthe plasma polymerization in general, as there

appeared to be no difference in the level of adsorption. The plasma polymerization t¡eatment did

cause some etching ofthe fibre surface - even though the l-min treatment time rvas used to

minimize this effect as much as possible. The increased adso¡ption might be due to an increase in
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the actual surface area ofthe fibres themselves and not an effect ofeither the hydrophilic or

hydrophobic nature ofthe samples. This effect could be explored further tluough scanning

electron microscopy ofthe samples, tvhich rvould be possible at a future date.

In considering these electronic nose results relative to the rveight changes in the fabrics

on treatment shorvn in Table 7.3, the pollpropylene did not appear to shorv any lveight gain,

'rvhile the cotton shorved an increase ofapproximately l% for both the treatments. Ifthis

difference rvas due to the presence ofetching in the polypropylene, while little or none occurred

rvith the cotton, then there rvould have been an increase in surface area for the. polypropylene and

not for the cotton. It rvould follorv that the tack of difference in the signal for the three treated

cotton samples rvas related to the lack ofchange in ths surface area ofthe cotton.
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Figure 7 .2 Effects of plasma
polymerization on SOS
adsorption for all cotton flannel
samples.

PCA map of cotton flannel - with
the untreated flannel (COT00),
Oz-treated (CO200) and C:Fo-
treated (C_F00) shorvn in one
group on the left and the treated
versions - COTIO, CO2l0,
C_Fl0 - shorvn in another group
on the right. This grouping ofthe
unexposed and exposed stvatches
to the SOS - rvould indicate that
the initial odor ofthe cotton
flannel fabrics rvas unchanged by
the He/O" treatment. Also, the
grouping at the right shows that
all ofthe three cotton samples
appeared to adsorb the SOS in the
same maruler.

Figure 7.3 Effects of plasma
polymerization on SOS adsorption
for all spun polypropylene samples.

PCA map of spun polypropylene -
rvith the untreated fabrics (PLY00),
Oz-treated (PO200) and C:Fø-treated
(P_F00) shorvn on the left side ofthe
map and the treated versions -
PLY10, PO2l0, P_F 10 - shorvn on
the right side ofthe map - as for the
cotton flannel. Horvever, in this case
the PLY changed in its base odor for
the untreated swatches, shown by the
separation ofthe samples on the PCA
map. The trvo treated samples
mapped together, even though their
surfaces should have opposite
characteristics, they rvere able to
adso¡b the odorants similarly. This
may be due to the effects of etching
during treatment increasing the
surface area ofthe fibres.
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One might expect from the above that porosity or "the proportion of void spaces or pores

rvithin the boundaries ofa solid material compared to its total volurne" (Guidoin et al , 1987, p.

68) rvould change. The greater the porosity, the larger the surfacs area that rvould be available to

an odorant. Horvever, as rvas seen in Chapter 4, porosity was not a good predictor of odor uptake

in the cloth swatches tested.

Liu et al. (2004) discussed a study in tvhich electron microscopy and x-ray microanalysis

rvere used to study the distribution ofan odorant (cis-3-hexenyl salicylate), rvhich was tagged

rvith osmium tetroxide. Three fabrics - cotton print cloth, #400 and Dacron tpe 54; #777 fiom

Testfabrics, Inc., and lyocell (Tencel@ chambray) - rvere exposed to an aliquot ofthe test odorant

follorved by exposure to osmium tetroxide vapor for several hours. Microscopic analysis sho*'ed

that the odorant was distributed differently on the different fibres and rvas correlated strongly

lvith the chemical structure, roughness and both pore and capillary structure of tlìe textiles. They

found that cotton was a rough and irregular collapsed tube and had both micropores large enough

for the odor chemical to penetrate and interfibrillar spaces. The odorant rvas found through "the

rvhole cotton frber cross section rvith higher concentrations in lumen and crenulations". In their

Lyocell sample, rvhich is the same composition as cotton but has no lumen, is round and has a

mirofibrillar structure rvith 3 phases ("crystalline, larger air-filled voids and smaller-defect

regions"). The odorant "distributed evenly in the surface and cross section". bacror, 1or

poll,ester) is formed from polyethylene terephthalate, melt-spun, arrd rvith very ferv or no voids.

The odorant rvas found at a ferv spots on the fiber surface and in interfiber spaces of closely

packed fibers".

7.3.5 Stability or Substantivity Testing

The purpose ofthis series ofsamples was to examine the effects ofholding samples

before testing on the final results, referred to as sample stability or substantivity relative to each

ofthe cloth substrates used. One question to be ansrvered rvas: does changing the surface
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chemistry ofthe surface ofa hydrophilic fabric and a h¡,drophobic fabric change the stability of

odor samples taken using the fabrics?

The fabric samples are shorvn in Table 7.6 along with the abbreviations used for

electronic nose analysis coding and the treatment conditions used for testing the sanples. The

correlation coefficients (r) resulting from the SSC graphing ofthe sensor scores versus time in

storage are also given.

The results of the electronic nose analyses, which are given in Figures 7 .4 to 7 12,

showed the effects of storag€ time on each of the cloth srvatches tested. Each set of 2 PCA maps

and one graph of SSC conelation for the sensor readings versus time related the reading to the

storage time the srvatches rvere held before sampling as shotvn in Table 7.2. All ofthese samples

rvere analyzed using all ofthe sensors for this rvork, sensor optimization was not used in this

analysis.

As can be seen from the linear regression (SSC) graphs and the correlation coefficients in

Table 7.5 resulting from them, all ofthe samples shotved a definite association ofchange in

signal, presumably a decrease in detected odor intensity rvith time. It is interesting to compare

these correlation coeffrcients tvith the PCA maps ofthe same data. This pattern rvas not as clear

T"bte ?5 F"b.,c sa*pt", and treatments used for substantivity testing with the electronic nose and

the correlations ofEN readings rvith time for each ofthe samples.

Abbreviati
on for EN
analvses

Identity of sample Treatment days

Correlation
Coefücient
from SSC

loT Cotton flannel All samples treated rvith l0 L
exposure to srvine odor simulant
(2 L / min for 5 min) and held in
vials at room temperature in

0.9425

2 Cotton flannel treated rvith C¡F¿ 0.9603

F Cotton flannel treated rvith Or 0 941 I

PLY Soun nohr:roovlene 0 8988

P02 Spun pollpropylene treated with
C.F"

darkened storage (box) - to be as

for actual sample testing
conditions.

0 day
I day
4 days
8 days
16 davs

0.9084

P-F Spun polypropylene treated rvith
o.

0.9728

DAC Dacron tvÞe 42 0.8843

RAY Ravon 0 9504

ACC Activated carbon cloth 0.9762
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when looking at the samples in the PCA maps in Figures 7.4 to 7.12. At this point in time, there

was no way to correlate the intensity ofth€ swine odor simulant rvith the signals; so, there rvas no

estimate ofhow great the degradation ofodor rvas over the storage period. The change in signal

rvith time resulted in Hypothesis V being rejected.

Table 7 .7 shorvs the general nature ofthe surface chemistry of each ofthe samples tested,

supported by the results from the contact angle measurements on each ofthe control and treated

fabrics. The information onthe remaining fabrics rvas taken from Gohl &Vilinsky (1983). The

general observations from each ofthe principal component analysis maps for that fabric rvas also

included in this table. When the general pattem ofresponses is examined, there appears to be one

format for the hydrophilic srvatches and another for the hydrophobic samples. The hydrophobic

samples appear to s€parate in a pattern that related to the time in storage. This pattem does not

appear to happen as readily for the hydrophilic samples, rvhich, in general, all appeared to map

together. There may, indeed, be a difference in the rvay in rvhich the samples "held on" to the

odorants that were adsorbed onto the surface based on their chemistry.

äArc Ll. Summary of the surface chemistry of the samples and the results frorn the PCA maps

for each fabric þpe for all ofthe storage times.

Fabric
code

Fabric ¡pe *Chemical nature of
the fabric surface
Hydrophilic = "+"
Hvdrnnhohic = "-"

Results from PCA maps of samples
held in storage before testing

cor Cellulose All exposed samples (rvith the
exception of one outlier) appear to map
oener¡llv fooelher

co2 Cellulose + Oz All exposed samples (rvith the
exception ofone outlier) appear to map
penerallv tosether

CF Cellulose + C¡F¡ There appears to be a pattem of
separation betrveen the stored exposed
samnles

PLY S¡'nthetic There appears to be a pattem of
separation forming betrveen the stored
exnosed s¡nrrìles

PO2 S]'nthetic + O, All exposed samples appear to map
generalll' together - with the exception
ofthe samnle stored 16 davs. rvhich
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maÞs seDaratslv
P-F Synthetic + C3F6 There appears to be a pattem of

separation forming between the sto¡ed
exñôseal sâmnles

DAC Synthetic There appears to be a pattem of
separation forming betrveen the stored
exposed samples. This seems to fall in
a sequence from the freshest to the
lonsest stored samole.

RAY Cellulose (modifred)
Sl.nthetic +

All exposed samples (rvith the
exception of one outlier) appear to map
pene¡allv toøefher

ACC Uellulose (modllled)
Synthetic
(rayon is the base
material from rvhich
this ACC is made).

+
There appears to be a pattem of
separation forming between the stored
exposed samples. This seems to fall in
a sequence frour the freshest to the
lonsest stored samDle.

*Note: This information is taken fiom Gohl & Vilinsky (1983) pp. 210-211 for Dacron and
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W Figure 7.4 Cotton flannel PCAmaps and SSC
graph for odor substantivity.

The PCA map on the upper right included all of
the COT sarnples including the unexposed control
and the map at the lolver left the exposed samples
only.

COT00 = unexposed control tested at time 0
COT10 = exposed control tested at time 0

COTOI, COT04, and COT08: these all map rvith
the COTI0 sample arld rvith some sign of a
pattem. The COT16 sample mapped separately
from the others.

The graph at the upper right showed the Sensory
Score Co¡relation (SSC) results for the
relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time for the
stored COT srvatches.
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W Figure 7.5 Cotton flannel: oxygen-treated,
PCA nraps and SSC graplt for odor
substantivity.

The PCA rnap on the upper right included all
ofthe CO2 sarnples including the unexposed
control and the map at the lorver left the
exposed samples only.

CO200 = unexposed control tested at time 0

CO210 = exposed control tested at time 0

COZ}I,CO204, CO208 and CO216 all
shorved the sane pattem as the COT sarnples,
both rvere hydrophilic in nature so the surface
treatment should have enhanced this property
in the cotton flannel,

The graph at the upper right shorved the
Sensory Score Cor¡elation (SSC) results for
the relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time
for the stored CO2 ss,atches.
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FLUORINE.TREATED
COTTON FLANI.IEL

(c_F )
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Figure 7.6 C3F6 treated cotton flannel: PCA
maps and SSC graph for odor substantivity,

The PCA map on the upper right included all
ofthe C_F samples including the unexposed
cont¡ol and the rnap at the lorver left the
exposed samples only.

C_F00 = unexposed control tested at time 0
C_Fl0: exposed control tested at time 0

C_F01, C_F04, C_F08 and C_F16 all appeared
to map in a pattem, generally separate Íìom
one another, rvith the exception of one outlier
on the C_F04 sample

The graph at the upper right shorved the
Sensory, $g6¡e Correlation (SSC) results for
the relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time
for the stored C_F srvatches.
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UNTREATED SPTJN

POLYPROPYLENE
(PLY)

:r Û.002
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:: -ù¡02
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Figure 7 .7 Spun polypropylene: PCA maps

and SSC graph for odor substantivity.

The PCA map on the upper right included all
ofthe PLY samples including the unexposed
control and the map at the lorver left the
exposed samples only.

PLY00 = unexposed control tested at time 0
PLYI0 = exposed control tested at time 0

PLYOI, PLY04, PLY08 and PLYI6 shorved
the sarne pattem as the C_F sarnples in Figure
7.6. In both cases the surface rvas

hydrophobic.

The graph at the upper right shorved the
Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) results for
the relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time
for the stored PLY srvatches.
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OXYGEN.TREATED SPUN
POLYPROPYLENE

(PO2)
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Figure 7.8. Oxygen treated spun
pollpropylene: PCA maps and SSC graph for
odor substantivity.

The PCA map on the upper right included all
ofthe P02 sanrples including the unexposed
control and the map at the lorver left the
exposed sanrples only.

PO200 = unexposed control tested at time 0
PO2l0 = exposed control tested at time 0

PO20I, PO204, and PO208 all overlap and
map with PO2l0. The PO216 sample mapped
separately. In this case the surface is
h¡,drophilic and the rnap resembled the ones
for the COT and CO2 samples.

The graph at the upper right shorved the
Sensory Score Cor¡elation (SSC) results for
the relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time
for the stored PO2 srvàtches.
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Figure 7.9. Spun polypropylene treated rvith
He/hexafluoropropane mixture - PCA maps
and SSC graph for odor substantivity.

The PCA map on the upper right included all
ofthe P_F samples including the unexposed
control and the map at the lorver left the
exposed samples only.

P_F00 = unexposed control tested at time 0
P_Fl0 = exposed control tested at time 0

P_FOI, P_F04, P_F08, and P_Fl6 all (vith
the exception of one outlier from P_F04)
map separately, so that the sample had
changed from the initial sarnple more than
the others.

The graph at the upper riglrt shorved the
Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) results for
the relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time
for the sto¡ed P F srvatches.
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Figure 7.10. Dacron Type 54 - PCA maps and

SSC graph for odor substantivity.

The PCA map on the uppÈr right included all
ofthe DAC samples including the unexposed
control and the freshly exposed srvatch. The
rnap at lorver left shorvs the exposed samples

only.

DAC00 = unexposed control tested at time 0
DAC l0 = exposed control tested at time 0

The other samples:
DAC0I mapped rvith DAC10, indicating no
deterio¡ation ofthe sample after I day.
DAC04, DAC08, and DACl6 mapped
separately from DAC l0 and fonued a pattem
of difference from each other indicating the
change irr the sample during holding time,
presumably rveakening ofthe odor signal.

The graph at the upper right shorved the
Sensory Score Cor¡elation (SSC) results for
the relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time
for the stored DAC srvatches.
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Figure 7. I I Rayon (Spun Viscose Challis):
PCA maps and SSC graph for odor
substantivity.

The PCA map on the upper left included all of
the RAY samples including the unexposed
control and the nap at the lorver left the
exposed samples onl1,.

RAY00 = unexposed control tested at time 0

RAY l0 = exposed control tested at time 0

A pattem seelned to form rvith the increasing
time of storage. RAY 01 maps near RAY01,
then RAY 04. RAY08 and RAY 16

overlapped in the mâp, so rvere likely the
same.

The graph at the upper right shorved the
Sensory Score Correlation (SSC) results for
the relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time
for the stored RAY srvatches.
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Figure 7.12 Activated Carbon Cloth: PCA
maps and SSC graph for odor substantivity.

The PCA map on the upper left included all of
the ACC samples including the unexposed
control and the map at the lower left the
exposed saniples only.

ACC00 = unexposed cont¡ol tested at time 0
ACC l0 = exposed control tested at time 0

ACCOI mapped rvith ACCl0. ACC04,
ACC08 and ACCl6 all mapped separately
shorving the change in the sarnples over time.

The graph at the upper right shorved the
Sensory Score Co¡relation (SSC) results for
the relationship ofthe sensor signals vs time
for the stored ACC sq'atches.
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7.4 Conclusions

The treatments rvith Oz and fluorine successfully changed the surface characteristics of

each ofthe fabrics. The hydrophilic fabric became hydrophobic and the hydrophobic one

hydrophilic, as shown by the change in the contact angle measurements and the ESCA results.

When the samples rvere evaluated rvith electronic nose analysis, the helium/oxygen and the

helium/C3F6 treatments did not appear to change the attributes ofthe cotton flamrel for initial

odor or for uptake ofthe srvine odor simulant components onto the cloth. The spun pollpropylene

shorved a different result, the untreated samples lvere all diffe¡ently mapped according to the

electronic nose; rvhereas the exposed control mapped differently to the exposed treated srvatches.

This change rvas reflected in the changes in the uay in rvhich the treatment rvas detected by the

electronic nose. This change might be due to some etching ofthe fibres during plasma

polymerization treatment, even though the treatment time rvas kept to I rnin to reduce this effect.

The substantivity test samples shorved some interesting results The correlation

coeffrcients for the relationship ofthe sensor readings to the time in storage rvere ranged from

0.8843 to 0.9762, demonstrating that all ofthe samples shorved a change in thL nature ofthe

sample that tvas correlated rvith the change in sensor reading. Presumably this change reflected a

loss ofthe odorant from the surface ofthe cloth. This loss inrpacted back to the results from

Study # 4 (see discussion there as rvell) in that the samples fron trvo ofthe field tests had to be

stored until analysis due to the breakdorvn ofthe autosampler s1'stetn, rvhich rvas part ofthe Fox

3000 system. This loss ofadsorbed odorant meant that only the pre-test lvas analyzed rvithin a

time frame rvhere little or no degradation ofthe samples might be expected and those were the

samples that shorved the best differentiation according to field conditions.

This srvine odor simulant mixture rvas the one developed b)'Persaud et al (1996) They

noted that when this mixture lras in the form ofthe basic solution (pH adjusted rvith ammonium

hydroxide) it emphasized the ammonia cotnponent when the samples rvere tested rvith a

conducting polymer array. When the pH rvas adjusted to be the acidic version, the fatty acid
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components ofthe SOS rvere emphasized in the sensor responses. If this effect rvere operating

here, one tvould expect a difference betrveen the samples due to a difference in the components of

the srvine odor simulant rvhich rvere being adsorbed. This effect did not occur. It is diffrcult to

say at this point horv the pH ofthe sample affected the stability ofthe samples, since all ofthem

shorved the change over time or to say horv large the change rvas iD terms ofthe intensities that

might be assigned by a sensory panel.
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Chapter 8
Summary of Results and Final Conclusions, New Findings

and Recommendations for Research

8.1 Summary of Results by Study

The purpose ofthis research rvas to evaluate the potential role that cloìh srvatch testing

and electronic nose analyses could play in environmental testing for agricultural malodors.

Accomplishing this objective required several stages, the first ofrvhich rvas the acquisition of

analytical systems (the electronic nose) and the development ofmethodologies for sampling and

testing cloth swatches, and the second ofwhich rvas the examination ofthe fabric performance

for effectiveness and usefulness under laboratory and field conditions. This thesis described a

series offrve studies of varying complexity related to the stabilization of environmental malodors

on cloth swatches and the sensory and electronic nose measuremeut rvith an Alpha MOS Fox

3000 system, ofthe presence and intensity ofthe odors adso¡bed onto the fabrics.

In the Study #1, a l-butanol reference scale commonly used in environmental testing for

magnitude matching rvas evaluated using trvo sensory scaling methods, magnitr.rde estimation and

the labelled magnitude scale. The ratio data from each rvas used to calculate the constants of

Stevens' Larv. The calculated values ofthe exponent rvere u = 0.59 for nragnitude estimation and

n = 0.46 for the labelled magnitude scale. These rvere tested and found to be statistically different

at P <0.001, although well rvithin the range ofvalues for this exponent reported iu the literature.

The electronic nose could differentiate the samples to a high level of discrimination tvlten the one

sample that is belorv human threshold rvas eliminated. The electronic nose also correlated very

rvell rvith both ofthe scaling methods. Since neither could be elirninated by performance, the

decision as to rvhich one to proceed rvith rvas made using the panelists' ease of response to the

data collection and this tvas the labelled magnitude scale.

In the Study #2, l3 fab¡ics ofvarying fibres and structures were evaluated for their ability

to adsorb malodors rvhen exposed to a srvine odor simulant under controlled conditions. Trvo

methods ofsensory scaling (difference-fiom control and labelled rnagnitude scale) and electronic
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nose analysis u'ith an Alpha MOS Fox 3000 rvere used to compare the samples both rvithin arìd

betrveen sample sets. The purposes ofthis study were to identifu and characterize standard

fabrics that could be used to test malodor sampling, establish a laboratoÐ' exposure system and

srvine odor simulant to use for cloth swatch preparation, to acquire; install and establish protocols

for an electronic nose system to evaluate malodors on cloth, and to use a sensory panel to

evaluate malodors on cloth through a linear and a ratio scaling system. The data were used for

three stage ofanalysis. The first analysis rvas comparisons tvithin the fabric tlpes selected to

evaluate the individual fabric's ability to adsorb and retain srvine odor. The main findings were

as follorvs:

l. The exposure system and swine odor simulant rvere successfully used to create samples for

sensory and electronic nose analysis in the Alpha MOS Fox 3000. Usiug these components,

it rvas possible to establish the initial test conditions and protocols that allorv stabilization of

odors onto cloth swatches for measurement.

2. All ofthe fabric types tested rvere able to retain the srvine odor simulaut colnponents to a

level that could be perceived by the human sense of smell and could be measured through

sensory testing. Cloth types could be generally identified from these results as more or less

tikely to be useful, so that the fabrics for fi¡rther rvork could be chosen from the g¡oup ofbest

performing fabrics.

3. The exposed cloth srvatches rvere stable to analysis over the period oftime ofthe sensory

studies, i.e., for the same day preparation and four uses during testing.

4. Both scaling methods for collecting the sensory data rvere effective in evaluating the

differences betrveen the exposed and unexposed sanrples for odor uptake. Statistical alalyses

demonstrated these differences to be significant in all fabrics for both methods. Informal

questioning for panelists' preferences for each ofthe scaling methods shoived no clear

preference for either method. All found both methods straightforrvard and easy to

accomplish, so that the choice of method for future rvork is at the discretion ofthe
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experimenter and the needs ofthe study.

5. Appropriate test conditions rvere established for electronic nose analysis of odors stabilized

onto fabrics. The Alpha MOS Fox 3000 electronic nose data rvere successful in

demonstrating the differences in exposed and unexposed samples for all fabric tlpes used in

the study. Therefore, it rvas a useful tool for the measu¡ement ofthe presence of malodor in

air samples. The electronic nose rvas also able to distinguish among the different unexposed

fabrics used in the study. The sensitivity ofthe electronic nose system was in the appropriate

range to compare the results of sensory responses and the e-nose responses.

In the second analysis, the differences among the fabrics for odor uptake follorving SOS-

exposure were evaluated using analysis of variance and multiple comparison testing. The results

shorved the follorving relationships.

6. The groupings of fabrics for performance in odor adsorption from REGWF rnultiple

comparisons rvere not very clear, as there is much overlapping ofgroups and rnixing ofthe

different fibre types. There rvere clear groupings for the lorver mean scores for linen, cotton

terry cloth, and activated carbon cloth and, ofthese, three fabrics rvould be eliminated from

use in sensory testing. Activated carbon cloth, horvever, can still be of interest for use in

testing rvith an electronic nose. It is designed to adsorb and ¡etain odors, and rvould release

the odors rvhen heated, and so held potential for electronic nose analysis ofenvironmental

malodors.

7. The fabrics that both adsorbed and reléased odor to give the highest sensory means did not

form a neat pattem based on fibre type or surface chemistry, but u'ere distributed throughout

both. The fabric that performed best for this rvas cotton knit (a cotton single klit), rvhich rvas

yery difficult to manipulate due to its tendency to curl from its krit structure.

In the third part ofthis study, the measured physical attributes ofthe fabrics rvere

compared to the sensory scores and to the sensor readings.
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8. Multiple regression formulae rvere calculated for predicting sensory scores using the physical

attributes ofthe fabric tlpes. The 12 values for the test rvithin the cotton group rvas much

higher than the relationship across all fabrics. These formulae are of limited use, in that they

apply only rvithin the fabrics tested in this study. Horvever, they give an indication ofrvhich

properties rvould be important in selecting other fabrics for testing. The formulae are shorvn

as follorvs:

All fabrics included:

LMS (log value) = 1.7823 - 0.0012 FW) - 0.4569 (D) + 0 0009 (AP) adjusted n' = O.¿OS t)'

DFC = 108.2146 - 0.0962 (FW) - 29.66s4 (D) - 0.0429 (AP) (adjusted R'? = 0 6694).

The five cotton fabrics only:

LMS (as log value) = 1.2408 - 0.0019 (Fw) + 0.0022 (AP) (adjusted R'z :0.9924).

DFC : 66.06803 - 0.1263 (FW) + 0.0s75 (AP) (adjusted FÉ = 0.8375).

Where, FW = fabric rveight in g/m?

D = density in g/cm3

AP = air permeability in cclcm2

LMS = predicted value for odor intensity on labelled magnitude scale (as a log value)

DFC = predicted value for odor intensity on difference from control scale

From this, higher sensory scores for the same treatment were associated rvith lorver fabric rveight

and density and higher air permeability rvhen all fabrics rvere included. Wren only cotton fabrics

were used, density rvas a constant, and higher sensory scores for tlte same treatment were

associated with lorver fabric rveight and higher air permeability.

9. The electronic nose data u'ere examined for relationships betrveen the sensor readings for the

exposed srvatches and the physical attributes measured for the fabrics. The sensor readings

rvere most highly correlated for the synthetic and the protein fibers rvith fabric weight, air

permeability, porosity and thickness. Cor¡elation coeffrcients rvere not as high for cotton

samples and for cotton plus linen samples for fabric rveight and thickness, and rvere poorer
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for all other relationships. Fabric density, rvhich rvas a constant for each fiber, rvas somervhat

correlated rvith the sensor signals for the exposed fabrics.

All fabrics adsorbed odor to some degree and both sensory panels and the electronic nose

rvere able to detect the changes reliably. The groupings offabrics for most and least effectiveness

could be identified, horvever fabrics rvhich functioned in the mid-range rvere not distinguishable.

When the physical attributes ofthe fabrics rvere related to the sensory scores, those rvith lower

fabric weight and density and higher air permeability rvere identified as being most useful and

rvhen tested rvithin cottons, the important factors were lorver fabric rveight and higher air

permeability. Substantivity ofodors rvas shown for the short temt in the second study in the

evaluation ofthe re-use ofsamples by sensory panelists up to four times. While activated carbon

cloth did not perform rvell in sensory analysis, the adsorbed srvine odors rvere.released during

electronic nose analysis. The nature of this fabric, tvhich is designed to adsorb and retain odors,

placed it in the group offabrics that rvould be explored in further testing.

In the third study, the available GC/I\4S rvas unsuccessful in providing the headspace

composition ofthe sensory and electronic nose samples ofthe SOS-exposed fabrics. This meant

that the question of "rvhich components are adsorbed and released from the cloth during

laboratory exposure ofthe cloth srvatches" could not be ansrvered rvith this data. Suggested

methods for accomplishing this are discussed, horvever financial assistance was not available at

this time to further explore this at this date.

Data manipulation using the softrvare associated with the electronic nose allorved the

removal ofthe cloth signal from the srvine odor simulant-exposed cloth signal. Using the

programming rvith the electronic nose, the sample headspace could be evaluated separately from

the cloth swatches. From the pattems ofmapping in the principal component analysis maps, the

similarities of headspace could be demonstrated. While this result should be confirmed by further

testing, the evidence is that the spun pollpropylene sample gave a headspace sample rvhich most

closely resembled the components of the solution. The signals fiom anrnonia, skatole, and acetic
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acid appeared to be different from the grouping ofthe other components and consistently mapped

separately and closer to the residual signals from the various cloth srvatches,

In the fourth study, selected cloth swatches were exposed to malodors in a field situation

simultaneously rvith the collection ofsensory data during an odor dispersion study. This rvork, a

system for collecting cloth swatch data simultaneously with sensory data $,as demonstrated under

field testing conditions in an odor dispersion study. The resulting swatches could be transported

to the laboratory for analysis in an appropriate time frame ofup to a I -day holding time for

analysis in an electronic nose system.

The results from September 14 indicated that both the activated carbon cloth and the spun

polypropylene samples able to retain an odor sample in the field and rvere differentiated by

distance by the PCA program. The comparisons ofthe sensory data rvith the sensor responses for

each ofthese cloth srvatches shorved a greater correlation bet\\,een the sensor), values and

activated carbon cloth than rvith spun pollpropylene. This rvould indicate that activated carbon

cloth rvould be the fabric substrate ofchoice in a field-testing situation for electronic nose

analysis. The spun polypropylene had performed tvell in Study #2 in the laboratory sensory tests

rvhere the air speed ofodor exposure rvas much lorver and could also continue to be used in a

laboratory test situation. Limited usefirl comparisons could be made for the remaining fabrics

due to the breakdown ofthe autosampler at the beginning ofthe analysrs ofthe September 21

samples. Given that, it rvas still possible to make some comparisons, allorving for the

deterioration ofthe samples. [r general, activated carbon cloth shorved the highest correlation

coefficients rvhen related to the sensory data, even under adverse testing conditions, reinforcing

that it is likely the fabric rvhich rvould be of most use for field sampling.

When electronic nose analysis tras compared to the sensory results for actual field

conditions, activated carbon cloth rvas found to be the most appropriate ofthe cloth sources

tested, although spun polypropylene performs rvell rvhen the rvindspeed is very low.
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In the final study, the effect of surface chemistry on the adsorption ofodors tvas

evaluated through changing a hydrophilic fabric (cotton flannel) and a hydrophobic fabric (spun

polypropylene) through He/O, and He/ C3F6 exposure in a plasma polymerizaiion unit. Surface

changes in the fabrics rvere validated through contact angle measurements and ESCA analysis.

When the samples rvere evaluated rvith EN analysis, the helium/oxygen and the

helium/C3F6 treatments did not appear to change the attributes ofthe cotton flannel for initial

odor or for uptake ofthe SOS components onto the cloth no¡ did they change the initial odor of

the sample. The spun polypropylene shorved a different result - the untreated samples rvere all

differently mapped according to the EN, rvhile the exposed control mapped differently to the

exposed treated srvatches. This change rvas reflected in the changes in the u,ay in rvhich the

treatment was detected by the EN. This change might be dueto sonle etching ofthe fibres during

plasma polymerization treatment, even though the treatment time was kept to 1 minute to reduce

this effect.

The substantivity test samples shorved some interesting results. The co¡relation

coeffrcients for the relationship ofthe sensor readings to the time in storage rvere ranged from

0.8843 to 0.9762, demonstrating that all ofthe samples shorved a change in the nature ofthe

sample rvhich rvas correlated rvith the change in sensor reading. Presumably this reflected a loss

ofthe odorant from the surfac€ ofthe ctoth. This impacted back to the results from Study #4 in

that the samples from trvo ofthe field tests had to be stored until analysis due to the breakdorvn of

the autosampler system rvhich rvas pa$ ofthe Fox 3000 system. The data ÍÌom these two days

lvas at best inconclusive - unlike the clearer pattems from the first sampling day rvhen the

samples tvere analyzed immediately.

This SOS mixture rvas the one developed by persaud et al. (1996). They noted that rvhen

this mixture rvas in the form of the basic solution þH adjusted rvith ammoniuin hydroxide) it

emplusized the NH3 rvhen the samples were tested tvith a conducting polymer array. When the

pH rvas adjusted to be the acidic version ofthe artificial srvine odor, the fatty acid components of
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the soS rvere emphasized in the sensor responses. Ifthis effect rvere operating here, one rvould

expect a difference betrveen the samples due to a difference in the conponents ofthe srvine odor

simulant which rvere being adsorbed. This did not occur. It is difücult to say at this point horv

the pH ofthe sample affected the stability ofthe samples, since all ofthem shorved the change

over time or to say hotv large the change rvas in terms ofthe intensities rvhich rnight be assigned

by a sensory panel.

8.2 Conclusions Related to Overall Research Questions

A series of research questions rvas given in the Introduction and these questions formed

the basis ofthe studies included here.

The first question was How do dffirent scaling sysrenrs perþrmþr sensory

measurentent ofmalodors? Humans perceive most sensory stimuli on a log seale and mosr

studies relating sensory perception of intensity to physical nrcqsurements rely on this þct. A new

measu|ement method has been developed by Green & co-¡yorkers (igg3, l996) based on the

work of Georg that allows the collection ofsensory intensily dota that is ratio scaled but ttsing a

pen and paper system. It has perþrmed well in other systenîs, and we vill evaluate it here

comparcd Ío standard magninde estimation methods.

Trvo ofthe studies compared different sensory methodologies for measuring odor

intensity in odor systems associated rvith malodo¡s. when trvo methods ofratio scaling,

magnitude estimation and the labelled magnitude scale, rvere compared for testing odor intensity

in a series of l-butanol concentrations, they each produced a calculated exponent ofstevens' Larv

rvhich rvas consistent rvith other published values. when linear scaling (the difference from

control test) and ratio scaling (the labelled magnitude scale) rvere used to evaluate the intensity of

malodors in cloth srvatches treated rvith a srvine odor simulant, both scaling systems rvere able to

differentiate among the cloth qpes. The labelled magnitude scale performed rvell in both ofthese

applications, horvever, the other methods did also. From this result, the selection ofthe scaling
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test could be based on the needs ofthe study. Ifcalculations requiring ratio data rvere needed,

then the labelled magnitude scale could be used. Ifcomparisons rvere required betrveen

treatments in a study, either the labelled magnitude scale or the difference from control tesi could

be used.

The second quest ion was: How do dffirent types of cloth perþrmþr the uptake of

odors? Is there afbre lhdî is betterfor this and are there any physicctl properties of the cloth

that will help predict this performanc¿? Different cloth ¡pes perfonned differently in the

exposure studies and cloth þpes could be identified that performed rvell and that did not. There

rvas no pattem ofhigher levels ofodor uptake intensity being associated rvith a paficular fibre or

cloth structure, Cellulose fibres comprised both the best and the rvorst porformers, rvith cotton

k-trit being one ofthe best and cotton terry cloth being one ofthe worst. Linen, rvhich has a very

crystalline structure, did not adsorb odor rvell. All ofthe fabrics adsorbed odor to some degree,

and differentiation ofthe groups based on performance rvas diffrcult. When physical properties

ofthe fabrics rvere evaluated compared to their odor uptake perfornrance, the factors ofdensity,

fabric weight and air permeability rvere most important physical attributes. When this rvas

considered only rvithin cotton fabrics, fabric weight and air permeability were most impofant.

Higher scores rvould be associated rvith lorver fabric tveight and density and rvith higher air

permeability.

Cotton flannel rvas the fabric that has been most often used in srvatch studies ¡eported to

date. F¡om the results in these studies, it performed rvell for odor adsorption, as did several other

fabrics. In electronic nose studies ofthe adso¡bed odor components, spun polypropylene seemed

to adsorb a pattem of odor that was most similar to the srvine odo¡ simulant. In the field studies,

the activated carbon cloth seemed the most stable for adsorbing and retaining odors u'hen higher

rvind-speed rvas present,

The third question vas: Are there diferences in the odorants thar diferent Jìbres or cloth

types will adsorb? which componenrs are most easily adsorbed and released into the system and
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how can this be assessed? This question $as only ansrvered in a limited rvay, due to problems

rvith the GCilvlS analysis ofthe samples. The data from manipulation ofthe electronic nose

pattems, showed that spun polypropylene seemed to adsorb a pattem ofodor tlìat was most

similar to the srvine odor simulant used as the odor source. A complete answer to this question

rvill require another study using appropriate GCA4S testing.

The fourth question rvas: .I/ov vtell does rhis laborutory methodologt carryforward into

ãclual feld-testing? can cloth types identifed under laboratory conditions be successfi ly

utilized an actual odor dispersion testþrmat? A method ofcollecting cloth srvatch samples

simultaneously with sensory data was devised and applied during an actual odor dispersion study

Problems with the autosampler system for the electronic nose made the timely analysis of two of

the sample sets impossible, so that only results from a single limited set of swatches were really

useful. From this set, activated ca¡bon cloth appeared to be the most useful cloth source for field

sampling under real rveather conditions. The factor ofbreakthrough q,as likely the most

significant effect he¡e, with activated carbon cloth being the most resistart to;his.

The fifth question was: can croth srrfaces be made to adsorb odors ntore efficienttyfor

this work? Plasma polymerization rvas used to change the surface oftwo ofthe fabrics, cotton

flannel and spun polypropylene. The treatments added either -oH groups to the surface (made

the fabric more hydrophilic) or fluorine to the surface (made the fabric more hydrophobic). The

electronic nose results for the cotton shorved that all three ofthe cotton samples mapped together,

so that presumably the tre¿tments did not improve the odor adsorption over that ofthe untreated

control. The results for the spun polypropylene shorved that both the treated srvatches mapped to

suggest that they had adsorbed a greater int€nsity ofthe odorant compared to the untreated

control.

The sixth question was: wich measurenent sysrems rtiu aflov, odors.to be evaruaÍed?

New technologt in the þrn ofsensor-based erectronic nose technorog¡t is avairabre. How we

does this compare Ío the use of human assessors for the presence and inrensiry of marodors
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sampled fron the environment? Inthis rvork, all of the measurement systems rvere successful in

allorving malodo¡s to be evaluated. Sensory testing using different scaling methods rvorked rvell

in assessing malodors stabilized onto different tpes of cloth. The electronic nose also performed

rvell and held promise as a means ofanalyzing the odors at levels that are equivalent to those

perceived by the panelists.

In summary, this rvork has resulted in several steps in methodology development for the

study ofcloth srvatches for environmental sampling rvhich include:

¡ Further development ofthe laboratory protocols for exposures ofcloth srvatches for

evaluation ofbase materials - including cloth preparation and treatnent, identification ofa

srvine odor simulant and identification ofsou¡ces and tlpes of standardized fabrics for use in

this testing method.

. The development ofprotocols for the use ofelectronic nose analyses for evaluation ofthe

adsorption of environmental malodors onto cloth. (This also included the acquisition of an -

electronic nose system, follorved by an extended period oftraining and experience - both in

the operation and in the repair ofthe autosampler component ofthe system.)

¡ The development ofa viable method offield testing cloth srvatch odor adsorption, To this

end, a freld vest tvas designed and the protocols for actual onJocation testing were

developed.

¡ The application ofnerv methods oftextile processing, i.e., surface modifrcation through the

application of plasma polymerization to fabrics to enhance their odor adsorption

performance.

The general perfo¡mance ofthe fabrics is summarized in Table 8.1. From this it can be seen that

both spun polypropylene and activated carbon cloth showed the most promise as suitabte cloth

substrates fo¡ laboratory and field sampling respectively.
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8.3 Recommendations for Further Work

There rvere several avenues ofresearch that could be pursued based on the rvork in these

studies. The first rvas continuation ofthe GC/lr4S rvork to establish the odorants that rvere present

in the headspace ofthe samples from the different cloth sources. This rvork rvould clarifu the

components ofsrvine odor that rvere available to the sensory panel and to the electronic nose for

odor evaluation. This GC/l,fS analysis could also be used to evaluate the headspace sample for

other applications ofthe cloth swatch testing and aid in establishing fabrics for specifrc

applications in conjunction rvith electronic nose analyses, since otle fabric may not be the ansrver

to all testing situations. Other test situations that have been suggested include the presence of

extraneous chemical compounds as applied to specific aspects ofcrop testing, and security

screening for disallorved products in passenger and cargo situations. Furthenvo¡k on field

collection of environmental malodors rvould include the use ofactivated carbon cloth ald the

stabilization ofodors for longer periods oftime to allorv the shipmertt of samples for electronic

nose testing. The development ofthe electronic nose applications ofcloth su,atch testing rvould

also include the use ofartifrcial neural netrvorks as the decision-making cornponent ofthe test

system.
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Table 8 . 1 Summary of observations on tle perfo*un"

# Sample
Code

'electroni

c noqe)

1

2

cor

CTB

Fabric Description

)otton - flannel, bleached

4

crK

:otton broadcloth bleached,
nercerized- comhed

5

cl I

cotton - knit - bleached cotton
t-shirt fâbric

UIW

)otton - 9.5 oz, bleached terry
:loth
cotton - twill, bleached,
mercerized

rhe cotton samples did not behave as a group - the perfor.att"" fo. odoi optake ** ua.iabiãiõ.
''best" to "worsf" This wec nnl cnrnnli"iah¡ ewnloinahla - ^^-"i,1--i-^ +L^+ ^ll ^r+L^ c-L-:^^ --.^-^
constructed from cotton, which was not given any treaûnents during the weaving or knitting
processes. structurally, cotton fibres are a 'tollapsed tube" - with òdors reported as being-
relatively evenly distributed across the whole fibre cross-section (Liu et al.,-2004) and pr;vided a
large suråce area for odor adsorption.

Cotton flannel had been the fabric of choice in most cloth swatch work for sampling environmental
odors, however it_ did notappear to do the bestjob. The choice to use it was likely Éased on its
occurrence as a clothing fabric for workers - the odor was perceived on this fabrit - swatches of it
were used in sampling. It performed moderately well in uptake of odorant in laboratory conditions
(low airflow rates), but did not seem to work well in actual field conditions

The cotton single knit used here adsorbed odor well, however was extremely difficult to handle as a
sampling medium because of its tendency to "roll", a result of its construction.

Cotton twill and cotton broadcloth performed about as well as the cotton flannel, but the cotton terry
cloth performed poorly, having a lower perceived odor from the same level of exposure. whether
this was a result ofthe larger volume offibre in a given stvatch actually inhibiting the release ofthe
odor was not known. However, the cotton terry cloth had almost 3 time the weig-ht of fibre in the
swatch as cotton flannel and more than 2.5 time that ofthe cotton single knit.

9 LIN linen - suiting

Comments

Linen performed poorly in this test - however this w@
to that of cotton. while it was another cellulose fibre, it had very long polymer units and a very
crystalline structure. Its fibres were smooth and had less surface area-tltanthe cottons (as shown by
the lower porosity values).
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Table 8 . I Summary of observaúons on tle perficrmance of fabric typ"

# Sample
Code

(electroni
c nose)

I

2

cor

3

CTB

Fabric Description

:otton - flannel, bleached

4

CTK

rotton broadcloth, bleached,
nercerized comhed

CTT

cotton - knit - bleached cotton
t-shirt fabric

ulw

)otton - 9.5 oz, bleached terry
:loth
cotton - twill, bleached,
mercerized

The cotton samples did not bebave as a group - the performance for odor uptake was lariable from
"best" to "worst". This was not completely explainable - considering that all ofthe fabrics were
constructed from cotton, which was not given any treaûnents during the weaving or knitting
processes. Structurally, cotton fibres are a "collapsed tube" - with odors reported as being
relatively evenly distributed across the whole fibre cross-section (Liu et al., 2004) and provided a
large surface area for odor adsorption.

Cotton flannel had been the fabric ofchoice in most cloth swatch work for samoline environmentâl

9

odors, however it did not appear to do the bestjob. The choice to use it was likely based on its
occurrence as a clothing fabric for workers - the odor was perceived on this fabric - swatches of it
were used in sampling. It performed moderately well in uptake of odorant in laboratory conditions
(low airflow rates), but did not seem to work well in actual field conditions.

The cotton single knit used here adsorbed odor well, however was ertremely difücult to handle as a
sampling medium because of its tendency to "roll", a result of its construction.

Cotton twill and cotton broadcloth performed about as well as the cotton flannel, but the cotton terry
cloth performed poorly, having a lower perceived odor from the same level of exposure. \vhether
this was a result of the larger volume offibre in a given swatch actually inhibiting the release of the
odor was not known. However, the cotton terry cloth had almost 3 time the weight of fibre in the
swatch as cotton flannel and more than 2.5 time that ofthe cotton single knit.

LIN linen - suiting

Comments

Linen performed poorly in this lest - however this was not surprising when its stn¡cture is co-pa.e¿
to that of cotton. while it was another cellulose fibre, it had very long polymer units and a very
crystalline structue. Its fibres were smooth ând had less surface area than the cottons (as shown by
the lower porosity values).
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APPendix A

Informed consent information for sensory panel participants



Sensory Panel Recruitment Information

Project Title: Measuring uptake of malodors onto cloth swatches for development ofa new
field test method.

The purpose ofthis study is to evaluate a nerv method of collecting airbome malodors for
laboratory measurements. The odors are collected on cloth swatches and in this study vi'e are

comparing different fabrics for the ease of adsorption of odors . The odors are from a model

system based on the malodors perceived in and near hog bams.

Note: The sndy is being run nder îhe standards set fonvard by the Ethics Reviev CommitÍee,
Faculty of Httman Ecologt, University ofManitoba and will involve informed consentfor each

stage of Íhe tests.

There are three stages in tIe proiect:

l. A selection panel using rveak I -butanol solutions to validate ability to perceive lorv levels of
off-odors.

2. Trainhg sessions to familiarize each participant rvith the procedu¡es involved - a calibration
procedure

3. Actual evaluation sessions using the test samples.

The tasks: sniffing samples and recording intensity ofperceived odor on a paper ballot.

The time involved: - all panel sessions rvill be either in late moming or mid-aftemoon
o at least 2 selection panels (10-15 minutes each),
o 2 familiarizalion sessions (15 min each)
c 24 data cøllection sessions (up to 15 min each)

As a thanks for your participation: On completion ofall ofthe data collection sessions, you rvill
receive an hono¡arium of $ 150.00 as a U of M Bookstore gift certifrcate.

Investigator: RobertaYo¡k
CFIA Sensory Science/University of Manitoba
Telephone: 983-5086
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CONSENT FORM

Project Sensory Assessment of Ag¡icultural Malodors
Title:

Principal Investigator(s) Martin W. King
Name(s):

Tel: 474-9913
983-5086Roberta K. Yo¡k

Address: Sensory Science Laboratory, Canadian Food Inspection Agency
501 Universiw Crescent. Winnioes. MB. R3T 2N6

Names of l. Dr. Q. Zhang

Co- Dept. of Biosystems Engineering
lnvestisator(s): U of Manitoba

Please tick either YES or NO in response to each ofthe following questions:

1. Do you understand that you have been asked to be in a research study? Yes O No tr

2. Have you read the information sheet or heard the verbal explanation of the Yes tr No O
investigator?

3. Do you understand the benefrts and risks involved in taking part in the research Yes tr No tr
study?

4. Have you hadan opporhrnity to ask questions and discuss the study? Yes É No t

5. Do you understand that you are free to rvithd¡arv from the study at any time Yes tr No tr
without having to give a reason and rvithout any detriment to your ongoing
association with the University of Manitoba, the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans, or the Canadian Food Inspection Agency?

6. Do you u¡derstand that you can refuse to ansrver any questions or provide Yes E No tr
information during your participation in the study?

7. Has the issue of confidentiality been described to you and do you understand: a) Yes tr No O
rvho rvill havs access to the information you provide, b) that no reports will
rdentrty you as an lndrvrdual'/

I agree to take part in this study Yes E No tr

Sþature of Participant Printed Name of Participant Date

Trvo copies ofthis form are provided for you to complete, one of rvhich you are expected to keep. The second
copy rvill be kept by the principal investigator.

Thank you.
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INFORMATION LETTER

Sensory Assessment of Agricultural Malodo¡sProject
Title:

Principal lnvestigator(s) Martin W. King
Name(s): Roberta K. York

Tel: 474-9913
983-5086

Address: Sensory Science Laboratory, Canadian Food Inspection Agency
501 Universiw Crescent. Winninee. MB. R3T 2N6

Names of 1.

Co-
Investigator(s):

Dr. Q. Zhang
Dept. of Biosystems Engineering
U of Manitoba

2.

The follorving information is given in order to provide you rvith the basis for informed consent for your
participation in the sensory studies ofagricultural malodors.

l. The purpose of this research is to develop a nerv standard method for the analytical sensory evaluation of
malodors from agricultural sources. The results rvill be used to guide the further study ofthese malodors

and the methods by rvhich these odors can be reduced or eliminated from large-scale livestock rearing
production facilities.

The project involves l) the standardization ofthe sensory methodologies for quantitative measurement of
malodor intensity - for laboratory, animal research, and on-site envirorurental testing, and, 2) the
development and testing of improved methods of sampling of air-bome odors through the development of
odor-sensitive fabrics. This rvill provide a nerv standard test and protocols to evaluate ôdors and allorv
meaningful cross-comparisons ofthe results f¡om different test situations. It rvill also provide the basis for
a provisional standard for regulatory testing.

2. The odors used in the study, rvhile unpleasant, are not harmful.

a) There will be no health risk to subjects rvho are participating in the study - the odorants which are part
ofthe standard odor system, although strong-smelling are all naturally-occurring breakdo*n products of
protein, fat and carbohydrates. The components ofthe odor system are all knor¡,n compounds and have
been used for many years in otÏer aspects ofodor research. These compounds are perceptible in the parts
per million and parts per billion ranges of concentration. As the testing involves only odorants, pa¡elists
rvill not be exposed to the ingestion of any ofthe odor mixture components.

b) The benefits to the participants include: the knorvledge ofcontributing to research in an area which has
potential economic benefits to the Province of Manitoba, the opportunity to test sensory skills in a
controlled environment, and, an expression ofour appreciation in the form ofeither a gift certificate for the
U of M Bookstore or cash.

3. All ofthe panel rvork in this project is in the category ofanalltical sensory testing rvhich uses selected
and trained panelists rvho have demonstrated necessary basic sensory skills for odor perception and the
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ability to perform the intensity-scaling tasks required. Tests'rvill involve the smelling ofodors from
specific sampling sources and evaluating their presence and/or intensity using various measurement scales.

There are three stages in participation in the study:
¡ Candidate Selection for participation: using standard ASTM (Anerican Society for Testing and

Materials) and ISO (Intemational Standards Organization) methods - usually trvo or three sessions per
person.

r Training Sessions: using various odor standards for evaluation and training - up to eight sessions per
panelist.

r Data Collection Procedures: using prepared samples of knorm composition and air samples obøined
from on-site testing at livestock-holding facilities. The number ofexperiments and the number of
sessions per experiment rvill vary, but rvill be discussed at the beginning of each panel series.

For example: To evaluate the effect of storage time of exposed srvatch samples, l0 panelists rvould be
selected and trained in intensity assessment ofthe odors. Samples rvould be dra*'n and prepared for 5 to 8

storage times (days) and presented to the panelists as a sample set. The sets lould be tested over at least
three replications ofthe series. In any given sample session, panelists rvould be required to evaluate from 5

to 25 samples, depending on the test design, rvith the provision (requirement) for the use of time and

appropriate rinsing materials (usually sniffing a sample of distilled rvater). The sessions are conducted in a
sensory science laboratory, i.e. comfortable, quiet surroundings, equipped rvith a positive pressure,

activated-carbon filtered air system, florescent day-lights at 5000'K (noon daylight).

4. This research is completely separate from aly services, benefits or rights rvhatsoever that each
participant may have acc€ss to nol- or in the future from the University of Manitoba, the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, or the Canadia¡ Food Inspection Agency (rvhichever is appropriate).

5. You are free to rvithd¡arv from the study at any time rvithout having to give a reason and rvithout any
detriment to your ongoing association rvith the University of Manitoba, the Departrnent of Fisheries and
Oc.eans, or the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (whichever is appropriate).

6. All information collected during the study rvill be kept confidential and no individual rvill be identified in
the analysis of the results. Each participant is assigned a code number and all data taken from the sensory
ballots rvill be coded rvith this number. Data rvill be held at the by R,K. York at the Sensory Science
Laboratory of the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, located at the Freslrrvater Institute. Access to the raw
data rvill be limited to the principal investigator, the co-investigators and to the Sensory Laboratory
Technician.

Dr. Martin W. Kirg, Advisor
Depafment of Clothing and Texliles
University of Manitoba
474-9913

Roberta K. Yo¡k, M.Sc., Ph.D. Student
Canadian Food Inspection Agency
501 University Crescent, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 2N6
983-5086
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Appendix B

Ballot for selection tests in study # I - triangle tests using l-butanol



Agri culnral Malodor Evahtation Shdies

Odor Sensitivity Testing

Name

Date

Series

You have been given six sets of3 samples each. within each set, 2 samples are the same and I is
different. Please test each ofthe samples in a set and select the odd sampte by its odor using the
following method:

Raise the cover ofthe flask and, using 2 or 3 shallorv sniffs, evaluate the odor present in
the sample and replace the cover immediately. Test the samples in the order piesented.
Your may evaluate each sample more than once ifneeded - leave the cover on the sample
for a minute to allorv the sample to equilibrate.

Open the flask only briefly to reduce any odor level in the test room,

Ifno difference is apparent, you must guess.

Sample Set Odd Sample

Comments

,1',t



Appendix C

Ballots used for training in the use ofthe magnitude estimation for measuring sensory intensity.



DATE

MEASURING PERCEPTION WITH RATIO SCALING

This is the Reference Sample "R"
- give ¡t a value of "10"

Rate lhe sizê ofêach oflhe boxês bêlow relâtive to the "R" sample.

lf it seems twice as large, call ¡t "20",
lf itseems 1/4 as large, callit"2.5"
lf it seems lhe same, call it "10"

There is no limit to the size of the

numbers or hactjons you can use.

Sizo of Sample Relative to "R"
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Appendix D

Ballot used for the collection ofthe magnitude estimation data for the 1-butanol scale.



Samples: Test Series:

¡,llEASURING ODOUR INTENSITY

You have been given a reference sample, coded 'R" and a ser¡es of number-coded samples which contain d¡fferent
intensit¡es ofthe test odour, 1-butanol.

Evaluat¡on Method: L¡ftthe lid from the flask enoughto beableto sn¡ff the contents. Takeone shallow sn¡tf, then 1

or 2 more, as needed. Replace the l¡d on the flask, Rinse between samples bysniffing theflaskof distilled water
provided. You !!!St rinse between samples.

Evaluate the sample coded 'R" and assign the intensity of the odour you perce¡ve a value of l!.
Evaluate each of the coded samples, and rate the intens¡ty of the odour relative to the reference sample.
e.g. lf ¡t seems twice as strong, give it a value of20, 10 times as strong, give ¡t a value of 100.

lf ¡t seems one-quarter âs strong, give it a value of 2.5
There ¡s no limit to the mult¡ples or fractions you can use to descr¡be the ¡ntens¡ty of the odour.

SA¡ilPLE CODE PERCEIVED INTENSITY

CON¡¡.4ENTS;
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Appendix E

Ballot used for the collection ofthe labelled magnitude scale data for the 1-butanol scale



Scaling Odor Intensity

Name

Date

Code

- Strongest Lnaginable

Very Strong

Slrong

WeaÌ<

Barely Detectable

Comments:



Appendix F

Ballot used for the collection ofthe difference-from-control data ofodor intensity for srvine
odorant-exposed cloth srvatches.



A gr ¡ cu I tu r a I 

^,Ía 
lo dor S lu di e s

DT¡'FERENCE FROM CONTROL TEST

SCALING ODOR INTENSITY

Name:

Series:

Instructions:

l Srnell the sarnple marked "trll' first, then smell dre "rvann-up" sample.
2. Râte the amount of difrerenc€ betryeen these sarnples as "extremely different frolll R'. Please rna¡k dre

scale accordingly.
3. Continue rvith the coded samples. Mark the scale to indicâte the arnount of the overall difference froln

"R"
4. Please rinse by snitrng the distilled rvater between coded sarnples.

Code No (actually a 6-inclì (150 nxn) line scale - truncated for publication)

same
asR

extremely different
from R

same
asR

extremely dj
from R

same
âsR

extrenelv
from R

sAllle
asR

extremely different
from R

same
asR

extremely d
frorn R

same
asR

extrelnely different
from R

salne
âsR

COMMENTS:

extrernely different
froln R
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Appendix G

Ballot and instructions used for the collection of the labelled magnitude scaling data for odor

intensity of swine odorant-exposed cloth swatches.



Scaling Odor IntensitY

Name

Date

Code

Strongest Irnaginâble

Very Strong

St¡ong

Barely Detectable

Comments



Instructions to Panelists for Odor Evaluations

Scalins Odor Intensitv

smell.the sample labelled 'warm-up' and rate it as you would one of the coded samples.
Do this only once at the beginning ofthe test

Nnse with distilled water (by sniffing) and wait I minute (timed) before beginning the
samples.

Rate the intensity ofeach ofthe coded samples on the scale provided.
The end points are defined as

none : no odor present
strongest imaginable = the strongest odor you can imagine perceiving

Rinse by smelling distilled water brt*à"n samples and wait 1 minute (timed) between
samples.

Many thanks for your participationl



Appendix H

. Response curves for each ofthe 12 sensors for the 2-minute data acquisition period

for each ofthe 13 fabrics tested at three incubation te.pe.atures



"St¡r" diagam of
nìaxirìu¡n response of
each ofthe 12 serìsor -
Black liue = urexposed
Red line = exposed rvith
swine odor simulart
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Appendix I

Principal component analysis (PCA) graphs

comparing unexposed and exposed samples for each ofthe thirteen cloth swatches tested.



PrincipâI conponent analysis (PCA) gâphs of the electroric nose response data to sho\ì,tlìe detection of

diferences in odor level betrveen unexposed and exposed sanples for each ofthe l3 cloth samples tested

Tlìe follorving tâble slìorvs tlìe clotlì sample tested and the figure in rvhich it appears in tlús section.

òample uode lor
tlte Electronic
Nnce Ä n¡h¡cic

Fabric Description Figure Number
in this Section

cor cotton - flannel, bleâched I.l

hvo hrrtller sets of cofton flarurel analyzed
senârrtelv

L14 1.15

CTB cotton broadclotlì, bleaclìed, lnercerized. r.2.

CTK cotton - knit - bleaclìed cotton t-slúrt fabric L3

CTT cotton - 9.5 oz, bleached terrJ, clotlì t.4.

CTW cotton - twill, bleâclìed, nrercerized I.5

woL lvool - $'orsted flannel .6

wLc rYool clìallis

SLK silk lìâbutae 8 rnlÌr L8

LIN linen - suiting I.9.

RAY spùn viscose clìallis (rayon) I.10

DAC Dacron tlte 54 (disperse dveable) I l.

PLY spun pob?ropylene l.t2

ACC activated carbon clotlì



Figrue I.l. PCA graph for Ule cotton flarinel
sarnples (COT).

There is a clear difference bet\yeen the unûeated
(00) sarnple and the exposed (10) sample. Tlte
discrimination index is 8?o/o indicating a clear
discrirnination betrve€n tlÌe tlvo groups of satnples.

Tlìe datâ in this glaplN represents sanìples prepared
and tested on t\vo different dâys and includes 6 dâta
points for each of tlle samples instead ofthe tluee
used for each of tlìe subsequent fabric sarnples.

Cl :,99.47u

Cl:: 99.39t

Figure I.2. PCA graph for the cofton b¡oadcloth
sarnples (CTB).

The¡e is a clea¡ difference bet$,een le unûeated
(00) sample and dìe exposed (10) sample. The
discrinlination index is 97% indicating a clear
discrilnination betrveen the hvo groups ofsarnples.
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Figure L3. PCA graph for dre cotton knit sâmples
(crK).

There is a clea¡ difference between tlìe untreated
(00) sample and tlìe exposed (10) sample. The
disc¡imination index is 98oó indicating a clear
discrimination betrveen re two groups of samples.

Figure 1.4. PCA graph for the cotton terry cloth
sanples (CTT), The¡e is a clear differenc€ betryeen
the untÌeåted (00) urnple arid the exposed (10)
sanple. The discrirnination index is 94olo
indicating a cleal discrirninalion betÌyeen tlìe hvo
groups of sarnples.



Figure I.5. PCA graph for the cotton trvill sârnples
(crw).

ïrere is a clea¡ difference between Uìe untreated
(00) sarnple and the exposed (10) sample. The
disc¡iminâtion index is99% indicating a ctear
discrimination behveen the trvo groups ofsamples.

Figure I.6. PCA graph for tlìe rvool fla¡¡rel
samples ((WOL).

Tltere is a clea¡ difference betrveen the untreated
(00) sarnple and the exposed (10) sarnple. The
discrilnination index is 97% indicating a cleat
discrirnination betrveen tlìe trvo groups of sarnples.



$üffiæTìïW Figure L7. PCA graph for the wool challis sarnples
(\\'LC).

There is a clea-r difference betlveen the untreated
(00) sarnple and the exposed (10) sarnple. Tlre
discrilnination index is 92olo indicating a clear
discrimination betrveen tlìe t$'o groups ofsamples.

Figure I.8. PCA graph for the silk lrabutae sarnples
(sLK).

There is a clear difference bettveen the unt.reated
(00) sarnple and the exposed (10) sarnple. The
discrirnination index is 93% indicating a clear
disoinination between the trvo'groupi of sarnples.

El : 98.208
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Figure I.9. PCA graph for the linen suiting sanples
(LI.Ð.

There is a clea¡ difference bet\yeen the unüeated
(00) sarnple and the exposed (10) sample. Tlre
discrimination index is 98olo indicating a cle¿-r
discrinúnation behveen the t\vo groups ofsarnples.

Figure i.10. PCA graph for the spun viscose challis
- rayon sarnples (RAY).

There is a clea¡ difference between the unteated
(00) sarnple and tfte exposed (10) sample. The
discrilnination index is 99olo indicating a clear
discrirninâtion bettveen the hyo groups ofsamples.



Figure L l1. PCA graph for the Dacron tlpe 54
sarnples @AC).

There is a clear di-ffe¡enc€ behye€n tlìe untleâted
(00) sarnple and tle exposed (10) sample. The
discrimination index is 960á indicating a ctear
discriminâtion betrveen the trvo gronps of salnples.

Figure I.12. PCA graph for the spun pol¡propylene
sanìples (PLÐ.

There is a clear difference between tlte untreâted
(00) sarnple and the exposed (10) sarnple. The
disc¡irnination index is 96010 indicating a clear
discrirnination bet$'een the trvo groups ofsamples.

Cl ; 98.91ã
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Trvo flrrther s€ts ofcotton flarìnel sarnples mapped separately lo delnonsÍate tlìe stability ofthe effect and
tlìe range of discrirnination indices rvhich rvere found in this testing

Figue I.14 PCA gmph for dte cotton flamel
sarnples (COT). Frorn Octobe¡ 9.

The¡e is a clear difference belrveen tlìe untÌeated
(00) sarnple and the exposed (10) sa-rnple. The
discrimination index is 89% indicating â cleat
discrilnination bettveen the trvo groups ofsamples.

Figure I.13. PCA gra.ph for the activated carbon
clotlì samples (ACC).

There is a clea.r difference between tlìe unt.reâted
(00) sanlple and dìe exposed (10) sarnple. Tlre
discrirnination index is 97% indicating a clear
discrilnination betrveen the t\yo groups ofsamples.
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Figure I.15. PCA graph for the cotton fla¡nel
sarnples (COT) frorn October 10.

There is a clear difference betiveen the untreated
(00) sarnple and úe exposed (10) sarnple. The
discrilnination index is 95% ixdicating a cleåt
discrinination betrve€n the tlvo groups of samples.

The¡e is some variation between the sârnples fronl
day to day - dìe proximity in tirne rnakes it unlikely
tlut tlìe clìanges rvitt be due to changes in the



Appendix J

Ballot and instructions used for the collection ofenvironmental malodor intensity data for srvine

odors during the odor dispersion study.



ODOUR INTENSITY DATA RECORDING FORM - FOR SESSION 2

S n iffer Dâte Position 2 - 2

Sequence # 2 lGPSPosítion:
Lat¡lude:

lnstruct¡ons: 1. Put mask in place and move lo fìeld position. Record GpS position above.2. On signal or at agreed t¡me, begin data collection for sequence l:. remove mask for 1-2 sec, sniff air, replace mask
. record odor intensity and any descriptors appropriate... ... ... repeat these steps for 10 min.

3. Wait 10 minutes until nextsignal to do sequence 2 and then sequence 3.

Time
standard sample scale

(circle the number of the standard closest ¡n
intensitv to the âir sâmolel

Odor Descr¡ptor
Comments

(e.9. non-swine
odorsì

at 0 min 0 1 2 3 4 5 tt 7 8
10 sec 0 2 â 4 5 o 7 I
20 sec 0 ,| 2 3 4 5 7 I
30 sec 0 1 2 3 4 5
4U SeC 0 1 2 6 7 I
5U SeC 0 2345678

at I min 0 2 3 4 5 7 I
10 sec 0 2 4 5 7 Â

20 sec 0 3 4 5 7
30 sêc 0 2 â 4 ô 7 I
40 sec 0 2 2 4 5 b 7 8
50 sec 0 2 4 Ã rt 7

at 2 min 0 1 2 3 4 5 o
10 sec 0 ,| 2 3 5 o
zu sec U 2 ó o 7 I
5U SeC u 2 .t 4 5 t) 7
40 sec 0 1 2 3 4 5 tl 7 I
50 sec n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

at 3 min 0 1 2 3 4 Ã o 7 a

IU SEC 0 2 3 4 5 o 7 I
20 sec 0 2 ,¡ 4 5 b o
30 sec 0 2 ,J 4 5 o 7
40 sec 0 1 2 3 4 5 o 7 I
50 sec 0 1 2 o 4 5 o 8

at 4 mín U 1 2 3 4 5 o 7 I
10 sec 0 1 2 4 5 tl 7 8
20 sec 0 1 2 4 5 tt 7 I
30 sec 0 2 4 5 o 7 8
40 sec 2 3 4 Ã tl 7 a

sec 0 2 3 4 5 6 7

Odour
Descriptors:

'l) acrid/pungent
2) ammonia
3) chopped hay
4) earthy
5) fecal- human

6) lecal- anìmal tt) rotten eggs
7) fresh manure 12) sewage
8) old manure 13) smoky
9) moldy/musty 14) sulphur
l0) Dulr¡d/rôtten tlêsh 'lsì cwêêtiêh
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Appendix K

Vector graphs for odor response data over three consecutive 1O-minute periods

for the three days offield testing.



Figue K.1. Vector graphs ofdre odor plunes frorn September 14,2003, Tlìese slìotv the variatjons in the odor for the
tluee 10 minute sarnpling periods staIt time: I l.0o renperatùe 13.7'c, R,H. 82.8%, and wind-speed l l.l krn/lù.

Vector 1 - Sensory Data - Sept 14103
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Vector 2 -Sensory Data - Sept 14103
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Vector 3 - Sensory Data - Sept 14103
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Vector 4 - Senso ry Data - Sept 14103
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Vector 5 - Sensory Data - Sept l4103
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Note: each of the tluee lines is interpreted as follorvs:
l-(vector number) is position 1 on that vector = 100 ln frolll the odor source.
2-(vector nunber) is position I on tlìat vector = 500 lìl froln tlìe odor source.
3-(vector nunber) is position I on llìat vector = 1000 m from the odor source.



Figure K.2. Vector grapls ofllìe odor plumes from Septelnber 21, 2003. TlÌese shorv the variations in the odor for the
tfuee 10 minute sarnpling periods Staf tirne: 15.10 Tenperature 11.0'C, R.H. 92.2%, and rvind-speed 21.7 knúù.
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Vector 4 - Sensory Data - Sept 21l03
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Vector 5 - Sensory Data - Sept 21l03
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Note: each ofdre tluee lines is interpreted as follorvs:
l-(vector nunber) is position I on that vector = 100 r fronì the odor sourc€.
2-(vector munber) is position I on that vector = 500 nì fioln the odol source.
3-(vector nurnber) is position 1 on tlìat vector = 1000 rn froln the odor source.



Figure K.3. Vector graplìs of the odor plumes from October 5, 2003. Trese shorv the variations in the odor for the
duee 10 minute sanpling periods Start tirne: 12.01 Temperâtue l5.l'C, R.H. 51.7%, and wind-sperd 15.8 kn/lr.
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Vector 4 - Sensory Data - Oct 5/03
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Note: each of re tlìree lines is interpreted as follows:
l-(vector nunber) is position I on tlìat vector = 100 Irl froln tlìe odor source.
2-(vector nurnber) is position I on that vecto¡ = 500 tn frorn the odor source.
3-(vector nunber) is position I on tlìat vector = 1000 m Íïoln the odor source



Appendix L.

ESCA curves for the analysis ofthe surface composition ofthe fabrics tested.

The follorving ESCA curves rvere supplied by S. Turgeon, Universitaire de euébec, Hôpital

Saint-François d'Assie, Quèbec, Canada.

Figure L.l. (a), (b) and (c) ESCA curves for COT
Figure L.2. (a), (b) and (c) ESCA curves for CO2
Figure L.3. (a), (b)and(c) ESCAcurves for C F
Figure L.4. (a), (b) and (c) ESCA curves for PLIY
Figure L.5 (a), (b) and (c) ESCA curves for PO2
Figure L.6. (a), (b)and (c) ESCAcurvesforP F
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Figure L.l.(c) ESCA curves for COT-3
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Figure L.2.(a) ESCA curves for CO2 -l
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Figure L.2.(b) ESCA curves for CO2 -2
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